




Men and women have 
been folk and square dancing 
in Capezios for a long time. 
We take pride in this tradition 
and in the footwear we make 
for these dancers. 
Here, one of our most 
popular shoes, the U-Shell 
Buckle Strap: leather upper, 
elk sole and 5/8 " leather heel 
with non-skid wafer Neolite® 
lift. 
For your copy of our 
brochure featuring footwear 
for folk and square dance, just 






to Folk G2 Square 
For nearest dealer, write: Capezio Ballet Makers, Dept. SQ, 
543 West 43rd St., New York, N.Y. 10036. 
Footwear/Legwear/Bodywear for Dance/Theatre/Recreation 
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Politicians who travel the "hustings" 
to talk to their "grass roots" don't 
always hear what they like. On a 
two-week trip in August, we were 
engaged in three conversations which 
slowly dampened some of the enthusi-
asm we normally feel about the square 
dance picture. 
First, there was the electrician who, 
spotting the sign on our van, spoke 
smilingly of his days of dancing and the 
fun he and his wife had. They'd had to 
drop out, he said, when she hurt her 
back, and they didn't know if they'd be 
able to return. "Well, this happens," 
we said to ourselves, feeling sorry that 
the gentleman was now missing all the 
fun. 
Next, on another leg of the trip, the 
van signaled a need for new tires by 
collapsing its right front support. 
Behold, the tire salesman was also a 
"drop out" and his tale was not such a 
happy one. "It was the cliques," he 
said, "We'd go to a dance and not be 
able to get into a square. We went for a 
while but no more.... Too bad people 
have to be that way." We gulped, and 
commiserated with him. There's just no 
way to defend such situations except to 
say that they don't always prevail. 
Several days later, we met a 
vacation-time friend, who last year was 
an avid club dancer "Still dancing?" 
we asked. "No, we quit,'' was the 
answer. Seems he went on an extended 
trip out of the country. When he came 
back, he and his wife couldn't dance  
with their club. "Guess what we need 
now is a 75-Basic Club," were his 
words. But there isn't one available and 
so another couple has dropped out. 
By this time, we were "down", too. 
Was this some kind of trend? Where 
were all the enthused dancers? 
We came back to the ASD office to 
find hundreds of subscribers who 
renewed before the price raise whose 
expiration dates run from 1979 up 
through 1985. "Now, here's the oppo-
site side," we said. "These readers 
plan to be dancing for years ahead; why 
else would they renew?" 
Possibly, no conclusions may be 
drawn from this tale — certainly no 
earthshaking ones. The dropout prob-
lem has been with us for twenty years. 
Is it escalating or does it seem greater 
because there are more dancers? 
Voices raise in protest about the 
proliferation of new calls; is anyone out 
there listening? 
Are we willing to be more friendly 
and dance at a comfortable level to keep 
more dancers in the activity? Or is the 
current attempt to standardize "levels" 
just lip service? Will we do something to 
improve square dancing, or just talk 
about it? 
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true in the southern climates where 
square dancing flourishes in the winter 
months. Time already precludes our 
doing this for 1978; do you want It for 
1979? Let us know. 
Please renew our subscription to 
American Square Dance for two years, 
and we enclose 11 dollars. 
We do so enjoy your magazine, it's 
always a scramble between Johnny and 
me to get it first. 
Hope you enjoy your visit to New 
Zealand. We are sister clubs with 
'Cathedral Squares' and when our 
mayor of Christchurch, England went 
on a visit to Christchurch, New Zealand 
(sister towns), Art Shepherd gave him a 
little banner to bring back to us, which 
he did in the middle of a 'Jubilee 
Hoedown', (one night stand) surprising 
many people there who didn't realise 
that square dancing was world-wide. It 
certainly made good publicity for our 
activity. 
Renee Hayes 
Christchurch, Dorset, England 
I wonder if your advertisers know just 
how far their ads reach. Just thought 
you would be interested to know that I 
have received inquiries on the "300+ 
equivalents from as far as Japan, 
England and Australia, also Canada. 




Keep up the good work and keep the 
magazine coming to us....We especially 
enjoy the "Calling Tips" and the 
"Dancing Tips" part of the magazine. 
As a caller, this helps me to keep up 
with all the new movements that are 
coming out and gives me material to use 
them with also. 
Jack & Ida House 
Salina, Kansas 
Enclosed find my check for renewing 
my subcription to your fine magazine. 
As a starting new caller I find it very 
helpful and always has a wealth of 
information to help me. Keep up the 
good work 	 
Dave Mather 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
Thanks for printing the article about 
me in your great American Squaredance 
magazine. Everywhere I go, dancers 
comment on the article 	 
Bobby Lepard 
Aiken, South Carolina 
Please excuse, forgive and overlook 
my tardy thanks! I was so delighted to 
see my letter in print, especially since 
you elevated it from just a letter to 
"Feedback". Your courtesy in sending 
me a complimentary early copy was a 
very nice thing to do. I have heard from 
several friends, all in favor of my 
comments, and so feel that I spoke in 
the right place! Thanks, thanks once 
again and happy dancing. 
Maureen Royle 
Owings, Maryland 
As regular subscribers, we enjoy all 
the articles and information in your 
magazine. However, one section has 
been particularly helpful in planning 
our dancing this summer. I refer to your 
April issue, which featured "See It All 
This Summer." It listed dances from 
April through December. I wonder if it 
would be possible in the 1978 January 
issue to list the entire year and not just 
the part from April to December. I am 




ED. NOTE: How about It, readers? Our 
thinking in starting with April was that 
most specials, weekends and weeks are 
planned during that period. This is not 
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Glenda Grimmer's new story about the Littleton family is particularly apt in an 
issue which features square dancing in far-away places— Australia and New 
Zealand. No matter where one travels, square dancers there will spread the 
welcome mat. Glenda says she's getting attached to the Littleton family; so are we. 
Perhaps their adventures will become a continuing part of ASD. 
Right along with the theme goes a letter from Dot & Frank Erker of North 
Carolina, now traveling around the world on a freighter. 
Frank & Iris Gilbert write of the successful 1st Annual Round Dance Convention. 
The Gilberts organized the event for 1977, in addition to their coordination of The 
National Carousel Clubs, to whom we are indebted for the "Pulse Poll" Advanced 
Rounds each month. 
Dave Kikuchi ("Straight Talk") is a graduate student in statistics at University of 







Captain James Cook had a great idea 
back in 1770. Discover a beautiful bunch 
of islands on the bottom side of the 
world (He probably didn't know what 
end was up— Co-ed.), the largest of 
which would make a Texan gawk and an 
Alaskan blanch, make them so far from 
home you'd have to travel into a 
different day and a different season to 
get there, and start to populate a coupla 
countries so varied you'd have to be 
dumb as a platypus not to want to go 
back to its shore to see what you didn't 
see before. 
Platypus. There's a unique creature. 
It's a duck-billed, beaver-tailed, web-
footed, furry critter that builds a nest at 
the end of a tunnel, lays eggs, suckles 
its young, and looks, fur all th' bloody 
worl', like it got buggered up orright, 
put t'gether loosely by some blokes on a 
committee in Canberra, me matey! 
And if you think the South Pacific 
(namely Australia and New Zealand) is 
"for the birds", you're right. For the 
BURDicks and their little flock of eleven 
it was "really for us, like nothing before 
it". Other wise birds could say the 
same. Emus. Lorikeets. Willy wagtails. 
Galahs. Cockatoos and 600 others. 
We took that special tour group of 
eleven with us in mid-July, winging 
across the purple Pacific, covering 6,000 
Brisbane 
/// 
/fitopt  Auckland 
i 
NEW ZEALAND 
miles in twelve hours of air time, always 
wondering whether it was night or day, 
when and where. Stops along the way 
broke up the dullness of constant flight. 
Los Angeles, and a lavish meal in that 
International airport landmark restau-
rant in the sky. Hawaii, and a quick 
breakfast of fresh pineapple halves. 
Much later, on the return trip, there 
was a stop in American Samoa, or Pago 
Pago (pronounced "Pango Pango") 
where we were entertained by a choir of 
native singers, all in colorful skirts and 
beads, both men and women. The whole 
town turned out to see our giant 747. 
Whoa-a-a. I'm getting ahead of me 
bloody story, mates (pronounced 
"mihtes"). Back it up to California. All 
eleven of us converged at the L.A. 
airport from varied points— Everette 
and Dorothy Walker from Sioux City, 
IA; Dorothy Weldelken from OK (via 
Virginia); George and Roberta Thourot, 
plus the Burdicks, from Ohio; Ms. 
Fenton Sellers as well as Bill Crawford 
from Memphis, TN; and Charles and 
Dot Lillagore from the southern tip of 
Texas. Great travel mates, mates! 
Suddenly we were there— Auckland, 






6:40 a.m. Quickly we were whisked 
through customs with no more than a 
glance at our bags, and off to the 
comfortable Intercontinental Hotel, for 
breakfast "on the house". Dull-witted 
as we felt from the long flight, we didn't 
miss a word of the dialogue of the driver 
of our coach, who made our eyes pop 
open, driving on the "wrong" side of 
the road. By the end of our trip that 
practice seemed quite normal, but it 
always begins as a shocker. It made us 
wonder if New Zealanders would, at our 
opening dance with them, "allemande 
RIGHT with the old RIGHT hand, and 
go partner LEFT for a LEFT and RIGHT 
grand 	"? No way! 
Auckland. The Queen City. Popula-
tion over 700,000. The Harbour Bridge. 
The summit of Mt. Eden, (extinct 
volcano) providing a panoramic view of 
the city. One Tree Hill, an oddity 
indeed, once fortified by the Maori 
natives. Race courses. The War Memo-
rial building, which houses a fine 
Maori collection of ancient artifacts. 
Albert Park, a quiet garden sanctuary. 
Two beautiful harbors— Waitemata and 
Manukau. Ninety-five— count'em—
ninety-five suburbs, covering 20,300 
square miles. Warm winter tempera-
ture (60-70F.) made us "think fall", and 
forget July altogether. Bus tours were 
complete. A walking tour through the 
quaint shops of Parnell Village was a 
treat. 
Two dances in Auckland were plan-
ned for us by the Association of 
Auckland Square and Round Dance 
Clubs, hosted by both Lynfield Squares 
and West City Squares— one a 50 basic 
dance and the other a 75 + dance, both 
called by me. (Thank goodness the 
language barrier was not a wall, only a 
short hurdle, easily crisscrossed.) 
Thanks, Vic and Dorothea Beckett, 
especially, for great memories (Love 
that Pavlova), and to Stan and Alberta 
Pye and all the others who provided 
"transport" for our gang to attend the 
dances. Auckland folks gave us a "red 
carpet" preview of what all South 
Pacific dance hosts would be like. 
Too soon (two days later) we had to 
fly out of Auckland and over the 
snow-capped Southern Alps, dominated  
by Mt. Cook (3,763 metres) to the South 
Island and Christchurch, New Zealand's 
second largest city, built around the 
beautiful gothic Canterbury Cathedral. 
Very British. A climb to the bell tower 
was exciting but— oh, those legs 
muscles! Noah's Hotel. The best hotel 
of any we stayed in. Another sightsee-
ing tour. Breathtaking! The 39-km-long 
narrow Summit Road along the top of 
the Port Hills, above the Canterbury 
Plains, Lyttleton Harbour, and Christ-
church itself. The Avon River, flowing 
through town. The museum, botanical 
gardens, art gallery, and Town Hall 
were inspirational in somewhat more 
chilly climate. 
Hagley High Schoo hail was the 
setting for the dance, Art and Blanche 
Shepherd set it up, assisted by Gwen 
and Gordon Nuttall and the Cathedral 
Squares Club. Art is the prime-mover of 
square dancing in New Zealand and a 
well-known caller internationally. Gwen 
and Gordon edit "Cathedral Chimes" 
publication for dancers in the South 
Island. Whattadance. Whattatime. We 
couldn't kick at that gold key kiwi 
hospitality— no way! By the way, a kiwi 
is the symbol of New Zealand, a 
flightless bird with rudimentary (My 
Dear Watson?) wings and absolutely no 
tail to speak of or write home about (see 
cover). He feeds at night, likes worms 
and fruit. I'd say he's not your very 
average bird, by any means. 
Two days in Christchurch, and again 
it was time to pack bags and fly, this 
time 1,200 miles northwest over the 
Tasman Sea to the land of the kangaroo 
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and emu— Australia, the playground of 
the world, with 7,700,000 square km. to 
nlav areaind on. 
Melbcurne 
Melbourne. Our first stop. Fantastic 
in every way. The University. The Law 
Courts. Captain Cook's cottage. Fitzroy 
Gardens. Como House— with its 
gracious and stately ghosts of the past. 
Sporting spectacles. "Have a go, 
matey." A hundred thousand strong at 
the Cricket grounds, where one can see 
a silly mid-on, googly, leg glance, 
stumped, outswinger (square dancer 
from the outback?), gully, and sticky 
wicket. 
Ron and Ella Whyte were super hosts 
at a most gracious welcoming dinner 
served to our whole group at their 
picturesque Wickham Lodge, before the 
dance in Caulfield, called by Ron, as 
well as guest callers Jack Murphy, Tony 
Bawring, Michael Scheen, and a USA 
guy. There were twenty-five tightly-
packed squares in the old Town 
Hall-type building. "Yellow Rocks" 
needn't be called— they were automat-
ically built into every maneuver due to 
the crowd— and who's complaining? 
The second day was a busy one. For 
the Victorian Square Dancing Associa-
tion I was contracted for a morning-
afternoon callers clinic (30 callers), plus  
an afternoon-evening dance (40 sets or 
more). That's non-stop involvement, 
and time well-spent. Speaking of 
"well-spent", I was, indeed, at 11 p.m. 
Thanks, Don & Marl Head, Ron & Jean 
Menneck, and all the others.1 enjoyed 
hearing a great group of Aussie callers. 
Canberra. Capitol city. No dance 
there. Visit sheepranch. Barbecue "out 
of this we:rid", outdoors. Dogs "work-
ing" the sheep. Actual shearing 
process. Five minutes per sheep. We 
learned to throw boomerangs. The 
Mint. Parliament. Beautiful interna-
tional embassy buildings. The National 
Library with its 44 marble columns. The 
little Serbian Orthodox Church, contain-
ing works of Karl Matzek, present day 
Michelangelo. The War Memorial 
building to end all War Memorials! A 
completely planned city. Rotary meet-
ing— speaker was a real live ombuds-
man! Temperature.... warmer. Fog. 
No, we won't discuss that long airport 
wait. 
Sydney. O000ps, hold the reins! 
Already we're out of space to do the 
"do" in proper literary style, so we'll do 
it next month, covering Sydney, Bris-
bane, and both the far north and the far 
south— Cairns on the one hand and 
Tasmania (the Apple Isle) on the other. 
Tune in for a Terrific Tassie Tale, a 




by Glenda Grimmer 
Farmers Branch, Texas 
Janet Littleton sat on a packing box 
and cried. She just couldn't help it. She 
had spent the better part of the morning 
unpacking and she was exhausted. The 
kitchen things had been put in order 
and now she was trying to arrange a 
twelve years' accumulation of house-
hold belongings in their new house. 
Every so often she stopped work to stare 
in unbelieving bewilderment. Never in a 
million years would she have dreamed 
that they would leave their Texas home 
and move to a suburb of Dayton. She 
had lived all her life in Texas and most 
of her married life in Dallas. 
She knew that her tears were foolish; 
she would have to make the best of the 
situation. She could never let Jack know 
how she felt about the change. When he 
had come home from the office three 
months ago and said that the plant was 
opening a division outside of Dayton 
and that he had been chosen to be plant 
manager, she had been thrilled as he  
was over the promotion Things had 
happened so quickly that she had not 
had time to consider what the move 
would mean. 
Their daughter, nine-year-old Betty 
Sue, had taken everything in stride and 
already was established in a school and 
had made friends in the neighborhood. 
The little girl had found it an asset to be 
the "new girl on the block" especially if 
one had a funny Texas accent. 
"But what about me?", wondered 
Janet. "Nobody ever thinks about the 
new thirty-three year old housewife on 
the block." And the tears flowed anew. 
"Why in the world", she argued with 
herself, "am I crying now?" She hadn't 
cried when Jack first gave her the news. 
Nor had she cried when their house was 
sold. The only time she had cried, up 
until now, was at their last square 
dance. 
Saying goodbye to all their Square D 
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friends had been almost more than she 
could bear. Even now it was hard to 
realize that they wouldn't be dancing on 
the first and third Fridays. For three 
years square dancing had been an 
important part of their life. Suddenly 
Janet remembered that she had not yet 
unpacked their square dance things—
not that they would have use for them 
way up here in Ohio. But she would 
have to unpack the box anyway. She 
first took out the farewell gift the 
Square D's had given them on that last 
night. It was such a practical gift. Surely 
someday she would have friends here 
and have use for the lovely coffee 
server. The thought brought fresh tears 
of self pity. 
Next she pulled out her petticoats and 
shoes and from a smaller box she took 
Jack's ties and bolos. At the bottom of 
the box was a funny card which had 
been signed by all the club members 
who had attended the last dance. Then 
she found the large brown envelope that 
had been handed to Jack as they walked 
out of the gym after their final 
goodbyes. It seemed a lifetime ago even 
though it had only been a few weeks. 
The instructions had been specific, 
"Don't open this until you are in your 
'new home and need a boost to your 
morale." If Janet Littleton ever needed 
a boost it was now and her eager fingers 
tore open the envelope. 
"What in the world?" It was just a 
list of names. "How can this give me a 
boost?" she mumbled to herself, 
sniffling and snuffling through dwindl-
ing tears. 
"Wait a minute; this is a list of all the 
square dance clubs in Ohio." She gave 
a whoop, grabbed a petticoat and 
whirled among the packing boxes. 
"How fantastic! They square dance in 
Ohio too." As she turned through the 
pages she came to the name of the town 
in which they now lived and there it 
was, circled in red. 0-HIGH-0 STEP-
PERS, Oakwood, Ohio; President, Mary 
and Bill Roberts. 
And wonder of wonders the club met 
at a church just a few miles from their 
house. The next dance was this coming 
Saturday. 
"Hallelujah", she shouted as she  
danced another jig. Janet could hardly 
wait until Jack came home to share her 
excitement. 
On Saturday night, Janet and Betty 
Sue put on their prettiest square dance 
dresses; Jack wore a matching shirt and 
they drove to the nearby church. Janet 
was relieved to see that they were 
dressed in the same style as the 
gathering crowd. She and Betty Sue 
walked io tire dour db Jack parked the 
car. It was a terrible feeling to be among 
so many strangers. At home they knew 
everyone in their own clubs and lots of 
the dancers in the other Dallas clubs. 
Janet could feel tears welling up again. 
Jack took her on one arm and Betty Sue 
on the other and they walked into the 
building. While Jack bought tickets, 
Janet signed them in giving the Square 
D Club, Dallas, Texas as their home 
club. After all, that was where they 
belonged— not here in this strange 
place. She pressed her lips together to 
keep them from trembling. 
Just as she stepped away from the 
table, the man seated there glanced at 
her name and said, 
"Hey, you're the Littletons. We've 
been expecting you. How nice to have 
you with us. Mary, Bill come meet the 
Littletons— the people from Texas...." 
Janet could only stammer, "But 
how...." 
"Oh, your president wrote us several 
weeks ago and told us to be on the 
lookout for you. He said they hated to 
give you up but they wanted you to be 
happy in your new hometown." 
"Oh, my," thought Janet, "I'm 
going to cry again." 
Mary Roberts reached out to clasp 
Janet's hand. Seeing Janet's tear 
stained cheeks, she stepped forward to 
hug her saying, 
"Welcome to your new home, 
Janet." 
Smiling through her tears, Janet 
could only murmur, "Thank you; Oh 
thank you so very much. 
From the other room came the sound 
of music and the cheerful, familiar call, 
"It's grand march time. Let's line up.''  
In her new-found happiness, Janet 
Littleton didn't even notice the caller's 
lack of a Texas twang. 
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Throws A Party 
Photo by Jack Chamoles Hilburn, Ga. 
A group of Georgia square dancers 
dubbed "The Georgia Square Dance 
Caravan" left from Northlake Mall, 
Atlanta, Georgia, Tuesday, July 19, 8 
p.m., bound for Washington, D.C. to 
attend a White House Congressional 
Picnic on Wednesday, July 20, 1977. 
They performed for President and Mrs. 
Carter, Congressional leaders, and 
other distinguished guests. 
This event marked the finale of 
concentrated efforts of Bill and Ruth 
Starnes, Chamblee, Georgia, the 
group's coordinators, with the able 
assistance of Mac and Virginia Mc-
Donald, Macon, Georgia, presidents of 
The Georgia State Square Dancers 
Association; and, Rod Blaylock, Albany, 
Georgia, the caller who taught Presi- 
dent and Mrs. Carter to square dance. 
The dance July 20 had its beginning 
when the same group of dancers (Ga.) 
had a special dance at the Pentagon 
June 22 (sponsored by Bill and Ruth 
Starnes) on their way to the National 
Square Dance Convention in Atlantic 
City. They were given a tour of the 
White House and was greeted by Mrs. 
Carter's social secretary, Gretchen 
Poston. The group told her of their 
desire to dance at the White House and 
Bill and Ruth left their Pentagon dance 
guest book with Miss Poston with the 
request for the President to see it and 
perhaps autograph it. Poston said there 
would be a square dance at the White 
House but probably not until late spring 
or early summer of 1978. 
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However, she called a couple of 
weeks later and invited the group to the 
White House July 20, 1977. The 
President had signed and returned the 
guest book as the invitation came at the 
same time. 
Forty-eight square dancers from 
fourteen cities throughout the state 
comprise the non-professional dancers 
who represent the various square dance 
clubs from their respective state areas. 
They were joined by many Atlanta area 
dancers at Northlake Mall Tuesday at 
6:30 p.m. for a dance prior to their 
departure. 
The caravan was met at the Southeast 
gate of the White House by Pat 
O'Connell, Social Office coordinator for 
the group, who took them to the White 
House theater for briefings and then on 
to the White House lawn to the stage 
which was decorated with pines and 
colorful flowers. 
Rod Blaylock, Albany, Georgia, Di-
rector of the Recreation Department for 
the City of Albany, and the square 
dance caller who taught the President 
and Mrs. Carter to square dance, was 
the master of ceremonies and caller at 
the White House Square Dance, 
assisted in calling by Bob Bennett from 
Valdosta, Georgia. 
A modest, quiet man everyone is fond 
of, Rod always says, "You should be 
kind, patient and considerate....when 
you are teaching square dancers....or 
taking the lessons.... because you never 
know who will be in your class!" He not 
only taught the President when he was a 
Georgia State Senator, he has had 
among his classes representatives, 
congressmen, district attorneys....and 
people from all walks of life to make up 
a complete cross section of the 
American public. 
The Georgia Square Dance Caravan 
members wore their colorful official 
state square dance costumes. The 
ladies' dresses are peach-color with 
hand-painted dogwood and are trimmed 
with white lace. The men wear 
matching peach color shirts and/or 
vests, and green or white trousers. 
Between performances, the dancers 
joined the Congressional leaders, Presi-
dent and Mrs. Carter and Amy for a 
regular picnic fare of hot dogs,  
hamburgers, baked beans, slaw, relish, 
ice cream, popcorn and soft drinks 
which were cooked and served under a 
big tent. 
Other entertainment included per-
formances by cloggers with whom Amy 
danced while President and Mrs. Carter 
looked on, a calliope, miniature trolleys, 
clowns and a magic show for the 
children. Many people said the square 
dancing was the best show! 
The second time the dancers per-
formed, Rosalynn joined a square and 
half way through the tip, President 
Carter joined in. They both sparkled 
throughout the dancing and did a 
fantastic job dancing. The Carters were 
totally relaxed executing the move-
ments. He wore a navy blue sportshirt 
and dark gray pants; Rosalynn wore a 
soft blue shirtwaist, street-length dress 
with a red, white and blue scarf. Amy 
was first seen in a white tennis dress 
playing with her dog on the White 
House lawn. 
During President and Mrs. Carter's 
interviews, he said, "Square dancing 
has meant a lot to me and my family." 
He pointed out that he was sure square 
dancers had helped to elect him not only 
to the Georgia Senate, but to the 
Governorship and to the Presidency. He 
said, "I might not be here now if it had 
not been for the square dancers." They 
talked about how they enjoyed watching 
Amy clog and someone asked the 
President what he thought of Amy's 
clogging. He replied, "What do you 
think her father thinks of her?" 
In addition to Rod, the Starnes and 
McDonalds, the Georgia square dancers 
in alphabetical order are: Sam and 
Nellie Austin; Bob, Vivian and Debbie 
Bennett; Len and Evelyn Camp; Austin 
and Charlotte Chase; Jack Chambles; 
Dick Gruhn; Marguerite Hammond; 
Eddie and Connie Johnson; Audrey 
Jordan; Don Lovett; Chip Mattocks; 
Carl and Erika Myers; Tom and Dot 
Porter; Frederick and Genevieve Reuter; 
Chuck and Hank Smith; Ivey and Evelyn 
Smith; Vincent and Virginia Smith; Bob 
and Sara Sollar; Gary Starnes; Stan and 
Fran Swenson; W.L. and Jackie Taylor; 
Bill and Margaret Thompson; Wes and 
Lula Vaughan; Joyce Wagner; and A.P. 




Contact these callers for 
bookings and information. 
Fred Bailey 
PO Box 2 (612-358-4486) 
Rush City MN 55069 
Former SID Workshop Editor 
Of This Magazine 
Frank Bedell 
6010 NE 3rd Ave. 
Ft. Lauderdale FL 13334 
Phone: 305-772-5688 
Perry Bergh 
Rt. 1 (606-758-2427) 
Florence SD 57235 
Any Time, Anywhere! 
Stan Burdick 
216 Williams St. 
Huron OH 44839 
THE Meandering Man 
Mike Callahan 
147 North Ave. 
Hilton NY 14468 
Calling/Traveling Full Time 
Mal -Yikes" Cameron 
RFD 1 Box 97A 
Deerfield NH 03037 
Recording Artist on TOP Records 
Walt Cole (801-392-9078) 
944 Chatelain Rd. 
Ogden UT 84403 
Contra Caller Clinics, 
Workshops & Dances 
Jim Davis (206-784-1343) 
833 NW 51st St. 
Seattle WA 98107 
New Record. "Midnight Special" 
on Circle D 
Mike Driscoll (612-822-5781) 
3309 Nicollet Ave., S. 
Minneapolis, MN 55408 
Traveling for Festivals, 
Conventions, Weekend dances 
Dale Eddy 
110 Sunset Lane 
Marietta OH 45750 
Traveling Full Time 
Telephone 614-373-0378 
Ed Fraidenburg 
1916 Poseyville Rd. Rt. 10 
Midland MI 48640 
Now Traveling Full Time 
Gordon Fineout 
2512 Delta River Drive 
Lansing MI 48906 
(517-489-7406) 
A Call For Every Hall 
Ken Gilmore 
2715 LeBoeuf St. 
Muskegon MI 49441 
Dance More with Gilmore! 
Ben Hardin (512-926-2646) 
5305 Peacedale Lane 
Austin TX 78723 
For A Fun Goodtime 
Booking for '78 & '79 
Willie Harlan 
PO Box 338 
Vinita OK 74301 
For the Best in Square Dancing 
Jim Harris 
RFD 5 Box 182 
Norwich CT 06360 
Square 'em up with the 
Clinton Man! 
Mark Haslett 
278 Cooper Dr. (412-774-6801) 
Beaver PA 15009 
Booking Tri-State Area 77-78-79 
Dave "Hash" Hass 
PO Box 37 
East Hampton CT 06424 
Now Booking 1977-78-79 
Roy Leber 
338 S. Keyser Ave. 
Scranton PA 18504 
Booking for '77, '78, '79 
Ramon Marsch 
10222 Bundyburg NW 
Middlefield OH 44062 
Marsch-Mellow-Smooth 
Bryce Mabon (319-234-3327) 
6450 Cutler (hwy 63N) 
Waterloo IA 50701 
Have Mike & Records 
WIII Travel Midwest 
Webb Mills 1614-366-37761 
315 W Myrtle Ave. 
Newark OH 43055 
Traveling Weekends & Holidays  
Dale McClary (305-254-0150) 
2681 Fountainhead Blvd. 
Melbourne FL 32935 
Now Booking 78, 79, 80 
FL, GA, SC, NC, TN, AL, MS 
Ray Pardue 
2406 Pisgah Church Rd. 
Greensboro NC 27408 
S/D Caller-Instructor; 
919-288-8987 
Eddie Powell (614-866-6603) 
1699 Brice Rd. 
Reynoldsburg OH 43068 
Calling/Traveling Full Time 
Glen Pyle 
2220 Juliette Ave. 
Fort Wayne IN 46804 
(219-745-3002) 
Booking for 77 & 78 
Rip Riskey (517-339-2946) 
1852 Lyndhurst Way 
Haslett MI 48840 
Calling Designed with 
Dancing in Mind 
Buzz Ruis 
601 W. 54th St., #36 
Savannah GA 31405 
Booking 1978, 1979 
Art Springer 
3401 Taliaferro 
Tampa FL 33603 
Calling Full Time, 
Booking 78-79-80 
Shag Ulen 
Box 92 (614-384-3222) 
Wellston OH 45692 
Hash or Song, 
You Can't Go Wrong 
Gene Webster 
1803 Heather Lane 
Port Clinton OH 43452 
Open dates — Western Style 
Rusty Witter 
2904 Northeast Drive 
Austin TX 78723 
Booking for 77 & 78 
Clyde Wood (453-2137) 
3210 NE 39th St. 
Kansas City MO 64117 
Open dates — 
You ring, I'll sing! 
Francis Zeller 
Box 67 
McCracken KS 67556 
All New Spiral-bound Calendars— 




The following questions and answers 
in this article have been taken from a 
story in the "Canadian Dancers News 
Magazine" which is edited by our old 
friends Art & Garrie Jackson. 
The article is written by Harold Rock 
of Ottawa. 
What is the all-time favourite round 
dance? Two dances have been on the 
list of yearly classics since the list was 
first started in 1963; namely, "Neapoli-
tan Waltz" and "Kon Tiki". 
What kind of person writes round 
dances? For the most part, choreogra-
phers are ordinary people like you and 
me, but with a special creative talent 
and an ability to put their creations into 
words so clearly and precisely that other 
leaders and dancers are able to do their 
dances exactly as they designed them. 
A few are professional ballroom dancing 
teachers with their own studios, others 
have studied ballroom or other forms of 
dancing extensively, but, many love 
dancing and have a flair for creating 
interesting dance routines. 
How many choreographers are there? 
My research shows that there are at 
least 894 choreographers of which there 
are 848 in the U.S.A., 40 in Canada, 2 in 
Australia, and 1 each in Belgium, 
Germany, New Zealand and Japan. 
How many round dances have been 
written? Round Dancer magazine has 
published 3521 different dances from 
September 1957 to November 1976, but 
not all choreographers send every dance 
to that magazine for publication and 
there often is quite a delay in publishing 
dances so the number of dances written 
at the time is far in excess of 3521. In 
fact my records include an additional 86  
dances that haven't been published in 
Round Dancer yet. 
Where do most choreographers live? 
California has the distinction of having 
more than three times as many 
choreographers as the next leading 
state, Texas, and produces more than 
one dance of every four round dances 
written. In preparing this article, I did 
an analysis of the 894 choreographers 
and their dances by state and province. 
California came first with 180 choreog-
raphers and 923 dances, Texas second 
with 50 choreographers and 289 dances, 
Ohio third with 46 and 232 respectively, 
Florida a close fourth with 43 and 191. 
Ontario came first in Canada with 19 
choreographers and 83 dances, and 
B.C. second with 7 and 32. 
Who has written the greatest number 
of round dances? There have been 407 
choreographers who have written only 
one dance (45%), 145 who have written 
two and up, to the Palmquists of 
California who have written the most, 
66. 
Which records are used the most for 
round dancing? Round Dancer maga-
zine lists nine producers of RID records 
and these companies produce approxi-
mately half the records used by the 
choreographers. Grenn leads with 255 
different records (510 dances). Pop 
records are used for many dances, and 
the records of well over 160 different 
record companies have been used by 
choreographers in writing their dances. 
How many dances are written each 
year? Round Dancer magazine pub-
lishes around 20 dances each month or 
an average of 240 a year, the largest 
number being 270 in 1974. 
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AROUND NE WORLD IN VANCE 
Are you contemplating a trip out of 
the states and wondering about keeping 
up on your dancing? Don't fret; chances 
are you will be welcome at many clubs 
away from home. Dot and I are on our 
fourth freighter trip and expect to visit 
clubs in other countries. We heard of 
American square dance callers in Japan 
several years ago. Recently we learned 
that square dancing is becoming more 
popular in England and met a couple on 
vacation who expressed a desire to take 
lessons when they return to London. 
On our way to Piraeus, Greece, we 
stopped at Tunis for four days but could 
not locate a club in that city. It is a poor 
city and country with docks loaded with 
material and foodstuff supplied by the 
World Food Program. Perhaps some 
day we may supply a caller or two. 
Here in Greece we found our way to 
the U.S. Air Force Base at Glifada, and  
after a few telephone calls we were 
escorted to the Recreation Center. We 
came prepared with club badges and 
our Century Book. Along with us were 
Fern and Dan Almeida of Florida. The 
club we discovered was called the 
Athenai Strings and Laces. Bob Silver 
from Texas is president and is very 
proud of the thirty members on the roll. 
The club dances every Monday night, 
with one Monday set aside as workshop 
night so they can keep up with the 
latest. In September another class will 
start and they look for a good turnout. 
The officers are very progressive. As an 
example, one Saturday, they will 
feature a Beach Party Square Dance 
Social. Also on the calendar is an Open 
House Social to interest newcomers. In 
order to raise funds for more equip-
ment, a Witch and Warlock Contest will 
Continued on Page 92 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
PETTI TAINERS tm 
* * * THE CONVENIENT CONTAINER FOR 
ALL YOUR PETTICOATS AND PETTIPANTS 
AT HOME OR AWAY 
♦r Space Saving 
4f Convenient 
41 Innovative 
GREAT FOR SAVING SPACE IN YOUR CLOSET AT HOME 
GREAT FOR TAKING IN YOUR CAMPER 
OR MOTOR HOME ON VACATION 
GREAT GIFT FOR FRIENDS WHO SQUARE DANCE 
Order what you need now and add on another unit later 
Single Unit — KK-10 — Stores 3 petticoats and pettipants 	 $10.95 
KK-11 — Stores 3 petticoats 	 $9.95 
DoubleUnit— KK-20 — Stores 6 petticoats and Pettipants 	 $19.95 
KK-21 — Stores 6 petticoats 	 17.95 
State White or gingham (pink, yellow, green or blue) 
Include $1.00 postage & handling per unit ordered 
WRITE: THE GRAND SQUARE 
PO Box F 
Naperville IL 60540 
MAKE CHECK OR MONEY ORDER 
PAYABLE TO: THE GRAND SQUARE 
Allow 2 weeks for delivery 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
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XPT-90 "TILT" SOUND COLUMN 
Directs Sound Precisely 
Folding Design, 29 pounds — 	$197. 
XPT-11 	ADJUSTABLE 	STAND 
Extends Top of Column to 
Maximum Height of 11 ft. (9 lb.) $54.50 
P-200 "MIDGET" — 160 W;,TTS 
CONTINUOUS PEAK POWER 
Only 18 pounds — 	 $516. 
HIGH QUALITY SOUND EQUIPMENT 
SOUND THINKING 
CALL OR WRITE FOR LITERATURE 
CLINTON INSTRUMENT CO. 
Boston Post Road, Clinton, Conn. 06413 — Tel. 203-669-7548 
Also order from B-ENT LINES, 216 Williams St., Huron, 0. Ph. 419-433-2188 
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MAY BE PURCHASED WITH NO DOWN PAYMENT 
Prepaid anywhere 


























HARLAN'S RECORD CENTER 
DEPT. S, RD BOX 292, MONTOURSVILLE, PA. 17754 PH: 717-368-2721 
DISTRIBUTORS FOR NEWCOMB SOUND EQUIPMENT 
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Azalea Festival 
The 24th International Azalea Festi-
val, sponsored by the Norfolk, Virginia 
Chamber of Commerce, as a salute to 
the NATO nations headquartered there, 
was held April 24th - 30th, 1977. 
The week long series of public events 
began with the arrival of the Queen and 
her Court. The royal party consisted of 
fifteen young ladies representing each 
of the fifteen NATO nations. Germany 
was designated honor country for this 
year's Festival, and accordingly Cecilie 
Countess Lambsdorff of Bonn was 
chosen Queen Azalea XXIV. Escorts for 
the Queen and her Princesses were 
Midshipmen from the United States 
Naval Academy. 
The eighth Annual Azalea Festival 
Square Dance, which is sponsored by 
the Riptides Square Dance Club. was 
held on Friday and Saturday, the 29th 
and 30th of April. Manny Amor from 
New Jersey, Jim Horton of Virginia 
Beach, and John Swindle from Georgia 
called at each of the three sessions. Ray 
and Eloise Appel of Virginia cued the 
round dance program. 
The Queen and her Court attended 
the Friday night square dance session 
and were escorted by fifteen local area 
callers. The gentlemen also served as 
their partners during a special tip called 
in the Queen's honor. Despite the fact 
that many of the young ladies do not  
speak English and have never seen 
square dancing, this event consistently 
receives accolades from the Royal 
Party, as a highlight of their week long 
reign. 
Among the hundreds of dancers in 
attendance were representatives of 
most of the New England and the 
Middle Atlantic States as well as one 
adventurous couple from California. 
Decorations included numerous azalea 
garden scenes, complete with white 
picket fences. Square dancing mobiles 
floating overhead captured the special 
attention of dancers and spectators 
alike. 
Bob and Lottie Bailey, who chaired 
this year's Festival dance, have earned 
the gratitude of the Royal Court and the 
Chamber of Commerce, as well as the 
dancers and spectators for producing 
this year's annual event. 
The Silver Anniversary (25th) Inter-
national Azalea Festival is scheduled for 
the third week of April, 1978, with the 
Square Dancing on the 21-22 of April. 
The 1978 Festival staff includes Harold 
Bausch of Nebraska, Al Stevens of 
Virginia, and Cal Golden of Arkansas. 
Ron and Carolyn Hankey of Pennsyl-
vania will cue rounds. For information 
and reservations contact M. B. "Bud" 
Blanchard, 535 Draper Drive, Norfolk, 






Regularly Sold For 
up to S34.00! 
Women's S21.90; reg to S28.00 
6060 
WOMEN'S SQUARE DANCING SHOES 
Gtvei 	 - — — 
N - M - W Widths 
Style D 
White - Black - Red - Navy 
Gold Silver 
....... ••• 	..... 
sAvE  LTisio) 30% 




Brown: Oyster (Bone): Luggage Tan: Black 
(women's in Oyster or Luggage) 
GUARANTEED COMFORT OR YOUR MONEY BACK IN TWO WEEKS. 
STYLE SIZE WIDTH COLOR 2n8,'0C,, 
olor  
PRICE 
Total Price of Merchandise 
Check one. 	 New York Resident 
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Name 	  
Address 	 
City /Slate! Zip 
. MAIL ORDER TO: 
ROCHESTER SHOE STORES 
K Mart Plaza 





by Frank & Iris Gilbert 
Largo, Florida 
The first National Round Dance 
Convention brought together for the 
first time in the history of round dancing 
the largest assembly of highly experi-
enced and knowledgeable round dance 
teachers on staff, who presented a full 
program of rounds from the intermedi-
ate through the very latest challenge 
dancers. This highly successful conven-
tion was attended by 658 dancers, who 
have unanimously expressed their 
pleasure and satisfaction in the program 
presented. The response was so exuber-
ant that arrangements were completed 
to hold the second convention in Kansas 
City, July 20, 21, 22, 1978. A third 
ballroom in the Muehlebach Hotel has 
been added for 1978 to allow expansion 
of the entire program. As soon as this 
announcement was made, over two 
hundred dancers immediately regis-
tered. 
The completely air-conditioned ball-
rooms were superb. The sound left 
nothing to be desired. The staff of some 
seventy teacher couples provided a 
smooth, well-organized affair. The 
National Carousels are to be commen-
ded for spearheading and doing a great 
job on this first convention. 
One of the exciting developments at 
the convention was the formation of a 
new teacher-dancer organization to be 
called Universal Round Dance Council. 
This is the culmination of a concept that 
was originated in October, 1976, and 
confirmed at the Teacher's Seminar 
July 27, 1977, by an overwhelming vote 
of 149 to 3. A membership fee of $8.00 
per year was established and includes 
the monthly news report. Two hundred 
and thirty-eight teachers and dancers 
joined before the convention ended. The  
organization is well on its way to doing 
the job that has been needed for so long 
in all phases of round dancing. 
The Trail's End Dance on July 27 was 
sponsered by several Kansas City area 
teachers, with Vernon and Mary 
Tobaben as chairmen. The balance of 
income over expenses from this dance, 
$258.50, was turned over to the 
Universal Round Dance Council to help 
pay expenses covering the 1978 Nation-
al Round Dance Convention. A full 
accounting of the income and expenses 
of the 1977 convention wil! be released 
for publication as quickly as all details 
have been completed. 
The Universal Round Dance Council 
will encompass all levels and aspects of 
round dancing and will be responsible 
for all future National Round Dance 
Conventions. "The National Round 
Dance Board of Review" has been 
renamed "The Board of Directors of the 
Universal Round Dance Council" and 
will be the governing body. The elected 
executive committee of the Council 
consists of: Roy and Phyllis Stier, 
presidents; Art and Ruth Youwer, 
secretaries; and Don and Dot Hansen, 
treasurers. Roy and Phyllis Stier have 
agreed to act in a dual capacity for this 
year as general chairmen of the second 
National MD Convention, The execu-
tive committee will initiate the issuance 
of monthly progress reports to all 
members of U.R.D.C. and develop 
further committees as required to 
expand and improve round dancing. 
Write to Don and Dot Hansen, 474 
Bear Lake Rd., N. Muskegon MI 49445 
for information on membership and for 






tional STParrOartee oliVerption 
The final meeting of the Executive 
Board of the 26th National SID 
Convention has been held. All chairmen 
were in attendance and Steve Musial, 
general chairman, presided. The pur-
pose of this mpatinn was to discuss and 
decide on the distribution of the surplus 
funds resulting from the 1977 Conven-
tion in Atlantic City. 
These suggestions were presented for 
discussion: 
1. Return all Gold Star Booster money 
(250 Boosters each gave $20 or more 
"seed" money for the 26th) 	$5000.00 
2. Return Booster Dance money to all 
Districts, including Northern New Jesey 
Association 	 $17,000.00 
3. Donation of $500. to all four Districts 
of the Delaware Valley Federation (for 
Education) 	 $2000.00 
4. Donation of $500. each to Mason/ 
Dixon and Northern New Jersey SID 
Assocat ion 	 $1000.00  
5. Donation of $500. each to LEGACY 
and CALLERLAB 	 $1000.00 
6. Donation of $500. each to Dance 
Leaders of Delaware Valley and Round 
Dance Leaders 	 $1000.00 
7. Hold for any future National Conven-
tion that the Federation of Delaware 
Valley would consider hosting. (This 
money to be used as "seed" money by 
the General Chairman.) This money to 
be held 6 years before review. $7500.00 
8. • Federation of Delaware Valley Con-
tingency Fund to be held by the 26th 
National and to be released only by the 
26th General Chairman and his commit-
tee. ('In absence of Federation plans for 
allocation and investment.) $30,000.00 
9. Donations of $250. each to the Lehigh 
Valley Area Callers Assoc.; Callers 
Council of New Jersey: Northern New 
Jersey R/D Leaders Council, and the 
Mason/ Dixon Callers Assoc. $1000.00 
Continued on Page 94 
#P44 DRESS 
65/35 Poly-Cotton Perma-Press 
Color: Full Color Selection 
Trim: White Nylon Lace 
Size: 8-20; size 22, 24, 14 1/2 -241/2 $2.00 
Additional 
Suggested Retail Price: $37.95 
This charming style and 
many others are being 
shown in better stores 
where you now shop. If 
your local supplier does not 
carry the BETTINA line, 
you may order from our 
full-color eight-page cata-
log. Send 50( to cover cost 
or a free copy will be 
sent with purchase of above 
dress. When ordering state 
style #, color, size. Prepaid 
orders postpaid: COD or-
ders plus charges and $10. 
deposit. 
PETE BETTINA, 572 NW 23rd St.. 
MIAMI FL 33127 
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Would you believe it? A whole family of eight who all love square dancing, travel 
to dances most every night in dad's station wagon, and are welcomed with open 
arms at the small clubs they visit, where hosts exclaim: "Wow. The Smiths are 
here— that's one more set!" 
Dale Smith is the popular caller for The Launceston, Tasmania, square dance 
club, assisted by Adrianne, his wife. Others in the family are Jo-Anne, 17; Scott, 
16; Derek, 15; Marc, 13; Guy, 12; and Tamara, 10. Budding callers in the family 
also are Jo-Anne, Marc, and Tamara. Jo-Anne edits a local square dance 
publication and Marc likes to draw cartoons (see ASD, Sept. '77, p. 50). 
Launceston is in northern Tasmania, that beautiful "Apple Island" state of 
Australia just a few hundred miles north of the Antarctic. The Launceston club is 
probably the oldest continuous club in the whole country of Australia, dating back a 
quarter of a century to the days of the Joe Lewis campaign. The Smiths are eight of 
the seventy-three current members. 
One of the hallmarks of square dancing in Australia is "whole family 






"Little" JOE GOINS LYNN MANSELL 
NEW RELEASES 
SE 104 JG LOVIN ON — "Little" Joe Golns 
SE 105 JG ONCE IN A LIFETIME THING — "Little" Joe Golns 
SE 302 LM RIGHT STRING— WRONG YO YO — Lynn Mansell 
SE 401 BA COUNTRY MUSIC — Buddy Allison 
SE 203 JG EASTBOUND & DOWN/HALF A LOVE U-loedown) 
CURRENT RELEASES 
SE 101 JG FROG KISSIN — "Little" Joe Goins 
SE 102 JG RUNNING BEAR — "Little" Joe Golns 
SE 103 JG WIGGLE-WIGGLE — "Little" Joe Goins 
SE 201 KH ROCKING EAGLE (Hoedown) 
SE 202 JG SILVER EAGLE ROUNDUP (Hoedown) 
SE 301 LM LADIES LOVE OUTLAWS — Lynn Mansell 
Distributed by: Corsair Continental 	 Music by: Silver Eagle Sound 
SILVER EAGLE RECORDS 	PO BOX 8382 
	
NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE 37207 
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Rest Cluh Trick 
COOP'S TROOPS 
Way back in 1962, members of two of caller Gordon and Helen Cooper's clubs 
around Wellsville, New York, decided it would be fun to have special jackets for 
each person, to add even more to the fellowship they had already enjoyed in each 
other's company. 
So about 125 of the 150 couples of the Wellsville Grand Squares and the 
Salamanca See Saws ordered royal blue jackets with the imprint "Coop's Troops" 
in honor of their caller. Individual names appear on the front. The Penn-NY 
Promenaders, a camping group, also takes part in "troop" activities. 
The jackets have served to knit the groups together and generate lots of spirit. At 
campouts and after-parties Coop's Original "Mousketeers" are performing 
regularly. Many of the ladies are now busy sewing royal blue dresses, with 
matching vests for the men. Furthermore, "Gordy" and Helen are buying a hall 
where lots of "troop" dancing can be enjoyed. 
There's a lesson in this experience for others, we believe, borrowing an old 
cliche— "The club that plays together, stays together." It also keeps on growing, 
according to Bill and Ann Cronin, presidents of the "Troops". 
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COAST Square Dance Shoes 
and Boots, the sight 
of Elegance the 
feel of Quality. 
'the Batslwt 
Stop by your nearest Square Dance or Western 
store and see the basket and other fine square 
dance shoes and western boots from America's 
number one square dance shoemaker. 
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$TRItiGiii TALK 
THE CASE FOR 
COLLEGE CAMPUSES 
"As the nation approaches its 224th 
birthday, millions of Americans meet in 
churches, recreation centers, and meet-
ing halls to celebrate in the national 
pastime— contemporary square danc-
ing. A quarter-century ago President 
Carter first drew attention to the activity 
with square dances in the White House; 
since then the careful planning of its 
leaders has caused it to grow seven-
fold." With these words the news 
commentator reviews the growth of 
square dancing from its humble begin-
nings back around 1977 to the year 
2000. 
The interest in square dancing on the 
part of the President is contributing to 
its prestige, spreading its popularity to 
an extent probably unknown since the 
days after the War. But what about 
tomorrow? 
If you knew today the people who 
would in the year 2000 become 
President, senators, congressmen, in-
dustrial leaders, and university profess-
ors, would you not right now want to 
introduce them to the world of square 
dancing, to make them feel part of the 
community? We must not afford to let 
them slip through our hands if we are 
seriously looking toward the future. 
I keep reading that there Is an 
overwhelming need for clubs at the first 
plateau— for couples who only dance 
about once a month. The overwhelming 
need is for college clubs. I keep reading 
that there is an overwhelming need for 
classes covering only a small number of 
basics over a long period of time. The 
overwhelming need is for callers willing 
to donate their time to interest and call 
for high school and college students. 
High school and college students are 
in the prime of their lives in the ability 
to learn things quickly, to respond 
immediately to calls, to support enthu-
siastically the activities in which they 
are involved. The problem of learning 
too much in too short a time, at least 
with regard to square dancing, is not a 
problem on the campus. 
What happens when students come to 
the university, showing every indication 
of becoming enthusiastic, energetic 
square dancers, and there is no college 
club? They become enthusiastic, ener-
getic international folk dancers. Inter-
national folk dancing has spread 
throughout the nation on the campuses, 
to a large part, I feel, because of the 
lack of square dancing. 
My own experience tends to indicate 
that it is not unreasonable to teach the 
Mainstream 68 to university students in 
Continued on Page 88 
LOOK! 
Your Own Club ANTENNA FLAG 
iti quantities as low as 75 
CHOICE OF 6 GREAT DESIGNS 
Many Color Combinations 
Contact your local S/D shop or write: 
McGOWAN SIGN & PENNANT CO. 
PO Box 1967 	Mankato MN 56001 
Dealer Inquiries Invited 
Write for catalog of our other promotional products 
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BOX 129, Dillard, GEORGIA 
NTAINt\ 
SQUARE DANCE INN 
F CAMPGROUND 
30537 404-746-2134 
Steed a Zetele reek 
ut a eallel Raoul °Mr 
While visiting in Australia, we were 
not able to visit with Wally Cook, due to 
his busy schedule, but we did pick up 
one of his new albums, containing 
several of his favorite numbers. Wally is 
one of Australia's leading callers, and 
for over 20 years he has been very 
active. Top has featured him ten times, 
including "Australian Matilda" (Waltz-
ing Matilda), Songs Sung Blue, and 
Wild Colonial Boy. The album he made 
recently, called "Calling the Tune" on 
Crest International, includes these 
numbers: 
Hey, Look Me Over 
What A Beautiful Day 
Don't Let The Good Life Pass You By 
Try A Little Kindness 
Congratulations 
Gentle On My Mind 
My Way 
Blanket On The Ground 
JERRY AND BECKY COPE invite you to join them and your favorite callers for a 
FUNTASTICK 1977 FALL... 
Oct. 2-9: PAUL MARCUM Week No. 9 
Oct. 9-14: 5-day Program: EMPHASIS: ROUNDS with Marty & Byrdie Martin 
Evening Squares: JERRY COPE 
Oct. 16-21: 5-day Program: JERRY COPE, Squares; 
GEORGE & EILEEN EBERHART, Rounds 
Oct. 23-28: 5-day Program with TOM TRAINOR 
LOOKING AHEAD TO 1978:  
30 6-day Programs from April through November 
Two Caller Colleges: 
Beginner, August, STAN BURDICK, JOHN KALTENTHALER 







Louis and Peggy Domingues of 
Kerrville planned an unusual way to 
celebrate their 50 years of married bliss. 
They sponsored a free 50th Wedding 
Anniversary Square Dance on Saturday, 
August 20. Lee Kopman of New york 
was the main caller. 
Louis and Peggy Domingues started 
square dancing at Kerrville, Texas, 
about 1935. 
They moved to Dallas, Texas during 
World War II, and contacted E.O. 
Rogers, "The Dean of Square Dancing 
in Dallas" and danced with him from 
1942 to 1949. 
They moved back to Kerrville in 1949 
and in spite of a new baby (Dean) born 
in March they attended Pappy Lloyd 
Shaw's Square Dance Institute in 
August, 1949. 
Louis organized the "Boot & Slipper 
Club" at Kerrville in the fall of 1949 and 
taught and called for that club for 
several years. 
During this period Louis was on the 
program for many special jamborees 
and square dance festivals at Austin, 
Kingsville, Houston, Beaumont and 
Port Arthur, with such notables as 
Pappy Shaw, Ed Gilmore, Les Gotcher, 
Red Warick, many others who have 
passed on, or no longer call. Louis has 
taped practically every such special 
square dance he has attended and has a  
tape library which occupies a small 
room. 
Due to the press of his Surveying and 
Engineering business and raising a 
family, Louis & Peggy dropped out of 
square dancing for a few years. They 
returned through a refresher class 
about 1969 and have been very active 
since that time. They attend practically 
every square dance in the San Antonio 
area (65 miles away) and at Austin (105 
miles away) where special travelling 
callers are calling. They keep up with 
square dancing, including the Ad-
vanced Level, through workshops and 
five note services and six national and 
area magazines. They also attend most 
of the State Federation Annual Square 
Dances and Conclaves. 
Louis has not been calling regularly 
for a club since coming back into square 
dancing, because it has not been 
necessary at Kerrville and although he 
is now over 76 years old he still puts in a 
full day's work every day, and some 
nights, at his Surveying and Engineer-
ing business which he is still running 
with the help of his son Charles B. 
Domingues. 
Louis & Peggy have attended most of 
the National Square Dance Conventions 
and institutes at Lighted Lantern, 
Fontana, Fun Valley and Cal Golden's 
Caller College. 
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the INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF SQUARE DANCE CALLERS 
I 
CALLERLAB CONFAB 
For the fourth quarter of 1977 the Callerlab Quarterly Selection Committee has 
voted NO NEW MOVEMENTS. This would be for the period covering months 
October, November and December, 1977. 
There was a strong feeling among many committee members that the Third 
Quarter selections of Follow Your Neighbor and Follow Your Neighbor And Spread 
have not been workshopped sufficiently at Mainstream Club level since they came 
during the summer months when there is a minimum of workshop activity. The 
recommendation of the committee is that these two movements continue to be 
workshopped and reviewed. 
The first CALLERLAB Convention 
held in St. Louis, Missouri, in 1974 
recognized the need to control the 
steady flow of new experimental 
choreographic figures (many poorly 
constructed). This was causing conside-
rable consternation among callers and 
dancers alike. To remedy the problem, 
CALLERLAB formed an Experimental 
Basic Selection committee, consisting of 
twenty members, representing all areas 
of North America. This has since been 
expanded to its current membership of 
50. 
Jack Lasry of Florida served as first 
chairman of this committee which was 
charged with reviewing the vast amount 
of experimental ideas for quality, body 
flow and possible usage in the main-
stream plateau of square dance choreo-
graphy. 
The purpose of the quarterly selec- 
tions was to provide every caller in the 
mainstream plateau an opportunity to 
teach dancers worthwhile experimental 
figures on a limited basis without 
overwhelming them with a constant 
flow of new figures at every dance. In 
addition, with every caller teaching the 
same quarterly figures, dancers all over 
the world would be learning and 
dancing the same new material. 
The universal acceptance of this 
CALLERLAB idea has made it possibel 
for dancers from any section of the 
nation, or from another part of the 
world, to visit dances at the mainstream 
plateau and be able to dance with ease 
and comfort. 
Al Brundage of Connecticut is the 
current chairman of the Quarterly 
Experimental Selection committee, re-
placing Jack Lasry, who is now 
CALLERLAB chairman. 
Specials 
FRENCH LICK GET TOGETHER, Feb. 24-26, 1978 
French Lick-Sheraton Hotel, French Lick, Indiana; 
Cal Golden, Stan Burdick, Bob Poyner, Lou & Pat 
Barbee. Wirte S. Golden, PO Box 2280, Hot 
Springs AR 71901. 
ROYAL HOLIDAY Square/Round Dance week-
ends — Spring and Fall; National Callers; at 
Interlaken Resort Village, Lake Geneva, Wisconsin. 
WRITE: Bill & Jacque Blevins, 1257 Franklin 
Lane, Buffalo Grove, Illinois 60090. 
TEN GREAT WEEKS OF DANCING: Spring Fling, 
Swap Shop, Rebel Roundup, Accent on Rounds 
with Squares, Fun Feat and Fall Jubilee. For details 
write Tex Brownlee, Fontana Village Resort, 
Fontana Dam NC 28733. 
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Chula Yigta 
WISCONSIN DELLS WISCONSIN 1978 dancing pleasure in presents for your 
17 Great Weekends 
Each Fun-Filled Weekend... A Special Party 
with these Great Stars! 
 
April 21-23 	 April 28-30 	May 5-7 	May 12-14 
GARY JOHNNIE JACK : RON 
SHOEMAKE i WYKOFF LASRY iSCHNEIDER 
• 





* From Friday evening through Sunday noon 
your weekend will be something to remember 
Optional morning and afternoon wOrkshops 
help you get in step with the latest dances or 
relearn the old basics From 8 00 to 11 00 in the 
evenings is iamboree time featuring the kind of 
dancing you like best Following the midnight 
snack. the after-parties always present a sur-
prise. Cmon along 
FALL SCHEDULE  
May 19-21 	: 	May 26-28 
KEN :R. DOUGHERTY ▪ of Minnesota • rn • and 
	
BOWtn 	G. KNUTSON 
of California * of Wisconsin • 
EDNA 'n GENE ARNFIELD 
Skokie, Illinois 





Sept 15-17 	 Sept 22-24 
JOHNNY • JOHN 
LeCLAIR i HENDRON 
of Wyoming 	• of Massachusetts 
• 
• • 
Sept 29-Oct. 1 * 
DAVE TAYLOR 
• of Illinois and 	• 
• LES MAIN 























Nov 10-12 	• 	Nov 17.19 
JERRY JOHN 
HAAG HENDRON 
of Wyoming 4. of Massachusetts 
For Information or Reservations 
JUDY KAMINSKI Chula Vista Resort. Wisconsin Delis. Wis 53965 	Program Director Phone 1608)254-8366 	 I EARL C. SHERRILL 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
Tastefully adorn your home, and at the 
same time identify yourselves to all as 
SQUARE DANCERS. 
Beautifully cast in aluminum and 
finished in flat black enamel with white 
letters, we offer a handsome, larger 
than usual, lamp post sign. 
18 1/2 "x17/ 
	
$22 50 
Please PRINT name desired. Sign is lettered on both sides. 
Top line: "The" only. Bottom line 13 letters Maximum. 
ACT NOW,  
Send Pre-paid 
Check or Money Order 
JONEL 
(Formerly HOME Industries) 
Box 107 
Jackson, Ohio 45640 
Phone: 614-286-4363 
332 Athens St. 
We have a special deal for callers 
Inquiries Invited. 
Also Available with same 
Square Dance Couple: 






Watch for our Motor Coach at square dance events. We'd like to meet youj  
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Encore 
by Mef Merrell 
Highlights from Past Issues of this Magazine 
25 YEARS AGO— October 1952 
A report on the state of square 
dancing in Oklahoma shows a model 
state-wide organization and thriving 
local clubs any state would boast of. The 
beginnings of the more modern era of 
square dancing are attributed to a group 
who met nineteen years ago in Ponca 
City, in the heart of the oil derricks. 
From that start, square dancing has 
spread statewide, with clubs being 
active in almost every city and rural 
community, including 300 clubs, 25,000 
dancers, 350 callers, 1,000 club officers 
and 75 square dance bands. Oklahoma 
City and Tulsa each have 30 clubs 
meeting regularly. About 75% of the 
clubs use live music; 50% have paid 
callers, with members calling for the 
balance. The State Federation, formed 
six years ago, coordinates eight dis-
tricts, each of which sponsors one to 
three jamborees each season. Nation-
ally known callers are brought to 
Oklahoma by the various districts and 
the Federation sponsors an annual all 
day festival with leading state and 
national callers. 
We give an "E" for Early Risers to 
the Sunflower Squares of Kansas City 
(MO and KS) who started their fall 
season on a recent Sunday morning with 
a dance at Shadracks from 5:30-7:30, 
with 30 enthusiastic couples, Frank 
Pecinovsky and Frank Buchan calling. 
After this appetite builder they 
adjourned to the Country Club Plaza for 
a light breakfast of fried potatoes, 
bacon, ham, eggs, hot biscuits and 
coffee. 
In Green Bay, Wisconsin, 144 square 
dancers staged a mass exhibition 
between halves of the football game 
between the Green Bay Packers and the 
Cleveland Browns. 
"De" Harris, new roving editor for 
American Squares, writes about an 
All-Club Dance given at the "T" Head, 
a pier stretching out into Corpus Christi 
Bay about a half of a mile. At the top of 
the "T" a large circular concrete floor 
has been built capable of accommodat-
ing an estimated one hundred squares. 
He rhapsodizes (his word): "To you who 
have never danced beneath the stars on 
a soft semi-tropical summer night with 
the Southeast tradewinds providing 
perfect air conditioning, you have a new 
experience in square dancing awaiting 
you in Corpus Christi." 
Bob Merkley reports on the "Land of 
the Amateur Caller", Phoenix, Arizona. 
Careful to stress "amateur" (not for 
money, but for fun) not "amateurish", 
Merkley says that, almost without 
exception, SD clubs in Phoenix and the 
surrounding valley have no paid callers. 
If there are fourteen dances on a 
program, there are fourteen callers. A 
callers' class has been a regular part of 
the Phoenix square dance picture for 
years. today there are hundreds of 
callers. What about the not-so-good 
callers? Merkley says, "Ask any 
dancer.... he will remind you that he 
has never yet had to dance to a poor 
caller all evening." 
10 YEARS AGO— October 1967 
From La Crosse, Wisconsin, Jean 
Sauer writes about "Oktoberfest USA", 
a happy combination of community 
festival and square dance gathering. 
This week long Folk Fest has its 
inspiration in the Munich celebration 
that dates back 157 years. From its 
beginnings in La Crosse, it has been a 
community sponsored activity with 
Continued on Page 90 
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SQUARE DANCE! 
Manufactured by Square Dancers for Square Dancers! 
Style #2516- Available in solid colors.of red, black, yellow, lime, 
orange, purple, hot pink, light blue, royal navy, or brown - - trimmed 
in wide white lace. 
Many styles to choose from. When ordering, state normal dress size, waist and skirt 
length Add 11.50 postage and handling on dress orders. 
Write for FREE BROCHURE 
Manufactured byJACQUE'S ORIGINALS, INC. to the same exacting standards and 
quality as our petticoats. 
For a Petticoat that really stands out in a crowd, insist on aJACQUE'S ORIGINAL! 
Featuring. Cotton batute top, four full tiers, a full color range, prompt delivery & 
satisfaction guaranteed. 
When ordering, measure "shorter than skirt length State waist sue 
30 yard sweep 	 $14.95 
50 yard sweep 119.95 
Pettipants — Fashioned of the finest batiste, frosted with row upon row of nylon lace, 
add the finishing touch to your Square Dance Wardrobe. 
Mid thigh 	 $8.00 
Knee-length 18.50 
Complete color range available — Indicate Small, Medium, Large 
Add $1 50 each on petticoats and 50( each on pettipants to cover shipping and handling 
Texas residents add 5% sales tax. 
SAVINGS — 11.00 discount each on orders of 6 or more. 
TEN YEARS OF CONTINUOUS FULL-TIME OPERA7 ION AND THOUSANDS UPON 
THOUSANDS OF PETTICOATS WORN BY DANCERS COAST TO COAST -- THIS ° 
IS OUR BEST TESTIMONIAL .  
Arai *9044  
SQUARE DANCE APPAREL MANUFACTURING AND DESIGN 
























Don Coy of Jeffersontown, 
Kentucky, calls for a club in 
Louisville which had a 
thirteen couple member-
ship last September when 
they started new classes. Seven couples 
signed up for the lessons. In November 
Don was told that one couple was '`ex-
pecting." In December, another couple 
made the same announcement. This 
continued throuah the next few months. 
every month a new pregnancy until five 
out of seven were awaiting a new arrival. 
Folks have suggested that the club 
change its name from Motivators to 
Multipliers. 
A CALENDAR 
FOR SQUARE DANCERS 
The Ideal Gift for yourself, your partner, your 
caller, your club members. 
Hand-printed on Pure Linen, ready to hang, 
gift-packaged in sturdy mailing tube. 
Available in choice of four popular colors: 
Chocolate, Blueberry, Avocado or Barn Red 
on Ivory Linen. Size: 17" x 30" 
ORDER NOW 
Prices include postage and handling. 
(Mass residents add 54 sales las) 
Linen Calendar $4.95 each 
(3 for $12.50) 
Also available as a handy write-on paper 
calendar, same art work and large size gift-
packaged in sturdy mailing tube (ample space 
to write in your dancing dates) 
Paper Calendar $1.95 each 
(3 for $5.00) 
check box below for brochure on quantity prices 
New! Original for 1978! 
Hr. 
$4.95 for one linen calendar 
(3 for $12 50) (6 for 521 50) 
Enclosed check (or money order) in the amount of $ 	 
to: Carol Lebeaux Studio Box 131 Shrewsbury, Mass. 01545 
(Allow 3 weeks delwert.) 





Yes! We can personalize your calendars with your club name! 
D Please send information regarding quantity wholesale prices and special imprints for your club or shop. (Check box) 
fallOssee•••• • ea... 
PAPER CALENDAR Z"n"k ,  LINEN CALENDARS kokr.) 
Chocolate on Ivory linen 
Blueberry on lvory-Unen 
Avocado on Ivory Linen 




blue on white only. 
PRICES INCLUDE 	$1.95 for one paper calendar 
POSTAGE & HANDLING (3 for $5.00) (6 for $9.00) 
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nainoir manic 
overworked grand right and left, 
do-sa-do, and some of the fourteen-beat 
promenades. The same goes for other 
levels. 
1: 12 additional basics for Plus 1 
2: 12 additional basics for Plus 2 
3: 10 additional basics for Experimentals 
I might add that when dancers reach 
the Mainstream Plus 2 level and above, 
they are more concerned with dancing, 
so shorter breaks, good hoedown music 
and more variety in singing calls would 
be more in line for them, at least that's 
the way I see it. 
This letter is prompted by the poor 
level of dancing at open dances, which 
reflects the level at the clubs from which 
the dancers come. Let us program for 
the level we advertise, and not advertise 
a level we cannot produce. 
John Thomson 
Ottawa, Canada 
$11.95 includes handling and mailing Mio residents add fief Sales Tax 
Open Letter 
TO CALLERS/PROGRAMMERS CONCERNING APPROPRIATE MATERIAL: 
Should dancers at the Mainstream 
Plus 1 and Plus 2 levels know all the 
Callerlab Experimentals (ten basics, to 
date)? With the addition of Mainstream 
Plus 2, should not those clubs that are 
or will be using this classification for the 
first time classify themselves as "Intro-
duction to Plus 2" until they are all 
dancing at this level? The same is true 
for Advanced and other levels. 
Going on the assumption that all 
dancers should know (are expected to 
know) all the Callerlab Experimentals, 
we need more appropriate material 
and choreography by our callers for the 
Plus 1 and Plus 2 levels. As the level 
rises the work of programming increa-
ses if the caller is going to use a// the 
basics each night and we need them this 
often either from standard or all 
position or both, to keep the levels up. 
Hopefully, this would reduce the 
Its atil seN ral3 nd 
A Game Especially 
For Square Dancers 
Here's a brand new game ... conceived by a square 
dancer for square dancers. It's a fun game packed with 
laughs, surprises, and a few setbacks, as you work your 
way from student through club, advanced, and challenge 
levels to become the "World's Greatest Square Dancer". 
(Even non-square dancers will enjoy it.) Any number can 
play, but only one can be the "WGSD". 
The game measures 18 x 25 inches and is printed in 5 
festive colors on Texoprint, a rugged plastic coated stock 
which can be rolled up and carried in the tube provided 
for easy portability. 
Included with the game: Dice/6 Tokens/A set of rules/ 
96 Penalty-Bonus Cards. Mail the coupon today, then roll 
the dice and start having fun, but watch out for those 
spaces labeled "Penalty"  
penalty 
You and the caner 
Had a difference of Opinion 
He's the boss. so 
GO BACK TO THE BEGINION! 
	
ISenus— 
DOUBLE THE NEXT TOTAL 
SHOWN ON YOUR DICE 
Penalty 
Broke down the square 
and b arced your spouse 
BACK TO THE NEXT LOWER LEVEI. 
(You ousel 
Bonus 
You're lookin' good 
You sure dance nice 
When it comes to dancing, 
You re a pro ... 
GIVE THE DICE 
ANOTHER THROW 
MULBERRY STUDIOS 
9622 Mulberry Rd. • Chesterland, Ohio 44026 








1637— JINGLE BELLS, Caller: Andy Andrus, Blue Star 
1858— CHRISTMAS SQUARE, Caller: Dick Bayer, Blue Star 
2371— CHRISTMAS TIMES A-COMING, Wayne Mahan, 
Sw. Square 
1276— CHRISTMAS MEDLEY, Caller: Wayne Baldwin, Bogan 
MERRBACH 
• Flip instrumentals 
PRESENTS 
BLUE STAR RELEASES: 
2049— BLOODY MARY MORNING, Caller: Roger Chapman* 
2048— DOGGIE, Key A/TEXAS RAG, Key A (HOEDOWNS) 
2047— BLUE STAR SPECIAL/TEXAS MAID (Hoedowns) 
2046— LET THE REST OF THE WORLD GO BY, Johnny Wykoff' 
2045— YOU CALL EVERYBODY DARLING, Marshall FlIppo' 
2044— BILL BAILEY, Caller: Johnny Wykoff 
DANCE RANCH RELEASES: 
642— LISTEN TO A COUNTRY SONG, Ron Schneider' 
641— YOU'RE EVERYTHING, Caller; Ron Schneider' 
640— SECOND FLING, Caller: Ron Schneider' 
637— BABY FACE, Caller: Frank Lane' 
BOGAN RELEASES: 
1297— ON THE STREET WHERE YOU LIVE, Caller: Lem 
1296— MR. PIANO MAN, Caller: Lem SmIth' 	Gravelle' 
1295— UNION TRUCKING MAN, Caller: Sleepy Browning' 
LORE RELEASES: 
1160— IT'S A SIN TO TELL A LIE, Caller: Dwight Burger' 
1159— LAS VEGAS LIL, Caller; Harold Bausch' 
1158— HONKY TONK SONG, Caller: Dave Johnson' 
SWINGING SQUARE RELEASES: 
2375— ALL BY MYSELF, Caller: Harold Finney' 
2374— ONE TIME TOO MANY, Caller: Harold Finney' 
ROCKING A RELEASES: 
1367— I'LL BE WAITING FOR YOU, Caller: Otis Getts' 
1366— WALKIN' OVER YONDER, Caller: Doyce Massey' 
BEE SHARP: 
107— DO WHAT YOU DO DO WELL, Caller: Dave Taylor' 
106— I'LL LOVE YOU FOR EVER IF I CAN, Dave Taytor' 
105— CHEROKEE MAIDEN, Caller: Jack Ritter' 
BEE SHARP INSTRUCTIONAL RECORDS: 
211— Teacup Chain. Instructions; Caller: Dave Taylor 
210— Breaker One. Two, Three; Caller: Dave Taylor 
209— Breaker Three; Caller: Dave Taylor 













T-40-Amplifier only $574.01 
T-50-Amplifier only $698.50 
T-100 Amplifier only $786.97 
All Newcomb Amplifiers are now 
equipped with a music volume control. 
Write us for controls to fit 
any mike. Controls: $39.50 
SHOCK CORD 
Braided, with plastic 
coated hooks 5/16" dia 
16" long stretches to 28 




Carries up to 100 lbs 
40'' high, folds to 20". 





We carry Ashton Record Cases 
Price $19. 95 plus $4. postage 
RC 7-BW $19.95 FIC712W $29.96 
PP. 1.4.00 	 PP 35.00 
N EW NEWCOMB P.A. SYSTEMS for Every Purpose 




One of the most recurring questions 
we encountered on our recent ASD 
South Pacific tour was "What is square 
dancing like in America?" Also, 
Australians and New Zealanders quer-
ied us about the comparative STYLE of 
square dancing. Conversely, we were 
asked questions when we returned 
about the style of dancing we found 
"down under." 
In making comparisons, there is 
always the danger of mistaking loca-
lized situations for general trends, so 
we must be cautious. But a general 
observation, born out in all areas visited 
(See "Meanderings, this issue), would 
be to reflect that square dancing in the 
South Pacific today (generally) is like 
square dancing was in America about 
ten years ago. Don't misunderstand. 
That's a GOOD report. Many leaders 
today wish for some of the stability of 
the activity that was experienced ten 
years ago. Change and expansion 
doesn't necessarily reflect improve-
ment. 
Let's look at the differences. The 
most unique experience an American 
square dancer finds in Australia is the 
Roundup. We square up as we wish, 
with the partner we came with, and with 
other couples who happen to hurry into 
our forming square — they start most 
every tip with a formation that closely 
resembles the grand march, ending up 
with a different partner and a different 
mixture of dancers, generally, in every 
dance tip (called a "bracket") through-
out the evening. Thus, one might dance 
with one's original partner only occa-
sionally. Sometimes we noted a few 
couples who didn't get into the 
Roundup, but who formed sets as they 
wished before the first bars of the dance  
music. Also, occasionally, the caller or 
emcee would call for a Partner 
Roundup, so that one could retain 
original partner, at least for that 
"bracket." Very occasionally a Square 
Up would be called, and sets would 
form completely American style. 
Tips or "brackets" contained THREE 
numbers, not two. Usually two were 
singing calls, and one was a hoedown or 
hash number. Many callers could only 
call singing calls. Callers who could call 
both singing calls and hash equally well 
were especially respected. Sound was 
not as good as generally found in the 
USA (See "Calling Tips," this issue). 
Whole families participated together 
very often (See "Family Affair," this 
issue) and teens were very evident at 
every dance in practically every set. The 
"standard" or level of dancing (they 
say "standard" in referring to dance 
level) was most often the original SIO 
"seventy-five" rather than our more 
modern nomenclature, established by 
CALLERLAB as "mainstream." Only 
one club we visited did "plus" figures 
as prescribed by CALLERLAB, or 
"experimental" figures, but in one or 
two of the dances I was told that I could 
call coordinate or Terris wheel in 
addition to the 75 "standard" figures. 
Classes are set up rather informally, 
which can result in dancers of two 
month's experience, plus dancers of six 
month's experience, all coming from 
the same class, attending a club level 
dance or "special." Graduation is not a 
formal occasion, as we've made it in 
America, but more of a process of 
matriculation. Perhaps that has its good 
points, in some ways. We've sometimes 
drawn too precise a line between 
graduates and non-graduates. 
The most spectacular difference in 
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the dancing "down under" and dancing 
found elsewhere is the continual 
undulating, buoyant flow or style of 
bodily movement throughout every 
maneuver, a distinctive STYLING of the 
action that is absolutely beautiful to 
behold. It is graceful and expressive. It 
is DANCING instead of CHARGING 
AHEAD to take the next "hun-
ker." That is coupled with enthusiastic 
smiles to make a very pretty picture, 
indeed. Americans could take a lesson 
in dance styling from their counterparts 
"down under," we feel. The old 
"varsouvianna" promenade position is 
used, and surprisingly, it wasn't hard to 
adjust to. It even felt good after awhile 
(Is it heresy to say that? How often does 
a caller call backtrack anyway?) Watch-
ing heads move up and down as knees 
bent with every step, one could say it 
looked like "ocean waves." When 
everyone went up to the middle and 
back, we swore they rose ten feet off the 
ground in a swooping, swelling, boiling 
cauldron effect that simply could not be 
duplicated in Hot Springs or Yellow-
stone, U.S.A. 
OUR LATEST LP 2001 
3 singing & 2 extended hash 
,r7,i4 	Calls on each side 
Called by Al Horn 
Al Horn 
Here's a portion of Al's schedule: 
SEPTEMBER 
28 Single Footers. Pueblo, Colo. 
30-Oct. 1 Nebraska State Festival 
Featured caller, Sept. 30; Workshop, Oct. 1 
OCTOBER: 
1 	Fall Live Orchestra Festival, Canon City, Colo 
5 Shavano Shuttlers, Salida. Colo. 
8 Squarenadors, Norton, Kansas 
12 Twirlers, Rice Lake, Wis. 
14-15 Yorktown, Va. Annual Festival 
18 Minuteman Squares, Lexington, Mass. 
20 Penny Promenaders, Athens-Sayre, Pa. 
22 Queen City Promenaders, Manchester NH 
23 Seaway Squares. Massena, NY 
29 Circle 8s, Mankato, Minn. 
PRAIRIE RECORDINGS, CEDARHILL FARM, PENROSE, COLORADO 81240 
INTRODUCING THE REVOLUTIONARY 
GC 
00 




The GOLDEN COLUMN speaker system is an 
outstanding advance in square dance speaker 
design. Independent tests have shown that the 
GOLDEN COLUMN outperforms two or more 
regular speaker columns or folded horn enclo-
sures. Its clarity and presence of sound, 200 
watt plus peak power handling capability, undis-
torted base, brilliant highs and wide sound disper 
sion are unmatched by speaker systems costing 
well over twice as much. 
Whether new at the game or an "old pro", you 
owe it to yourself to investigate what the 
GOLDEN COLUMN can do for your calling 
image. Many of the top callers in the country 
did and are now enthusiastic users. Ask the man 
who owns on& 
For the complete GOLDEN COLUMN story and 
specifications with no obligation, write: 
Halpo Industries 
1483 Cobblegate Lane 
Reynoldsburg, Ohio 43068 I 
FOR THE FINEST IN SQUARE DANCE SOUND, THE GOLDEN COLUMN IS THE BEST AROUND" 
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KEEP 'EM DANCING 
by Ed Fraidenburg 
Average Club Hash & Breaks 
Interesting choreography arrangements 
using no more than Mainstream Basics 
plus Callerlab-endorsed Experimentals 
Heads lead right and circle half 
To a two-faced line, half tag 
Boys touch a quarter, boys circulate 
Girls face in and pass thru, boys run 
Tag the line left, wheel and deal 
Left allemande 	 
Heads square thru four, circle half 
To a two-faced line, crossfire 
Trade and roll, slide thru, pass thru 
Trade by, swing thru, boys run 
Tag the line in, pass thru, girls crossfold 
Star thru, wheel and deal, pass thru 
Trade by, left allemande 	 
Heads square thru four, box the gnat, 
Hang on and swing thru, recycle 
Veer left, couples circulate 
Wheel and deal, pass thru, trade by 
Left allemande 	 
Halving the tag: 
Heads spin the top, boys run 
Half tag, cast off three-quarters 
Extend the tag, recycle, pass thru 
Trade by, star thru, pass thru 
Wheel and deal, square thru 3/4 
Left allemande 	 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Right and left thru, spin the top 
Boys run, half tag. swing thru 
Centers run, half tag, recycle 
Sweep a quarter. left allemande 	 
Heads square thru four, spin the top 
Boys run, half tag, boys run 
Trade by, pass thru, trade by 
Left allemnade 	 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Right and left thru. pass thru 
Half tag, centers trade. walk and dodge 
Partner trade, left allemande 	 
Heads pass thru go round one to a line 
Pass thru. half tag. centers trade 
Recycle, left allemande 	 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Rollaway, pass thru, half tag 
Centers trade, scoot back 
Walk and dodge, partner trade 
Left allemande 	 
Heads rollaway, turn thru 
Go round one to a line, pass thru 
Wheel and deal, centers pass thru 
Star thru, wheel and deal 
Square thru three-quarters, trade by 
Left allemande 	 
Heads slide thru, turn thru 
Left swing thru, centers run 
Tag the line in, pass thru, tag the line in 
Two ladies chain, half square thru 
Trade by, left allemande 	 
Circle left, ladies center men sashay 
Allemande left and promenade 
Heads wheel around, slide thru 
Square thru three-quarters. trade by 
Left allemande 	 
Head ladies chain, chain back Dixie style 
To an ocean wave, boys trade 
Sides divide, all pass thru 
Wheel and deal, girls pass thru 
Star thru, wheel and deal 
Left allemande 	 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
End ladies chain (diagonally) 
All pass thru, wheel and deal 
Square thru three-quarters 
Left allemande 	 
Multiple choice 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Rollaway, centers right and left thru 
All star thru. trade by 
•Pass thru, left allemande 	 
OR 
'Star thru (zero) 
'Square thru three-quarters 
Trade by. swing thru, girls circulate 
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I'M THE ONLY FOOL 
(MY MAMA EVER RAISED) 
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Jim Congieto▪  n 
Owner & Producer 
IN THE MIDDLE OF THE NIGHT 
CC528 	Bob 
For the Sound You Love To Hear 
Distributed by Old Timer, Twelgrenn B Corsair 
1409 Sheffield Dr Sheffield A135660 (205)383-3675 
Boys run, couples circulate, half tag 
Trade and roll, left allemande 	 
•Swing thru, boys trade, boys run 
Bend the line, left allemande 	 
•Ocean wave, recycle, sweep a quarter 
Crosstrail thru, left allemande 	 
Heads pass thru go round one to a line 
Pass thru, half tag, recycle 
Star thru, pass thru, wheel and deal 
Zoom and pass thru, left allemande 	 
Side ladies chain right, heads pass thru 
Go round one to a line, pass thru 
Half tag, recycle, left allemande 	 
The following are from Rip Riskey, 
Haslett, Michigan: 
Tricky but good: 
Four ladies chain three-quarters 
Allemande left in the Alamo style 
And balance, swing thru, balance 
Ladies center, men sashay (left) 
Left allemande 	 
The next two are from Ed Newton, 
Florida. 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Pass the ocean, centers trade 
	
Recycle, slide thru, left allemande 	 
Head ladies chain 
Head boys face corner, box the gnat 
Join eight hands and circle left 
Head boys break to lines 
(five in one and three in the other) 
Head ladies pass thru, turn left 
Around one, circle up eight 
Those who can California twirl 
Those who can left allemande.... 
DANCE 0 RAMA 




Callers of all levels of 
experience are welcome 
/ • 	 Entire Cost: $60.00 
HAROLD BAUSCH 
For flyers or registration; write to 
Dance 0 Rama, 2120 Jaynes, Fremont 
NE 68025. PH. 402-721-4925 
SQUARE AND ROUND DANCE RECORDS BY MAIL 
• In Business since 1949 at same location. 
• Same day service on most orders. 
.Poiera, eoSitnacgieul Ha nd ling • Catalog upon request. 
• One of the largest stocks in the Southwest. 
• Quantity purchase discounts. 
MAIL ORDER-MASTER RECORD SERVICE 




it says it all. 
13. Be generous with praise, cautious 
with criticism. Comment: This one 
seems to be made for our attitude 
toward officers, callers and fellow 
dancers. Most of our dancers grade 
high here, but just a few might think 
about this one a while and see if this 
isn't the best way to improve your club 
and your fun. 
14. Be considerate with the feelings of 
others. There are usuaiiy three sides to 
a controversy: yours, the other fellow's, 
and the right side. Comment: This 
pretty well says it all; let's just 
remember it! 
15. Be alert to give service. What counts 
most in life is what we do for others. 
Comment: Most of us know someone 
who lives by this and we appreciate 
them. Many of our leaders and officers 
give much of their time and experience; 
most of them gain a good feeling of 
having done what is right. 
16. Add to this a sense of humor, a big 
dose of patience and a dash of humility 
and you will be rewarded many-fold. 
Comment: Again square dancers as a 
group would grade high here, for they 
are a fun-loving people and most are 
quite tolerant of any small inconveni-
ences. 
So there you have it, another list of 
ten commandments. Not as profound 
or as important as the original ten, but 
worthy of our thought. Learning to 
observe all these would pay big 
dividends. 
You may notice that in our comments, 
we graded square dancers highly. This 
is honestly the way we feel about 
dancers. We believe they score so 
highly because parts of this list are 
more or less taught to us in lessons, not 
formally, but by attitude. Also, square 
dancers are partaking in a healthful 
exercise and enjoying fellowship all the 
time. This is conducive to bringing out 
the best in people. If there were only a 
larger percentage of square dancers in 
the world, the whole world would be a 
better place to live. 
by Harold & Lill Bausch 
Recently we came upon a list of ten 
Commandments of Human Relations." 
This list would be good for everyone, 
the person wanting to advance in 
business, the person wanting more 
friends — all of us could gain from the 
practice of these "Ten Command-
ments." 
We shall list them here and make a 
few comments on how these could affect 
us in square dancing. 
1. Speak to people. There is nothing so 
nice as a cheerful word of greeting. 
Comment: In this we believe most all 
square dancers grade "A". 
2. Smile at people. It takes 72 muscles 
to frown, only 14 to smile. Comment: 
Here again we would grade square 
dancers on the whole at "A". 
3. Call people by name. The sweetest 
music to anyone's ears is the sound of 
his own name. Comment: Here, too, 
square dancers rate high, at least a "B" 
— but it would help if many people 
would start wearing their name tags so 
people could gradually learn their 
names. 
4. Be friendly and helpful. If you would 
have a friend, be a friend. Comment: 
Most square dancers receive an "A" or 
"B + " here, but we might remind you 
to try to get around and dance with as 
many people as you can. Don't always 
square up with just a select few. 
5. Be cordial. Speak and act as if 
everything you do is a genuine 
pleasure. Comment: We just have to 
give an ''A" to our dancers here. If you 
know one to two who shouldn't get the 
"A", let us ignore them. Or better yet, 
try to help them, for they need it. 
6. Be genuinely interested in people. 
You can like almost everybody if you 
try. Comment: We can't add to this one; 
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Callers have much the same aspira-
tions, interests, likes and dislikes on 
opposite sides of the world, we 
discovered in the South Pacific. We had 
first-hand opportunities to discuss 
common concerns with these leaders in 
both Australia and New Zealand. 
Just as we are involved, they are 
involved with matters of building and 
maintaining membership in clubs, 
recruitment, training, organizational 
problems, style, levels, growth and 
standardization. The activity there is 
more localized. Callers don't call 
out-of-area as often. Square dancing 
isn't as fast-growing or as plentiful as it 
is in North America, but if enthusiasm 
counts for anything, things will change. 
Throughout both South Pacific coun-
tries, there are no more than a handful 
of full-time callers, and those men are 
confined more or less to their "home" 
areas, where the action is. In contrast, 
there are at least 300 "full-timers" in 
the USA, who make most of their annual 
income from calling and related busi-
nesses. 
Pay scale of callers is generally lower 
than American callers would expect for 
a club-style engagement. $30. might be 
sufficient there where $50., even for the 
novice caller, would be expected here 
for a night's work. However, many of 
their callers have turned to a more 
lucrative source to supplement the 
meager club pay scale. They are heavily 
involved in one-night "shows," as they 
call them (also "hootenannys"), which 
we call one-night-stands. Now hear this, 
Americans.... these parties pay close to 
$100. a night as a general rule, and one 
caller we heard of actually receives as 
high as $200. regularly and sometimes 
$400. Square dancing is only one of the 
features of these one-nighters — social 
dancing, banquets, drinking and gam-
bling (in the private clubs) are often a  
part of it. Nevertheless, callers take a 
set of club dancers to the affairs, 
perform, mix in, and recruit new class 
members in that manner. 
Perhaps more thought should be 
given, state-side, to standard one-night-
rates of no less than $100. Too often we 
American callers "sell" ourselves too 
cheaply to groups who intend to hire us 
only once a year, and who could easily 
pay more. "Easy-level" shouldn't 
necessarily mean "low budget." 
Callers have a more dominant role in 
the affairs of square dancing over there. 
The several square dance "societies" 
that hosted us have a caller or more at 
the helm, some official and some 
unofficial, rather than dancer-leaders in 
that position as we'd find in the USA. 
"Hon. Secretary" shows the British 
influence. Sometimes a core group of 
callers are "advisors" to a society. A 
club is often run by a caller. Leadership 
training strictly for dancer-leaders is 
therefore not terribly important to 
them, but caller training has a high 
priority, in spite of low budget 
allotments for this sort of thing. It would 
be almost impossible to rally a large 
group of club officers (other than 
callers) for a training event. 
In North America, similarly, festi-
vals and conventions are most often 
planned by dancers— there, they are 
handled by callers. As we observed this 
interesting phenomenon, it reminded us 
of one exceptional area we know about, 
next to us in northern Ohio. It is the 
Toledo area, where there are over 
seventy affiliated clubs, coordinated 
only by a callers' organization, no 
dancers' association. 
P.A. systems designed especially for 
callers (models such as Clinton, Hilton, 
Newcomb, etc.) are practically non-
existent in Australia. Instead, home-
made rigs, some good and some 
not-so-good by our standards, are the 
rule. An equipment producer who'd like 
to set up a business over there might 
make a small fortune in years to come, 
because the market is wide open. 
American equipment presently costs 
those callers half again the USA price 
tag because of taxes, duty and shipping 
charges. 
Continued on page 83 
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by Bob Howell 
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With so many Octoberfest celebrations going on this month, here is a routine sent 
by John Hucko of Willoughby, Ohio, that "fits" well with any lively polka tune. If is 
a fun dance with little teaching time needed. 
CRAZY EIGHTS 
Counts 
2 	In place, right foot forward and back 
2 In place, left foot forward and back 
2 	In place, right foot forward and back 
2 In place, stamp left foot, right foot. 
Everybody Facing Front 
Part 2 




On count of 1 start vine in LOD to right: 
1 	Bring left foot behind right 
2 Slide right foot to right, pointing in LOD 
3 	Bring left foot over right facing in opposite direction 
4 Bring right foot behind left foot, facing in opposite direction 
5 	Bring left foot behind right, pointing in IOD 
6 Bring right over left, facing in opposite direction 
7 	Bring left behind right, facing in opposite direction 
8 Slide right over left on count of 8 
Repeat Part 1; repeat part 2 going in reverse LOD (left) 
Use any polka record with a strong 8-count beat for this line dance. 
Art Seele of Haddon Heights, New Jersey, composed this contra and sends it along 
for your enjoyment. 
YUCAIPA CONTRA 
1,3,5,etc., active and crossed over. 
Do-sa-do the one below 	 Courtesy turn and a quartermore 
Same girl swing 	 Girls hook, turn a weathervane 
Straight across, right and left thru 	 Cast off three-quarters round 





From the Netherlands comes a truly "Easy-level" round dance. Jac and Yvonne 
Fransen sent this nice little dance to a record that many callers already have. 
FLIP FLOP 
RECORD: Grenn 15016 
POSITION: Intro, OP facing; Dance: CP M facing wall. 
FOOTWORK: Opposite throughout 
INTRO: 
1-4 WAIT; WAIT; VINE LOD, 2,3,TCH; VINE RLOD, 2, to CP M fcg LOD, TCH; 
1-2 Wait two measures in open facing position; 3 Vine 3 steps toward LOD and 
touch; 4 Vine 3 steps toward RLOD man turns 1/4 LF to face LOD (W turns 1/4 
LF to face RLOD) touch (CP); 
DANCE: 
PART A 
1-4 	FWD TWO STEP; FWD HITCH; BK TWO STEP; BK HITCH; 
1 In CP M facg LOD do one forward two step; 2 A three-count hitch: fwd R, close L 
to R, step back on R, —; 3 One backward two step; 4 A three-count hitch: 
bk on R, close L to R, step forward on R, —; 
5-8 PROGR. SCIS; PROG SCIS; TURN TWO STEP; TURN TWO STEP; 
5-6 From CP do two standard scissors steps, progressing in IOD first to Scar, 
then to Bjo; 7-8 Followed by two turning two steps ending in CP M fcg LOD; 
9-16 Repeat 1-8 ending in Butterfly, M facing wall. 
PART B 
1-4 SIDE, —, X PT, —; SIDE, —, X PT, —; VINE, 2, 3, 4; SIDE, DRAW, —, 
CLOSE; 
1 In Butterfly M facing wall, do one slow side step LOD, L, cross and point R 
R toe in front of L (W XIF also); 2 Repeat to RLOD: side R and cross point L; 
3 Vine 4 LOD; 4 Step sideward LOD on L and draw R to L, close and take 
weight on L foot at end of count 4; 
5-8 SIDE, —, X PT, —; SIDE, — X PT, —; Vine, 2,3, to SCP 4; WALK FWD, —, 
PICK UP, —; 
5-7 Repeat 1-3 and blend to SCP; 8 Walk forward two slow steps to CP M fcg 
LOD (W walks fwd one step and on second step quickly turns half LF and 
steps in front of partner); 
9-16 Repeat Part A 1-8 
ENDING: Apt, —, PT, —; 
SEQUENCE: Intro 	AB 	A 	B 	Ending 
Cathie Burdick, our co-editor, returned from Australia with a fun dance she'd like 
to share. Ron Whyte of Melbourne used it; the visitors didn't hear the name and so 
called it the "Kangaroo Hop." It is an elimination-type dance; maybe the winners 
could receive a pumpkin, a gallon of cider, some of the doughnuts or part of the 
decorations. Thanks, Cathie, your contribution is most timely for a Halloween 
dance or party. 
KANGAROO HOP 
RECORD: Use lively polka record (steps resemble old-time "Norwegian Polka" 
Partners walk 3 steps, kick; back up three steps, kick; 
And do four turning two-steps. Repeat until music stops. 
When music is stopped, partners do one of three things: stand with arms around 
each other, stand back to back, or man kneels on one knee while woman sits on the 
other knee. The caller has three playing cards of any suit: King, Queen, Jack. He 
shuffles these and chooses one. If he chooses the king, all with arms around 
partners must sit down; if the queen, then all back to back couples are eliminated; if 
the jack, then all those kneeling and sitting are out. The three cards always mean 
the same positions; do not switch. 








We've had NAME-THE-CALLER cont 
here's a real toughie. This time we want y 
he's from but also tell us his occupation c 
November 1st. We'll award valuable prize 
the December issue. 
Much of the research for this feature w 
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CONTEST 
ntests in the past, with good results, but 
t you not only to name the caller and where 
i other than calling. Deadline for entries is 
izes to the winners, and announce them in 
was done by Mike Litzenberger, Slidell, La. 
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OF SPECIAL INTEREST TO THE 
C
HIGH FREQUENCY DANCER ...4k 
II
& ADVANCED PROGRAM 
ADVOCATE 
\)\)  
by Jim Kassel 
It certainly has been a pleasure to see 
and dance with so many advanced and 
challenge dancers this summer. We 
were indeed fortunate in Western 
Pennsylvania to have had so many 
opportunities starting with Indian Brave 
Campground on Memorial Day Week-
end and ending the summer at the same 
place on Labor Day Weekend. Sand-
wiched in between were the National 
Challenge Convention at Butler and the 
Pittsburgh August Weekend at Hilltop 
Heights. All of these dances were 
completely sold out and they were all 
tops in advanced and challenge dan-
cing. We also met many of our readers 
at Atlantic City and we do appreciate 
the many kind words spoken to us in 
appreciation of this "Challenge Chat-
ter" column. Many of you promised to 
send me news of activities in your area, 
so remember, I'll be waiting. 
ARKANSAS 
Gene and Thelma Trimmer of Para-
gould, Arkansas, sent the following 
article for this column. We enjoyed it 
and I hope you will. 
"Many times we hear of dancers 
being called "high level" or "average 
mainstream" or perhaps even "snob-
bish." These are efforts to categorize 
others and it is unimportant whether 
these efforts are good or bad. Perhaps it 
is time we took a good look at the 
ingredients that lead to these titles. 
They are all good if we make an honest 
effort to understand them and to 
understand that the needs of dancers 
are variable. If they weren't we would 
have only one level of dancing available. 
"The difference between a "high" 
level dancer and one who is at best 
"average mainstream" lies in several  
capabilities. High among these would 
be a comprehensive knowledge of the 
Mainstream Basics under the All 
Position Concept. Also high on the list 
of capabilities are two requirements 
that do not deal with figures at all. They 
are the ability to give your undivided 
attention to your caller while concentra-
ting heavily on your own position and 
movement within the framework of the 
square. 
"Giving undivided attention to the 
caller is probably the single most 
important requirement for any level of 
dancing — from a first-night beginner 
through the highest level of challenge 
dancing. It is by far the most difficult of 
all requirements to learn and it cannot 
be caller taught. Since that requirement 
is so eaily understood we will not dwell 
on it except to state that broken-down 
squares at all levels of dancing are 
caused more by not really listening to 
the caller than by any other factor. 
"The requirement of position and 
movement is slightly more complex. 
Upon hearing a call, in that instant prior 
to reaction, a dancer must know one or 
more things. 'Am I a head or a side, a 
center or an end or an outside, am I 
facing in or out, am I right or left and 
where is my partner, am I a leader or a 
trailer, did I walk or dodge or fold or 
trade or zoom or tag or — and does my 
body flow dictate that I should turn right 
or should I turn to the left' and so on. 
Being aware of these things is a 
deciding factor between average and 
above average. 
"The need for awareness of position 
within the square cannot be overem-
phasized. Position after a swing thru to 
a follow-up movement such as star thru 
or box the gnat or any of the basics that 
can follow is of prime importance. More 
often than not it can be the difference 
between a folded a square and one that 
continues to dance. We use the swing 
thru here only as a reference point and 
hasten to add that position is not any 
more important in it than in other 
mainstream figures. It is slightly more 
difficult to understand because follow-
up moves are most often executed as if 
the working couples were facing one 
another instead of being in an ocean 
wave. 
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"Many times we have heard that 
dancers who are so intent on what they 
are doing that they almost never smile 
cannot possibly be having fun. Nothing 
could be further from the truth. They 
are concentrating heavily on their own 
position and on the caller but within the 
confines of their own emotions they are 
having an absolute ball. Since they are 
more dedicated to dancing, they are 
quite probably doubling  the enjoyment 
of the openly exuberant dancer. 
"Please do not think that we advocate 
high level dancing for everyone because 
we certainly do not. It is not for 
everyone. There are many different 
plateaus for the square dancer to settle 
on or progress to dependent upon their 
own personal preference and available 
time. This is one of the reasons square 
dancing meets the needs of so many 
wonderful people. The majority of 
dancers will probably never progress 
beyond mainstream and a caller should 
not try to push them beyond it. On the 
Continued on Page 92 
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Your editor is happy to see caller 
communication services also taking up 
the "smooth dancing" theory by 
pointing out what happens to each 
dancer (lady and man) just prior to or 
immediately following a square dance 
movement. A few years back when 
follow your neighbor and later scoot-
back were introduced, the use of "same 
hand twice/three times in a row" was 
still avoided by many leaders. They 
were very conscious of such combina-
tions as star thru and right and left thru 
or perhaps square thru and star thru. 
Today, this hand continuity doesn't 
seem to be as important, but body flow 
motion will always be noted as smooth 
or back-breaking. This is why slide thru 
was an instant hit! It could replace star 
thru when a same-hand-in-a-row was to 
be avoided, plus avoid the same-sex 
positioning possibility. Touch a quarter 
vs. curlique offers the same kind of 
body-flow choice. The sweep a quarter 
motion is another example. 
Today several leaders are avid 
disciples of smooth-flowing combina-
tions in their square dance choreogra-
phy. A recent statement by one is 
something to keep in mind 	"If a lady 
is going to have to flip, follow or fold in 
behind the man and you need to get the 
position result of a curlique with the 
preceding call, use touch a quarter for 
the lady's benefit." The caller goes on 
to explain as we have so often done in 
the past that a curlique for the lady is a 
left-face three-quarter turn and follow-
ing it with a command to fold causes her 
to make a 180° right-face turn immedi-
ately following the curlique. 
There are many other back-breaking 
combinations besides the ones obvious 
to male callers. We have always 
maintained that the ladies (bless 'em) 
adjust easily but it is the man who 
hollers foul when his body-flow is 
broken. For instance, he sees nothing 
wrong with doing a star thru after a 
square thru (right, left, right, left. then 
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right for a star thru). He thinks this is 
fine but she has to use two lefts in a 
row. She might even be required to use 
four in a row if called upon to add a 
California twirl to a left allemande! The 
walk and dodge is many times followed 
with a circle left or some similar 
reverse-direction type action. Usually 
the lady is expected to side-step right to 
allow the man to join her and then to 
immediately veer left with him in the 
extc,ommand Forward motion also 
offers good and bad choices as in bend 
the line vs. cast off three-quarters. How 
about the straight-arm jab one can give 
to the opposite in a dive thru and star 
thru? A good demonstration of the 
back-breaking combos was nicely done 
at a recent Callerlab convention. 
Now that our attention has been 
focused upon the excessive number of 
"new" ideas being constantly intro-
duced and tried, Callerlab has tried to 
bring some order out of the chaos. It is 
now hoped that the leader/teacher who 
has gone about using some poorly 
put-together square dance choreogra-
phy with basic-basic movements can 
now be made aware of and guided into 
good/bad type figures. It won't be easy 
to convince an old timer that this is why 
some "challenge movements" make it 
into the Mainstream dance plateau. 
Smooth dancing can be enjoyed only if 
the caller uses this type of choreogra-
phy, be it "new" stuff or standard 
basics. It's the caller who can make or 
break each dance movement to the 
enjoyment of the dancer. 
those who can pull by with the left. Split 
and cross has meant a split circulate and 
those who can pull by diagonally. The 
one-quarter cross now being used on 
our tapes means to cast a quarter plus 
centers cross run. This is confusing for 
the dancers when you have to explain 
that in this case cross means one thing 
and in others it means something else. 
ED. NOTE: It was ever thus in our 
"free' society, I guess. Would you 
believe the cross Circuidie deill ll llUll is 
the same as trade circulate from an 
ocean wave? Yet the latter is preferrred 
even though a difference is noticed 
when done from two-faced lines. And 
then there is cross the top (no hand 
pull-bys) and cross clover. Personally, 
we always felt that a "hand pull-by" 
was a part of an "explosion" — and so 
on and on — We sorely need a sifting 
out of definite "meanings" from certain 
nomenclature in our square dance 
choreography. 
Jim Adams, Clarks Summit, Penn.: 
"Most clubs called for are primarily 
mainstream, some Callerlab Experi-
mentals, dependent upon the dancers' 
ability. A workshop uses material listed 
as above the club level, where selected 
material from new major idea figures 
are tried. These figures are mainly 
selected by me because of my prefer-
ence, but I also use some by request of 
the dancers." 
ED. NOTE: Jim, I understood what you 
are intimating — and all callers 
experience the same underlying trend 
in today's square dancing, especially at 
the dancers' two-year experience level. 
They don't understand why the whole 
world is not using a figure if they heard 
it somewhere else. This is exactly what 
the Callerlab Experimental suggestions 
are supposed to do — take you off the 
hook of trying everything that comes 
along. This is why I cannot in all 
sincerity agree to NOT have at least one 
Callerlab suggestion a quarter, prefer-
ably two suggestions. To have no new 
trial figures for six months (when you 
skip a quarter) is defeating the purpose 








Dave Lightly, Iowa: One gripe often 
heard in advance level dancing is the 
different use of the term cross, i.e. 
curlicross has meant a curlique plus 
QUICK CHANGE 
by Andy Cisna, Eiridge, Maryland 
From any kind of waves or parallel lines 
of four, quick change will always put the 
dancers into a double pass thru 
formation. The ends of the line/wave 
circulate one spot and quarter in while 
the center two trade and roll (= double 
pass thru set-up). 
Author's Examples: 
Head ladies chain 
Same two square thru, touch 
Quick change, centers pass thru 
Star thru. wheel and deal 
Left allemande 	 
Heads square thru four hands 
Swing thru, boys run, quick change 
Double pass thru, girls U-turn back 
Star thru, bend the line (1P2P) 	 
Heads square thru four hands 
Circle half, veer left to a two-faced line 
Quick change, double pass thru 
Track two (mixed sexes), swing thru 
Centers trade, boys run 
Flutter wheel, (1P2P) 	 
Heads square thru, curlique 
Quick change, centers pass thru 
Touch a quarter, quick change 
Centers pass thru, box the gnat 
Change hands, left allemande 	 
Heads lead right circle to a line 
Ladies lead Dixie style to an ocean wave 
Quick change, centers pass thru 
Star thru, couples circulate 
Wheel and deal, pass thru 
Trade. left allemande 	 
APD Figures by Will Orlich: 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Pass thru. quick change 
Double pass thru, peel off, pass thru 
Quick change, double pass thru 
Peel off (1P2P) 	 
Heads pass the ocean, swing thru 
Extend, quick change 
Double pass thru, peel off, curlique 
Coordinate, quick change 
Centers turn thru, pass thru 
Trade, left allemande 	 
ra21 FIGURE] 
by John Strong, Salinas, California 
Head ladies chain, heads swing thru 
Turn thru, cloverleaf, double pass thru 
Centers in, cast off three-quarters 
Star thru, swing thru, turn thru 
Slide thru, flutter wheel 
Left allemande 	 
Heads star thru, pass thru, swing thru 
Boys trade, girls circulate 
Spin chain thru, all eight circulate 
Scoot back, boys run, girls trade 
Bend the line, pass thru, wheel and deal 
Zoom, square thru three-quarters 
Left allemande 	 
Heads flutter wheel, sweep a quarter 
Veer left, wheel and deal 
Right and left thru, double pass thru 
First couple left, second go right 
Star thru, eight chain four 
Swing thru, spin the top 
Right and left thru, flutter wheel 
Star thru, left allemande 	 
Four ladies chain 
Four ladies chain three-quarters 
Sides star thru, right and left thru 
Pass thru, swing thru, scoot back 
Spin chain thru, boys run 
Couples circulate, wheel and deal 
Left allemande 	 
Sides right and left thru, heads right 
Circle to a line, pass thru 
Wheel and deal, swing thru, turn thru 
Slide thru, flutter wheel 
Sweep a quarter. veer left 
Couples circulate, wheel and deal 
Left allemande 	 
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Heads pass thru, partner tag 
Swing thru, scoot back 
Right and left thru, pass thru, trade by 
Star thru, pass thru, tag the line 
Cloverleaf, box the gnat, pull by 
Star thru, pass thru, wheel and deal 
Centers pass thru, left allemande 	 
Heads half square thru, curlique 
Walk and dodge, tag the line in 
Star thru, trade by, star thru 
Flutter wheel, slide thru, pass thru 
Trade by, left allemande 	 
Heads curlique, walk and dodge 
Curlique, scoot back, boys run 
Passthru. wheel and deal, square thru 3/4 
Pass thru, trade by, star thru 
Crosstrail thru, left allemande 	 
Heads pass the ocean, extend 
Swing thru, boys run, ferris wheel 
Double pass thru, centers in 
Cast off three-quarters, star thru 
Centers pass thru, swing thru 
Boys run, crossfire, single file circulate 
Boys run, swing thru, turn thru 
Left allemande 	 
Heads star thru, double pass thru 
Track two, recycle, veer left 
Ferris wheel, centers pass thru 
Star thru, pass thru, chase right 
Split circulate, walk and dodge 
Partner trade, pass thru 
Wheel and deal, square thru 3/4 
Left allemande 	 
Four ladies chain, heads curlique 
Boys run, swing thru, boys run 
Crossfire, coordinate, half tag 
Trade and roll, star thru, pass thru 
Partner tag, left allemande 	 
Heads star thru, pass thru, curlique 
Follow your neighbor and spread 
Recycle, sweep a quarter, curlique 
Single file circulate, trade and roll 
Star thru, square thru three-quarters 
Centers in, cast off three-quarters 
Curlique, single file circulate twice 
Boys run, centers pass thru, star thru 
Left allemande 	 
Heads pass the ocean, swing thru 
Boys run, crossfire, walk and dodge 
Touch, recycle, veer left, ferris wheel 
Double pass thru, track two 
Swing thru, scoot back, fan the top 
Right and left thru, pass thru 
Wheel and deal, zoom, square thru 3/4 
Left allemande 	 
Heads pass the ocean, extend 
Follow your neighbor, left swing thru 
Centers trade, centers run 
Bend the line, pass thru, wheel and deal 
Turn thru, slide thru, pass thru 
Wheel and deal, zoom, square thru 3/4 
Left allemande 	 
Heads star thru, pass thru, slide thru 
Touch a quarter, coordinate, half tag 
Scoot back, split circulate 
Walk and dodge, chase right 
Single hinge, boys circulate 
Girls trade, right and left thru 
Left allemande 	 
Four ladies chain, heads right 
Circle to a line, swing thru, boys run 
Crossfire, walk and dodge 
Chase right, scoot back, split circulate 
Single hinge, girls circulate, girls trade 
Right and left thru, dive thru, curlique 
Left allemande 	 
by Jim Congleton, Sheffield, Alabama 
Side ladies chain 
Heads swing thru double, lock it 
Step thru, touch a quarter, girls run 
Star thru, centers pass thru, boys zoom 
Outsides trade, swing thru 
Girls circulate double, boys trade 
Girls backtrack and promenade 	 
Heads pass the ocean and lock it 
Half square thru, pass the ocean 
Lock it, swing thru, boys run 
Half tag, trade and roll, swing thru 
Boys run, couples circulate 
Wheel and deal, pass the ocean 
Lock it, swing thru, boys run 
Crossfire, girls run, swing thru double 
Boys run, wheel and deal 
Pass to the center, pass the ocean 
Lock it, square thru three-quarters 
Left allemande 	 
Heads swing thru double, lock it 
Step thru, touch, relay the top 
Swing thru, lock it, boys run 
Wheel and deal, slide thru 
Left allemande 	 
APD FIGURES from the So. Cal. Callers 
Association Notes: 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Right and left thru, ladies lead 
Dixie style to an ocean wave 
Boys scoot back, girls circulate 
Left allemande 	 
Heads pass thru, separate round one 
To a line, pass thru, tag the line 
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First couple go left, next go right 
Right and left thru ,rollaway, 
Touch a quarter, coordinate 
Couples circulate, boys cross run 
Ladies trade, ferris wheel 
Centers pass thru, star thru 
Right and left thru, left allemande 	 
by Deuce Williams, Detroit, Michigan 
Heads half square thru, spin chain thru 
Ladies circulate twice, scoot back 
Square thru three-quarters 
Left allemande 	 
Sides half square thru 
Swing thru with outside two 
Spin chain thru, men circulate once 
Recycle, pass to the center 
Square thru three-quarters 
Left allemande 	 
Heads fan the top, swing half, extend 
New centers trade, spin chain thru 
Ends circulate once, single hinge 
Ladies backtrack, couples circulate 11/2 
Bend the line 	home! 
Sides half square thru 
Single circle to an ocean wave 
Split circulate, spin chain thru 
Ends circulate once and quarter right 
Center four walk and dodge 
And run once and a half to a line 
All crosstrail thru, left allemande 	 
Heads pass thru and cloverleaf 
Sides fan the top, then turn thru 
Cloverleaf, all double pass thru 
Face your partner and fan the top 
All eight circulate, swing half 
To a right and left grand 	 
Sides fan the top and square thru 3/4 
Heads rollaway half sashay, swing thru 
Split circulate, single hinge 
Men trade and ladies backtrack 
Promenade home 	 
Heads box the gnat, hang on 
And square thru four hands 
Sides rollaway half sashay 
Spin the top, single hinge 
Triple scootback, all eight circulate 
Single hinge, men run, triple trade 
Each four half tag the line 
Ladies backtrack, left allemande 	 
Heads lead right, veer left 
Bend the line, reverse flutter wheel 
And sweep right one quarter more 
Spin chain the gears, ladies run 
Bend the line, tag the line 
Leaders U-turn back, square thru 3/4 
On third hand, right and left grand 	 
Heads slide thru, pass thru 
Fan the top, spin the top 
All eight circulate, ladies fold 
Peel the top, ladies run 
Each four half tag the line 
Men run, left allemande 	 
by Dave Lightly, Waukee, Iowa 
First couple face corner, box the gnat 
New heads crosstrail around one 
To a line of four, all pass thru 
Wheel and deal 
Center four right and left thru 
Centers pass thru, single circle to wave 
Centers trade, all swing thru 
Spin chain thru, ends circulate once 
All swing thru and boys run 
Substitute (or zoom), bend the line 
Slide thru, left allemande 	 
Four ladies chain, one and four rollaway 
Heads lead right, step to a wave 
Centers trade and all swing thru 
Split circulate, walk and dodge 
Just the girls partner trade 
Centers trade and all cast off 3/4 
Pass thru, wheel and deal 
Double pass thru, leads backtrack 
Box the gnat, right and left grand 	 
Side ladies chain, one and four 
Right and left thru 
Two and three rollaway 
New heads lead right and step to a wave 
(Original heads are in one wave, 
sides in the other) 
Heads spin the top, sides swing thru 
Each four recycle, all square thru 
Heads three hands, sides four 
All partner trade, star thru 
Lead couple zoom all the way back 
Each group of four boomerang 
Left allemande 	 
Heads square thru four hands 
Swing thru, single hinge, ends trade 
And roll, centers face each other 
Pass thru, touch a quarter, fan the top 
Pass thru, half tag, swing thru 
Boys run, wheel and deal 
Left allemande 	 
Heads square thru four hands to a wave 
Scoot back, boys trade 
Boys only walk and dodge 
Girls circulate, boys trade 
Tag the line, boys cloverleaf 
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Girls partner trade, girls square thru 
Touch a quarter, boys trade 
Boys run, bend the line 
Right and left thru, star thru 
Left allemande 	 
Heads lead right, veer left 
As couples scoot back 
As couples walk and dodge 
As couples trade, pass thru 
Ends circulate, centers trade 
Touch a quartet- , single file circulate 
Boys run, square thru three-quarters 
Trade by, left allemande 	 
Heads square thru four hands 
Touch three-quarters, boys fold 
Girls make a wave and swing thru 
Extend, spin chain thru, centers run 
Bend the line, center four only box gnat 
Square thru four hands, ends slide thru 
All pass thru, outsides only U-turn back 
Centers pass thru, star thru 
Pass thru, wheel and deal 
Centers pass thru, left allemande 	 
by John Strong, Salinas, California 
Heads touch a quarter, walk and dodge 
Star thru, slide thru, curli-cross 
Tag the line in, curlique, coordinate 
Girls trade, half tag, trade and roll 
Left allemande 	 
Heads star thru, pass thru 
Shuttle in, slide thru, zoom 
Square thru three-quarters 
Left allemande 	 
Heads pass the ocean 
Ping pong circulate, long recycle 
Double pass thru, track two 
Recycle, veer left, ferris wheel 
Square thru three-quarters, slide thru 
Crosstrail, left allemande 	 
Heads star thru, pass thru, swing thru 
Boys run, girls cast three-quarters 
Diamond circulate, flip the diamond 
Girls trade, boys trade, swing thru 
Boys run, ferris wheel, zoom 
Square thru three-quarters 
Left allemande 	 
by John Fogg, Pasadena, California 
Side ladies chain, four ladies chain 3/4 
Heads square thru. swing thru 
Boys trade, boys run, crossfire 
Trade and roll, pass thru 
Wheel and deal, zoom, pass thru 
Left allemande 	 
Sides right and left thru 
Heads pass the ocean and extend  
Girls run, crossfire, trade and roll 
Pass thru, wheel and deal, pass thru 
Star thru, wheel and deal, pass thru 
Left allemande 	 
Four ladies chain 
Sides right and left thru 
Head ladies chain three-quarters 
Forward six and back, veer right 
Pick up lone gent, make a weather vane 
Turn one full turn, bend the big line 
Tao the line right, cross fire 
Ends trade, end ladies U-turn back 
Center four trade and roll 
Left allemande 	 
by Bill Hay, Santa Ana, California 
Heads square thru four hands 
Single circle to an ocean wave 
Eight circulate, girls fold, peel the top 
Girls run, triple trade, couples hinge 
Bend the line, star thru, trade by 
Square thru three-quarters 
Left allemande 	 
Heads pass thru round one to a line 
Pass thru, wheel and deal 
Girls pass thru, swing thru 
Ends circulate, scoot back, men run 
Slide thru, pass thru, left allemande 
by Bill Finkle, So. Cal. Callers Notes 
Sides right and left thru, flutter wheel 
Sweep a quarter, box gnat, pass thru 
Veer left, crossfire, circulate twice 
Coordinate, wheel and deal, pass thru 
Trade by, swing and promenade 	 
Sides lead right, veer left 
Make a two-faced line, zoom, crossfire 
Coordinate, bend the line 
Reverse the flutter wheel, 
Sweep a quarter, left allemande 	 
Heads pass the ocean 
Boys half circulate, head men only run 
Extend, swing thru, spin chain thru 
Recycle, pass thru, trade by 
Swing thru. boys run, half tag 
Trade, roll. left allemande 	 
Heads right and left thru, flutter wheel 
Sweep a quarter, pass thru, circle four 
To a line, touch a quarter, coordinate 
Crossfire. boys run, 
Ladies chain in the middle, trade by 
Left allemande 	 
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meal or intermission 	 —with apologies to the Hillsborough (NZ) Square Dance Club publication. 
Give way (yield) 
Take Away Food (Carry-out) 






(Some'r for men, some'r for women) 
• 600-..m..14•••••••••• 	 • 
She'll be right (Everything is finel 
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Get buggered up (Get fouled up) 
She's "gone crook" over that bearskin 
Two MATES share a joke Buying TUCKER 
(shopping) 
fti\-\-4* 
To Billet (host) you In a home 
STIRRER (practical Jokester) 	Give it a go (go to it) 
Auto (Means of transport) 
People 1 
IN THE NEWS 
Lucille Graf of Utica, New York, has 
made a decision to forego "club" 
calling altogether, but will continue 
with at least one instructional workshop 
program. 
Byron Hartsell, past president of the 
Gastonia, N.C., Rebel Reelers club 
wants all to know he is one of the lucky 
ones who has a "Dosado" license plate, 
according to the Textile Review publica-
tion. 
Paul Hartman of Wheaton, Maryland, 
called for the Castle Ghosts club in the 
Ahrensburg suburb of Hamburg, Ger-
many, near the famed Ahrensburg 
castle last April. The town's major 
newspaper, Zeitung, carried a story of 
the dance, showing Paul on the front 
page. 
Leonard Rauch of Quality Western 
Shop in Clearwater, Florida, tells us 
that he has expanded his store and now 
carries the biggest line of attire in 
twenty-three years of operation there in 
Pinellas County. 
1 line "Slim Jim" $1.00 
Name only 
regular size 61.10 
Name and town 
or design 61.25 
Name and town 
and design $1.25 
State shape 62.00 
Name, town, design 
and club name $1.75 
Club Badges 
Any Color— Black, White 
Red. Yellow, Walnut, 
add 5d per badge postage 
PLASTICS 





Order Any Badge in 
Blue, Green. Brown, 
Send check with order, 
PAT'S 
Box 847 Rifle, CO 
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V WASHINGTON I 	1 
foR A- WORLD 
OF FUN...,. 
BECOME A KNOTHEAD 
Travel 100 miles 
Travel 100 miles each 
way 	(one 	square 	or 
more) to attend club or 
open dance. For appli-
cation form, write: 
KNOTHEADS 
PO Box 245 
Gig Harbor WA 98335 
6,%'\‘ 	CHINOOK 	ti _\,.. , 
RECORDS 
C-001 FIRST HELLO, LAST GOODBYE 
C-002 GOODY, GOODY 
C-003 PAPER DOLL 
Produced by Daryl Clendenin 
7915 N. Clarendon, Portland OR 97203 
Distributed by Corsair-Continental 
1110 51,.:  
'Ini 
m k  
DUB HAYES 	NEW RELEASES: Mai 
Minshall 
DON'T FIGHT THE FEELINGS OF LOVE 
CR 102 	 "Dub" Hayes 
SONG AND DANCE MAN 	BUTCH/ CR 103 	Mal Minshall 
LONNIE/LITTLE DIXIE 	PAL MAL  
CT 104 	Hoedowns CR 101 
720 N. Kansas St., Springdale, AR 72764 
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U S.A. RECOR 
513— ME AND MILL 
510— ALL I CAN DO 
506— AMERICA 
505— SHELBY'S BANJO HOEDOWN 
504— KINDLY KEEP IT COUNTRY 
CONTINENTAL RECORDS: 
2001— DON'T SIT UNDER THE APPLE TREE 
2002— AFTER THE LOVIN' 





LESSONS WEEKNIGH 15 
WORKSHOPS 
10222 BUNDYSBURG RD., N.W. 
MIDDLEFIELD, OHIO 44062 
PHONE [216) 632-1074 
"Marsch-Mellow-Smooth" 
Calling-Traveling Full Time 
1=0 =1 	limmil.. 
P
0
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SPARKLING TIES 
by Ar1 yn 
4055 W. 	163rd STREET 
CLEVELAND, OHIO 44135 
YOU GET A HALL—
I'LL DO THE CALL! 
ED 
FRAIDENBURG 
1916 Poseyville Rd. Rt. 10 
Midland, Michigan 48640 
AVAILABLE TO CALL IN YOUR AREA 
Bob Bennett of Valdosta, Georgia, is 
still up on "cloud nine" at having had 
the opportunity to be the partner of the 
First Lady at the recent White House 
party. Both his wife Vivian and their 
daughter danced with the president. 
(See p. 14, this issue.) 
Chuck and Gayle Jaworski of Chica-
go, Illinois, announced the birth of 
daughter Jennifer with 	of 'rAle 
Caller" card recently. Chuck has called 
for ten years in Chicago. 
Caller Ken Gilmore of Muskegon, 
Michigan, recently underwent surgery, 
but is now doing fine. 
Danjo Wheelers and caller Paul Haas 
were featured recently in the Morning 
Press of Danville, Pennsylvania. 
Angus McMorran reports from Ot-
tawa, Ontario, that the Ottawa Square 
and Round Dance Association is distri-
buting widely a pamphlet showing the 
level identification groups of basics 
established by CALLERLAB. 
Bud and Shirley Parrott of Albany, 
Oregon, sent the proclamation from 
Governor Bob Straub declaring dancing 
as the official state dance for Oregon, 
and promoting Square Dance Week. 
Doris and "Doc" Davison of Fairfax, 
Virginia, are editors of Mike and 
monitor and also wish to let folks know 
they are the proud possessors of a 
"Dosido" license plate. 
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$16.95 plus $1.00 post-
age: 35 yd slips $14.95 




MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY BENEFIT 
The Knights of Columbus Home in 
Hammond, Lousiana, will be the setting 
for the Fifth Annual MD Dance. For the 
past four years, the dance lasted three 
hours; this year, the callers and 
coordinators are promoting a Dance-A-
thon, beginning at 2 P.M. Saturday, 
October 22, and continuing around the 
clock as long as dancers remain on the 
floor. 
Dancers will be asked for a minimum 
donation for each hour spent on the 
floor. Monies received will be turned  
over to the representative from the 
Muscular Dystrophy Association who 
will be present, and will be used to send 
children with MD to summer camp. 
The hall is donated by K. of C. 
Council 2952, time and talent are 
donated by the callers, refreshments 
and promotion for the dance are also 
donated. Callers will be Jerry Duplan-
tier, Neil Howard, Horace Guidry, Mike 
Litzenberger, Bill Nickols and Joe Patti. 
Any traveling square dancer in the 
Hammond area on October 22 is 
cordially invited to dance. 
Bill & Pat Daigle 
Independence, Louisiana 
NORTHWEST FLORIDA NOTES 
Two square dance halls have opened in 
the Northwest Florida area. In April the 
Playground S&R /D Association at Fort 
Walton Beach had a grand opening of 
their new building on Lovejoy Road. 
The dance was sponsored by the Castoff 
Club, with Mac McDaniel calling and 
Kit Waldort cueing rounds. The buil-
ding was constructed entirely by square 
rcE B. & S. SQUARE DANCE SHOP A RE I  TILoG FWRE 
. 








Made fully lined, the Clas-
sic features foam sock 
lining, a steel shank for 
support, a full inch of heel. 
rubber capped for sure 
footing, and a buckle with 
elastic goring to complete 
the 3/s" strap. Sizes in me-
dium 4 thru 10 & half sizes and narrow 6 
thru 10 & half sizes. 
tilaCK — White 
Red and Navy 
Silver and Gold 
$1. postage each. 
MAJESTIC 
Glove tanned leather. Size 
6 thru 12 N; 4 thru 12M, 1/2 
sizes. Steel shank for sup-
port. 
Black & White 	$13.95 
Navy & Red 14.95 
Silver & Gold 	15.95 
Postage 	 $1.00 
Phone: 812-843-5491 
RINGO 
The shoe most square dan-
cers wear. 1/2 " heel with 
elastic binding around 
shoe. Strap across instep. 
Black and White 	$13.50 
Yellow, Pink, Red, Hot 
Pink and Orange 	S14.50 
Silver and Gold 15.50 





SHORTIE 	MID-THIGH 	KNEE LENGTH STRETCH COTTON PETTI PANTS 
,With 1,/4" nylon lace. The mid-thigh has 8 rows of 
• lace and knee length has 9 rows of lace. These are 
made for us exclusively and they're made true to 
size. Colors are: white, lime. black, yellow, 
blue, pink, red, orange, purple, hot pink, multi-
color, royal, red, white and blue combination, 
brown, navy, dark purple and kelly. Order mid-thigh 
or knee length in S-M-L-XL. Sissy Pants 6 rows of 
lace. Sizes S-M-L-XL. 
Shorties— 3" legs, 
8 rows of lace. 
Postage 504 ea. 
We have one of the finest 50 yd. nylong marquisette slips. Cotton top, wide elastic 
band, 4 tiers on 18" and up, 3 tiers on 17" and shorter. Our slips are stiff enough to 
insure long life. Order 1" shorter than skirt. 18-26" and other lengths by special order. 
Colors: white, black, blue, pink, yellow, red, hot pink, pale green, mint, lime green & 
multi-color, turquoise, orange, bright yellow, med. purple, royal, brown, navy, dark 
purple. kelly, red, white & blue combo or any other color combo of listed colors. 
WSW 
$8.50 16.50 ea. or 2pr. $12.00 





dancers, from the foundation up. It is 
fully air-conditioned and has a floating 
hardwood floor, accommodating thirty 
squares. The ample parking space 
includes space for self-contained cam-
pers. The entire project was completed 
in five months. In memory of Doris 
Vaccari the first square and round 
dance tips of the grand opening were 
dedicated to her. 
The Panama City area had a grand 
upeiling dl the new Ranch House in 
May. Located at 1202 W. 19th Street in 
Panama City, the Ranch House is 
owned and operated by Darryl and Ann 
McMillan of Ranch House Records. It 
also is fully air-conditioned, with 
kitchen facilities and a floating hard-
wood floor. The opening dance was the 
occasion of the Ranch House Record 
Round-Up, and callers were recording 
artists Darryl McMillan, Johnny Wal-
ters, Tony Oxendine and Bill Terrell. 
Anyone needing information on the 
Northwest Florida area may contact me. 
Roscoe Hall 
5117 Kendrick Street 
Panama City FL 32401  
CALLERS SEMINAR STAFF 
Three outstanding callers have been 
selected to conduct the Caller's Seminar 
at the 27th National SID Convention: 
Osa Mathews, Bob Van Antwerp and 
Harper Smith. 
For the first time, a woman is one of 
the conductors. Osa Mathew's wide 
experience will be a drawing card for 
many women who have difficulty 
solving their special problems as 
callers. Osa says she most enjoys 
teaching new dancers and calling to her 
home clubs, one of which she organized 
25 years ago. 
Bob Van Antwerp, a native Oklaho-
man. has taught 16,500 persons to 
dance and made over 120 recordings, as 
well as assisting 275 callers through 
Callers Clinics. 
Harper Smith, during 27 years of 
calling, has called in 41 states and been 
on the staff of Kirkwood, Fun Valley 
and Lighted Lantern. Harper has been 
associated iwth his brother, Ray, for 15 
years in the Smith Brothers Institutes, 
and still calls regularly for six clubs. 
The combined experience and ability 
±flustang anb itglitrung 
LIG4ITNIN!„/ 
NEW MUSTANG RELEASES 
MS 175 I WROTE A SONG by Art Springer 
MS 173 STAND BY MY WOMAN MAN by Chuck Bryant 
MS 172 AFTER THE LOVIN' by Chuck Bryant 
MS 170 BLANKET ON THE GROUND by Chuck Bryant 
MS 174 MISSY JEAN/BRUNO SPECIAL (Hoedown) 
LIGHTNING S RELEASES: 
LS 5033 GONE ON THE OTHER HAND by Earl Rich 
LS 5032 GOOD WOMAN BLUES by Dewayne Bridges 
LS 5031 COPPER KETTLE by Earl Rich 
S 5030 TONIGHT SOMEONE'S FALLING IN LOVE 
BY Art Springer 
LS 5029 A COUNTRY SONG IS A COUNTRY SONG 
BY Jack Cloe 
1314 Kenrock Dr., San Antonio, TX 78227 
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of these three fine callers will offer an 
opportunity for all callers attending the 
27th National to become better and 
more enthusiastic callers. 
NEW OFFICERS AT OLD COLONY 
Dave Perrault of Plymouth, Massa-
chusetts, is the new president of the Old 
Colony Callers Association. Serving 
with him for the 1977-78 season are: 
Paul Schofield, vice-president; Pam 
Reed, secretary; Don Mathison, trea-
surer; Jack Bright and Frank Garguilo, 
NECCA delegates; Bob Schully and 




Ann King is seeking a buyer for the 
copyrights to her late husband Jay's 
three books: How To Teach Modern 
Square Dancing, The Fundamentals of 
Hash Calling, and The Square Dancer's 
Dictionary. Please contact her at this 
address: P.O. Box 236, Lexington MA 
02173. 
PERMANENT PARTNERS 
Augusta square dancers have a 
"first" in their area. About a year ago a 
young man, Don Wyatt, was sent to 
Augusta by The Georgia Power Com-
pany. Since he had been a square 
dancer in Atlanta, what better place to 
spend his spare time than at a square 
dance? 
Don looked over the young ladies at 
the dances until Susan Lamb caught his 
eye. They soon became a couple instead 
of two singles. 
In August, square dancers gathered 
at Aldersgate Methodist Church to be 
honorary attendants at the wedding of 
Don and Susan. Susan was lovely in a 
long satin gown with hand-crocheting 
on the bodice. A handmade mantilla 
designed and made by her mother, Mrs. 
Tom Lamb, covered her brunette hair 
and framed her lovely face. The bridal 
couple led the dancers in a grand march 
through an arch and on to the altar. 
After the ceremony they again led the 








Bob Cat  RECORDS 
NEW ON LOU-MAC 
LM 126 ALL THE SWEET by Bill Barner 
LM 125 YOU CAN HAVE HER by Harold 
LM 124 ALL THE TIMES by Mac Letson 
LM 123 LIVING IN THE SUNSHINE by Bill 
RECENT RELEASES 
LM 122 SHE'S MY ROCK by Jim Coppinger 
LM 121 LAST FAREWELL by Mac Letson 
LM 120 TENNESSEE SATURDAY NIGHT by Bill 
LM 119 POLLY ANN by Harold 
LM 118 NELLIE by Mac 
LM 117 YOU CALL EVERYBODY DARLING 
by Mac & Bill 
LM 116 EIGHT MORE MILES by Bill 
LM 115 SOMEWHERE MY LOVE by Mac 
NEW ON BOB-CAT 
BC-104 EVERYTHING I TOUCH, Bill Berner 
BC-103 MAGIC OF THE RAIN, by Bob 
BC-102 SQUARE DANCE MAN, by Larry 
BC-101 BOBCAT RAMBLE by Bob 









For Hilton Equipment 
7 50 POST PAID 
TC 
TC 11 
Mrs. Wyatt, who are also round 
dancers, started the dance with "Lov-
er's Waltz" followed by an evening• of 
square and round dancing. 
Now two clubs either gain a member 
or lose one, since Susan is a Gate-
swinger and Don is a Richmond Reeler. 
Susan is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. 
Tom Lamb of Augusta and Mr. and 
Mrs. Rip Wyatt of Atlanta are Don's 
parents. The young couple will live in 
Augusta and will continue dancing in 
the area. 	 .4/ice Davis 
Augusta, Georgia 
GREMLINS AT WORK 
In the July and August ads for the 
Sunnyland Retreat to be held Sept. 30, 
October 1 in Myrtle Beach, S.C., the 
names of the round dance instructors, 
Ray and Bea Dowdy, were omitted. 
After publication in the June issue, the 
strip containing their names was 
removed, borrowed or stolen by those 
little gremlins that haunt -print shops. 
We regret the error and apologize to the 
Dowdys and to Johnny Jones, organizer 













Add 4% Tax 
All other Turner Models 
Available at similar prices 
O SPECIFY MAKE OF PA SYSTEM 
O EITHER WILL WORK IN HILTON REMOTE 
GONE YEAR FACTORY GUARANTEE 
ADD 55 00 FOR SWITCH, IF DESIRED 
East of Mississippi. add S2 00 post & handling 
West of Mississippi. add S4 00 post & handling 
FIGG ELECTRONICS 
DARRELL FIGG. CALLER, 16 YEARS 
3135 Gord-Ann Ct.Traverse City, MI 49684 
Phone (616)947-8552 or 938-1202 
THE RUTH & REUEL deTURK 
1606 Hopmeadow Street 
Simsbury, Conn. 06070 
Phone: 203-658-9417 
HOURS 
Tue. & Thurs. 11-7 
Wed. & Fri. 11-9:30 
Sat. 11-6 P.M. 
Closed Sun. & Mon. 
...0"3-10P 
A NEW SQUARE PACE 
DRESS PATTERN 
3.5•0 Plus $1.25 Post/Ins. 
No. 740 
Offers the home sewer a choice of two differ-
ent ways to make an outfit for this popular Am-
erican pastime. From the same pattern one can 
make either a cape top to go with the full, cir-
cular skirt, or an open-neck bodice with an at-
tractive dickey, as shown here. In either case, 
the use of eyelet lace is predominant as it is on 
the ruffle of the skirt. Gingham is the popular 
fabric for this project, but one can also try it in 
broadcloth or muslin. All sizes from 6 to 20 are 
included in the pattern and all you have to do 
is trace your own. 
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SQUARE DANCE 
DON'T THROW MUD GET A 






$13.50 PER SET PREPAID 
Plus Postage 51.55 
U.S. Patent =235633 	Dealers Inquiries Welcome 
P & L SQUARE DANCE SPECIALTY CO 
P.O. Box 1293, Carson City, Nev. 89701 (702) 882-1230 
I 	  • 
gcd 
ROUND DANCES 
by Frank & Phyl Lehnert 
SONG OF INDIA— RCA Gold 447-0018 
Choreo by Charlie & Madeline Lovelace 
Good old-time music by Tommy Dorsey 
with a challenging two step-quickstep 
routine. 
SWEET SARAH— Grenn 14253 
Choreography by Vernon Porter 
Easy two step to "Wabash Cannonball" 
music. 
FANCY PANTS— Grenn 14253 
Choreography by Stan & Ethel Bleda 
Good music and an easy-intermediate 
two step with a hop and a skip. Record 
must be slowed. 
SUMMER WIND— Reprise GRE 0710 
Choreography by Tom & Dottie Dean 
Good "Begin the Beguine" music; a 
challenging two step timing dance. 
HELLO MARY LOU— U.A. XW079 
Choreo by Ken Croft/Elena de Zordo 
Good music with a Ricky Nelson vocal; a 
busy intermediate two step. 
MY WAY OF LIFE— Roper 287 
Choreography by Rick & Joyce McGlynn 
Very pretty music for an easy-going 
easy two step. 
ALL BECAUSE OF YOU— Durango 
LPT D311B; by Don & Helen Reinman 
Pretty music with a vocal by Don; an 
easy-intermediate two step. 
NIGHT AND DAY— Columbia 13-33316 
Choreography by Marg & Mel Rummel 
Good Artie Shaw music (a little thin) and 
a nice moving intermediate foxtrot-two 
step. 
TOUCH OF YOUR LIPS— Telemark 895 
Choreography by Jack & Rita LaPlante 
Pretty music and a nice flowing 
intermediate rhumba. 
AFTER YOU'VE GONE— IOTA 7 
Choreo by Bob & Rosemary Holiday 
Good swinging music and a high-
intermediate quickstep that goes three 
times through. 
BYE BYE BLUES— IOTA 20 
Choreo by Eddie & Audrey Palmquist 
Good music; high intermediate to 
challenging quickstep. 
TWO LESS LONELY PEOPLE— WBS 
8297; Choreo by Tom & Linda Walters 
Easy intermediate two step using basic 
figures. Music has a Rex Allen vocal. 
BOOGIE FEVER— Capitol 4179 
Choreo by Mark & Judie DiMatteo 
Real rockin' boogie; an easy two step if 
you know the Green Door swing. 
Contact Your 
Record Dealer 




S401 I'M HAPPY EVERY DAY I LIVE by Denny Lantz 
S201 SILVER THREADS AND GOLDEN NEEDLES 
by Roger Putzler 
Hoedown 	S1101 SADDLE ROMP/CINCH 
Taylor Stirrup Records PO Box 3000F Eugene OR 97403 
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SINGING CALLS 
This was not a month with a lot of new 
reieases, but there were a lot of good 
singing calls. Most of the records had 
good music and some had interesting 
figures, along with some over-used 
ones. Any or all of these records could 
be a nice addition to a caller's record 
case. 
YOU'RE EVERYTHING— Dance Ranch 
641; Caller: Ron Schneider 
Excellent Dance Ranch music with a 
figure that flows very well. Mainstream 
dancers should have no problem 
handling the figure. All callers should 
be able to adapt this record to their 
program. Ron does a fine job on the flip 
side. FIGURE: Heads promenade half, 
square thru four, swing thru, boys run, 
ferris wheel, right and left thru, pass 
thru, swing corner and promenade. 
I WROTE A SONG— Mustang 175 
Caller: Art Springer 
This Mustang record has very good 
music and a figure that could be easily 
adapted to class dances. The dancers 
enjoyed this one and found themselves 
singing along with Art, who does a fine 
job. FIGURE: Heads lead right circle to 
a line, pass thru, wheel and deal, 
centers star thru, pass thru, cloverleaf, 
new centers swing thru, turn thru, 
swing corner, left allemande, prome-
nade. 
HONKY TONK SONG— Lore 1158 
Caller: Dave Johnson 
Good club level and beginner dance. 
Rhythm was very good and enjoyable to 
dance. Dave does a good job, but the 
figure he uses is a bit overworked. 
FIGURE: Heads promenade half, right 
and left thru, square thru four, swing 
thru, boys trade, turn thru, left 
allemande, promenade. 
BEST THINGS IN LIFE ARE FREE—
Scope 616; Caller: Wes Wessinger 
The use of the Callerlab-suggested 
follow your neighbor made the dancers 
feel this was definitely not for beginner 
dancers. In the middle break Wes used 
a tea cup chain. The music is good and 
has a nice rhythm that is pleasing to 
dance to. This is a very good record for 
callers who want to use follow your 
neighbor and tea cup chain. FIGURE: 
Four ladies chain three-quarters, heads 
square thru, do-sa-do, curlique, follow 
your neighbor, left allemande, promo 
nade. 
LAS VEGAS LIL— Lore 1159 
Caller: Harold Bausch 
The music is very good and the figure is 
very danceable. The only disturbing 
thing in the record is what we would 
term a break between each figure. 
Harold does a fine job. The title is a 
little misleading. FIGURE: Head cou-
ples square thru four, circle half, veer 
left, ferris wheel, center pass thru, 
square thru three, trade by, right and 
left thru, pass thru, trade by, swing 
corner, promenade. 
ADIOS AMIGO— Wild West 38 
Caller: Larry Jack 
Another Wild West record with the 
now-familiar vocal accompaniment on 
the instrumental side, which gives the 
caller little chance to do his own thing 
with the record. The music is good but 
as one dancer said, it is a little 
repetitious. Wild West is one of two 
labels to release this title this month. 
FIGURE: All four ladies chain, heads 
rollaway, pass thru, separate around 
one to a line, slide thru, swing, 
allemande, weave the ring, do-sa-do, 
promenade. 
GOLD DIGGING CLEMENTINE—
Thunderbird 171; Caller: Bob Bennett 
Very good Thunderbird music and a fine 
job by Bob. Some dancers felt curlique, 
boys run right and star left a little 
awkward at first, but the second time 
they were ready for it and it danced 
nicely. FIGURE: Heads lead right and 
circle to a line, right and left thru, pass 
the ocean, ladies trade, swing thru, 
boys run, bend the line, slide thru, pass 
thru, swing corner, promenade. 
I'LL BE WAITING THERE FOR YOU—
Rocking A 1367; Caller: Otis Getts 
This music is good and has a nice beat. 
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This is another good dance for 
beginners. The only negative thing is 
that there is no time to swing at home as 
Otis directs the dancers to do at the end 
of each figure. HEADS: Heads prome-
nade half, right and left thru, square 
thru four. swing thru, boys trade, turn 
thru, left allemande, promenade. 
SOUTH TO LOUISIANA— Top 25340 
Caller: Mike Litzenberger 
Remember the old Johnny Horton hit 
"North To Alaska"? Here it is again, 
with a little lyric change by Mike, which 
will make you a little more familiar with 
his home state. A grand parade in the 
opener, middle break and closer give 
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OBIE'S WESTERN & SID FASHIONS 
614 South Lake (Rt. 45) 
411i Mundelein IL 60060 
KATHLEEN'S SQUARE DANCE SHOP 
ki 508 W. Chestnut St.. Chatham IL 62629 11 3 Ways — Stop in. Write or 
Ori Call 217-483-2627 
.1411 HAWAII 
;11g ISLAND167  	TACK SHOP 0 w likina Dr. :la Wahiawa HI 96786 
te'ii Bus. 621-0345 Res. 623-9008 
t• Serving Dancers with the Aloha Spirit  
INDIANA 
B-BAR-B SQUARE DANCE APPAREL 
6313-15 Rockville Rd. (1-465 Exit 138) 
Indianapolis 1N46224 
See our own dress designs (Sizes 3-241/ 2 ) 
IOWA 
MABON'S COUNTRY STORE 
6450 Cutler (Hwy 63N) 
Waterloo IA 50701 (319-234-33271 
Everything for Callers/Dancers 
KANSAS 
THE SQUARE DANCE SHOPPE 
2527 West Pawnee (316-943-8594) 
Wichita KS 67213 
Everything for the Square Dancer 
Le-Re Square Dance Shop 
2601 E. Harry (316-262-5565) 
Wichita KS 67211 
Will Ship Anywhere — BAC & Mastercharge 
The Shop Designed with the Dancer in Mind 
KENTUCKY 
Preslar's Western Shop, Inc. 
3111 S 4 St. 
Louisville KY 40214 
All S/D Supplies, Newcombs & Mikes 
MAINE 
THE PRINCESS SPECIALTY SHOP 
584 Main St. 
South Portland ME 04106 
Large Selection of S/D Items 
MARYLAND 
DIXIE DAISY 
1355 Odenton Rd. 




Detroit MI 48209 
Prettier, perkier, petticoats, pantalettes 
ALLEMANDE SHOP 
1561 Haslett Road 
Haslett MI 48840 
The Place Designed with People in Mind 
MISSOURI 
THE BRIDLE SHOP 
13530 Tesson Ferry Rd. 
St Louis MO 63128 
Phone orders: 1-314-842-2278 
NEW JERSEY 
The Corral. John Pedersen, Jr. 
41 Cooper Ave. 
West Long Branch NJ 07764 
S/D Apparel and Accessories 
NEW MEXICO 
ATCHISON'S SQUARES & FLARES 
5600 McLeod NE Suite 0 
Albuquerque NM 87109 
We Ship World Wide 
ARIZONA 
DO SI DO DUDS (602-849-3508) 
6838 N. 58th Drive 
Glendale AZ 85031 
Square and Round Dancers' Apparel Shop 
FLORIDA 
CHEZ BEA for square and 
round dancing CREATIONS 
650 NE 128 St. (759-8131) 
No. Miami FL 33161 
Quality Western Shop 813-446-8791 
1894 Drew St., Clearwater FL 33515 
'Florida's Oldest & Best" 
Mail Orders Invited & GUARANTEED 
PROMENADE SHOP 
4200 F 62nd Ave. North 
Pinellas Park FL 33565 
Telephone: 813-522-4547 
Everything For the Square Dancer 
THE SQUARE FAIR SHOP 
7406 Atlantic Blvd. (904-725-2511 
Jacksonville FL 32211 
Square Dancers Serving Square Dancers! 
GEORGIA 
C S M WESTERN WEAR 
3820 Stewart Rd (404-455-1265) 
Doraville GA 30340 
Your Satisfaction Guaranteed 
THE ROADRUNNERS S D CENTER 
3477 Chamblee-Dunwoody Road 
Chamblee GA 30341 (404 / 455-3591) 
If you have it and don't need it — or need it 
and don't have it...we'll handle it ,  
4r, ONTARIO, CANADA 
ri BUCKLES & BOWS 
Serving the Square Dancers of Ontario 
Vast Selection in Stock 
320 Dundurn St. S., (416-522-4122) 
Hamilton, Ont., Canada L8P 4L6 
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the caller ample time to flex his vocal 
cords in song. A little memory work will 
be required to learn all the verses. 
FIGURE: Heads curlique, boys run, 
curlique, walk and dodge, partner 
trade, right and left thru, pass the 
ocean, recycle, allemande, do-sa-do 
partner, swing corner, promenade. 
IF YOU COME BACK TO ME—
Longhorn 1019 
Caller: Lee Swain 
Good Longhorn music and a job well 
done by Lee, but leading right and 
doing a do-sa-do was a little awkward. 
FIGURE: Heads promenade half, lead 
right, do-sa-do, swing thru, boys run, 
WSW 	Kap KeS4 Wapeitipr.tp s4oia 	KNI1121:11*.rpl ne;16.S411,2,211;t7/11;a:411W1112;41WW 6:64 
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S uare Dance 
CLOTHING NEW YORK IRONDA Square Dance Shoppe 
759 Washington Ave. (266-5720) 
Irondequoit, Rochester NY 
Everything for the Square Dancer' 
DO-PASO 
203 Vermont St. 
Buffalo NY 14213 
Phone Orders: 1-716-885-9473 
Catalog Available 
SKY RANCH SADDLERY 
109-111 So. Main St. (668-2644) 
Central Square NY 13036 
Western Store & Gilt Center 
S/D Headquarters 
NORTH CAROLINA 
B & D WESTERN SHOP 
2117 Highway 64 — 70 Southwest 
Hickory NC 28601 
Everything A Square Dancer Needs 
OHIO 
DART WESTERN SHOP 
414 E. Market St. 
Akron OH 44305 
Everything for the Square Dancer 
M & H WESTERN FASHIONS 
13002 Lorain Ave. (216-671-5165) 
Cleveland OH 44111 
Dancer's Shopping Delight 
SQUARE TOGS 
11757 US 42 
Sharonville OH 45241 
Records Available Tool 
PENNSYLVANIA 
MAREA'S Western Wear & Records 
3749 Zimmerly Road 
Cor. Love & Zimmerly 
Erie PA 16506 
MARY'S BOUTIQUE 
The Square Dance Shop 
2715 Hershey Rd., Erie PA 16509 
Erie & Surrounding Area's Newest Shop 
SOUTH CAROLINA 
Marty's Square Dance Fashions 
404 Cherokee Drive 
Greenville SC 29607 
S/D Clothing for Men & Women 
McKesson Western Shop 
104 Old Trolley Rd. 
Summerville SC 29483 
S/D Apparel & Centennial Dresses 
TENNESSEE 
THE DO-SI-DO SHOP 
1138 Mosley Rd. 
Memphis TN 38116 
Send for Free Catalog 
Nick's Western Shop 
245 E. Market & Cherokee 
Kingsport TN 37660 
Phone Orders: 1-615-245-6221 
TEXAS 
FAWCETT'S SQUARE DANCE SHOP 
412 W. Sam Houston 
Pharr TX 78577 (512-787-1116) 
Everything for the Square Dancer 
MarJac of Dallas 
522 S. Montreal, Dallas TX 75208 
Nylon Organdy Petticoats— Best Quality 
Discount on Group Order 
Wholesale Accounts Also Welcome 
GENEVA' S/D APPAREL (806-296-5937) 
Shop: 1407 W. 6th 
Mail: 512 Nassau 
Plainview TX 79072 
SQUARE FASHIONS (817-665-6334) 
1501 W. Hwy. 82 
Gainesville TX 76240 
Nylon Organdy Petticoats 
THE CATCH ALL 
Christine Owen (817-766-1612) 
1009 Ninth 
Wichita Falls TX 76301 
THE SQUARE DANCE SHOP 
1602 South Monroe 
Amarillo TX 79102 
UTAH 
WAGON WHEEL HOUSE 
728 So. State St. 
PO Box 2574 
Salt Lake City UT 84110 
VIRGINIA. 
Ed & Cathy's Western Wear 
1764 Independence Blvd. 
Virginia Beach VA 23455 
We're not largest but try the hardest' 
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bend the line, right and left thru, slide 
thru, square thru three-quarters, swing 
corner, and promenade. 
DO WHAT YOU DO DO WELL— Bee 
Sharp 107; Caller: Dave Taylor 
Nice music, but the use of lock it makes 
this a little difficult for other than above 
average dancers without a walk thru. 
Dave does a very good job and the little 
extras he added in his tag lines make it 
a most enjoyable dance. FIGURE: 
Heads square thru four, do-sa-do, 
swing thru, spin the top, lock it, right 
and left thru, dive thru, star thru, 
crosstrail, swing corner, promenade. 
BABY BOY— Wild West 34 
Caller: Mary Lindner 
Typical Wild West music again with 
vocal accompaniment on the instrumen-
tal. FIGURE: All four ladies chain 
three-quarters, heads left square thru, 
left allemande, weave the ring, do-sa-
do, promenade. 
ADIOS AMIGO— Kalox 1207 
Caller: C.O. Guest 
Good Kalox music and a very nice job by  
C.O. Guest. The dancers felt it to be a 
little draggy, so callers might like to 
speed it up a little. FIGURE: Heads 
promenade half, right and left thru, 
swing thru, scoot back, recycle, swing 
corner, promenade. 
GONE ON THE OTHER HAND—
Lightning S 5033; Caller: Earl Rich 
The music is good but has a few pauses 
the caller should watch for. FIGURE: 
Heads promenade half, lead right, 
circle to a line, pass thru, chase right, 
boys run, crosstrail, swing corner, 
promenade. 
MOCKINGBIRD HILL— Wild West 39 
Caller: Larry Jack 
FIGURE: Heads lead right circle to a 
line, right and left thru, crosstrail thru, 
allemande left, weave the ring, do-sa-do 
and promenade. 
UNION TRUCKING MAN— Bogan 
1295; Caller: Sleepy Browning 
Good instrumental side. FIGURE: 
Heads square thru four hands, curlique, 
scoot back, boys run, square thru three 
hands, swing corner, promenade. 
SQUARE DANCERS AND FRIENDS 
JOIN 
THE BILL McVEYS, JERRY COPES & BUDDY ALLISONS IN 
TOUR 
3 ISLANDS 






Bill & Carolyn McVey 
9380 Indian Spring Drive 
Roswell GA 30075 
PH 404-993-7927 
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Write to: Jane Hensel 
139 Purvis Rd. 
Butler PA 16001 





New! Big book of over 35 original 
square dance cartoons... fun for 
clubs, great for gifts, door, pri- 
zes, or just for laughs! 
$3.00 ppd. PA residents 
add 6% sales tax. 
Also available... large 
signed original print 
of campout cartoon, 
approx. 12 x 12, 




C-102 ROADRUNNER ROMP (Patter) 
Called side by Jerry Haag 
C-201 SOMETHING ABOUT YOU 
BABY I LIKE 
Flip Inst. by Jerry Haag 
C-302 SOMEBODY LOVES YOU 
Flip Inst. by Gary Shoemake 
C-401 IF I HAD TO DO IT ALL 
OVER AGAIN 
	 John and Wanda Winter 
Flip Inst. by Beryl Main 
C-602 FIVE FOOT TWO 
Round Dance by John & Wanda Winter 
RECENT RELEASES 
Beryl Main 
MUSIC PRODUCED BY 







366 San Miguel Dr #200 
Newport Beach CA 92660 
NEW RELEASES 
C-103 EXCELORATOR SPECIAL 
Patter/Called Side by Gary Shoemake 
C-202 ROCKIN' IN ROSALIE'S BOAT 
Flip Inst. by Jerry Haag 
C-402 FLASH OF FIRE 
Flip Inst. by Beryl Main 
C-502 HONKY TONK HEROES 
Flip Inst. by Ken Bower 
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Badges 
ARMETA — Dept. B 
Original Fun Club Badges 
PO Box 22221 
Milwaukie, OR 97222 
Free List on Request 
CENTURY CLUB 
Merit badge of distinction. Join today 
P.O. Box 57 
Westfield, MA 01085 
Cost: $1.25 
KNOTHEAD BADGES— Official & Original 
Washington Knotheads 
P.O. Box 245 
Gig Harbor, WA 98335 
LLORRY'S 
1852 S. Reed St. (303-986-6446) 
Lakewood, CO 80226 
Activity & Club Badges 
LUDLOW TROPHY & BADGE 
Tom Curto & Sons 
Box 71 
Ludlow, MA 01056 
MARMAC SPECIALTIES 
316 Brockton Road (567.1321) 
Oxon Hill, Maryland 20021 
Free Fun Badge Catalog 
PAULY'S (715-845-3979 ) 
P.O. Box 72 
Wausau, WI 54401 
Engraved and Jeweled Badges 
H & R BADGE & STAMP CO. 
Engraved Badges & Rubber Stamps from our 
Design or Yours — Harold & Roberta Mercer 
2585 Mock Rd.. Columbus, OH 43219 
GRAND SQUARE ENTERPRISES 
288 NE 47th Street 
Pompano Beach, FL 33064 
Chuck Leamon, caller & owner. 
Send for free flyer 
BADGE MASTERS 
2724 West Oak St. 
Kissimmee FL 32741 
Ed & Jackie Newton, Caller-Owner 
Club & Activity Badges 
HOLLY'S SQUARE DANCE SHOP 
PO Box 3447 
Albuquerque NM 87110 
3D Club & Fun Badges 
Free Catalogue 
r 4) • EVENTS 
Wyoming— Western SID Festival, Oct. 
1-2, Quadra Dangle Clubhouse: Gavlon 
Shull and Dave Guille (on Friday). RV 
Parking. Write Maureen Murphy, P.O. 
Box 421, Laramie, WY 82070. 
New York— 13th Ann. International 
Fall Festival, Oct. 7-8, Syracuse; Earl 
Johnston, George Jabbusch, Ed Foote, 
Dave Hass, Jim Lee, Ron Schneider, 
Carmen & Mildred Smarelli, Wayne & 
Norma Wylie. Write Earle & Jan Lewis, 
4776 Glencrest Ave., Liverpool NY 
13088. 
Florida— Land & Sea Jamboree, Oct. 
7-9, Marathon; Don Williamson, Henry 
Purcell. Write Chamber of Commerce, 
Marathon, FL 33050. 
Missouri— Fun Weekend, Oct. 7-9, 
Granada Resort. Write Jack & Becky 
Parthurst, Lake Ozark, MO 65049. 
Maryland— Autumn Glory Festival, 
Oct. 9, Broadford Elem. School, Oak-
land; Sonny Bess; sponsored by Mt. 
Top Promenaders. 
New Jersey— Penthouse Weekend, 
Oct. 14-16, Somers Pt.; Steve Kopman, 
Bob Gambell, Rick & Joyce McGlynn. 
Write Penthouse Weekend, P.O. Box 
146, Somers Pt., NJ 08244. 
Virginia— 10th Ann. S/D Festival, Oct. 
14-15, Yorktown; Al Horn, Jim Horton, 
Chuck Donahue, Gene Chunn, David & 
Judy Crocutt. Write Dick & Lois 
Warnick, 1013 Dare Rd., Yorktown, VA 
23692. 
New York— 6th Ann. East Meets West; 
Lee Kopman, Bob Fisk. Write Don & 
Connie Albers, 4660 Village Ct., NW, 
Atlanta, GA 30341. 
California— 21st Ann. Jubilee, Oct. 
14-16, Santa Clara Cty Fairgrounds, San 
74 
Jose; Dick & Bob Parrish, Norm & 
Louise Pewsey. Write Jubilee, P.O. Box 
1559, Los Gatos, CA 95030. 
Texas— Rambling Roses SID Festival, 
Oct. 15, Convention Center E. TX 
Fairgrounds, Tyler; Allen Garrett, Lee 
Swain, The Ezells. Write Allen Garrett, 
2331 Hunter St., Tyler, TX 75701. 
Arkansas— Callers College, Oct. 16-21, 
Hot Springs; Cal Golden. Write Sharon 
Li°Iden, I.O.-' 	box 2280, Hot Springs, 
AR 71901. 
Kansas— Fall S&R/D Festival, Oct. 
21-22, Century II Auditorium, Wichita; 
Nelson Watkins, 011ie & Donna Loehr. 
Write Bill & Virginia Tracy, 1756 
Lexington, Wichita, KS 67218. 
Missouri— 18th Ann. State Festival, 
Oct. 21-22, Manor Inn, Rolla; Beryl 
Main, Wayne & Norma Wylie. Write 
Musick & Ginny Fitz-Gerald, Rt. 2, Box 
458, St. James, MO 65559. 
Ohio— Autumn Holiday, Oct. 21-23, 
Independence (Cleveland); Frank & 
Phyl Lehnert, Charlie & Marge Carter; 
Al & Nancy Field. Write Phyl Lehnert, 
2844 S. 109th St., Toledo, OH 43611. 
South Carolina— Palmetto Promenade, 
Oct. 21-22, Greenville; Gary Shoemake, 
Darryl McMillan, Jerry & Barbara 
Pierce. 
New York— 3rd Ann. R&S/ D Festival, 
Oct. 22, State Univ. College, Geneseo; 
Al Brundage, Mike Callahan, Doris & 
LeVerne Reilly. Write Dr. Myrtle A. 
Merritt, State Univ. College, Geneseo, 
NY 14454. 
Pennsylvania— 9th Ann. Fall Festival, 
Oct. 22. Abington Hts. Middle Sch., 
Clarks Summitt; Gloria Roth, Jim 
Adams, Red Correll, Skip Smith, Dot & 
Murray Truax. Write Bob & Dot Cook, 
624 Harrison Ave., Scranton, PA 18510. 
Ohio— 18th Ann. Fall Fling, Oct. 23, 
OSU Student Union; Ed Fraidenburg, 
Hugh Johnston, Hal Posey, Ken Miller, 
Bill & Ruth Winkler. Write Ray Gore, 
129 N. Hampton Rd., Columbus, OH 
43213. 
North Carolina— 17th Ann. Tobacco-
land Roundup, Oct. 28-29, Jaycee Park 
Comm. Center, Raleigh; Allen Tipton, 
Ruth Jewell, Betty & Bill Tracy. Write 
Continued on Page 89 
  
S/D Product! 
SQUARE DANCE SEALS (Since 1965): Five-color, 
eye-catching seals on your correspondence are an 
invitation to square dancing. Order from Bill Craw-
ford, Box 18442, Memphis TN 38118. Samples on 
request. Two sheets (50 ea.1-504; 6 sheets-$1; 20 
sheets-$3; 40-$5. 
Write for details and sample. NEW CONVENI-
ENCE OFFERED! 500 horizontally cut strips, 5 ea. 
totals 2500 SEALS. Ready to apply. Just $7.50 ppd. 
              
    
YAK STACK 
Sound Columns for Callers 
Write: PO Box 184, Wenham, MA01984 
Call . 617-468-2533 
     
  
15% Discount on ALL MERCHANDISE: Petticoats; 
Pettipants; Belt Buckles; Bola Ties, Decals; Flags, 
Stationary. Send for catalog. C & J Western Wear, 
PO Box 178, Norge VA 23127. 
 
     
-4
EA. & Dick Triocog$ 
,13 Lucian Street 
Manch astir, Conn. 
015 040 
     
  
SQUARE DANCE LABELS with dancing couple: 
500 for $2.25. Order from Square Specialties, Box 
1065, Manchester, CT 06040. 
S/D Napkins— Beverage/Luncheon 804 
Coasters 504 — Place Mats 804 — Stationery $1.35 
Ass't. Greeting or Christmas Cards — 10 for $1.50 
Dancing Couple Decal 454; Name Tags 50 for $2.00 
Please send 504 post. & Handling; labels excluded 
Send for FREE Color Brochure. 
    
GREETING CARDS FOR DANCERS 
GET WELL—BIRTHDAY—GENERAL 
$2.50/ Box of 12, plus 4% tax in Indiana. 
Order from CedoBrand, 3002 Schaper Dr. 
Ft. Wayne IN 46806 
    
  
SQUARE DANCE PATTERNS: JH-290 Dress w/ 2 
necklines, gore skirt, vest & sissypants, (Sizes 6-20) 
$3.50pp. Men's western shirt w/yokes, (sizes 
14-18) $2.03pp. Boy's (sizes 2-18) $1.50pp. 
CONFIRMATION PADS: 24 sets per pad, 2 pads 
for $2.00pp. (Ind. add 4% tax) Canada add 504 
postage. Mail check or M.0 to B-BAR-B Square 
Dance Apparel Fabric & Trim Shop, 6313-15 
Rockville Rd., Indianapolis IN 46224. 
 
  
NEW CALIFONE & NEWCOMB S/D SOUND 
SYSTEMS from $173.00. Free details on request. 
Preview new SID records on cassette tape. Send 
$2.00 refundable deposit for sample and details. 
Bob Mason, Box 205, Almond NY 14804. 
 
SQUARE DANCE DRESS PATTERN PIECES! 
Interchangeable — choose your own! Bodice. Jum-
per top. Skirts, Sleeves One size sleeve — 504 each 
style— Puff, Petal, Flare. Plus 354 pstg. Dress kits, 
trims and complete SID apparel mail order catalog 
—254 postage. Shirley's Square Dance & Mail 
Order Shoppe. Route 9D. Hughsonville NY 12537 
 
 
PEARL SNAP FASTENERS— 124 CO4OrS and styles 
Sewing Supplies.Most items not ava abl e 
anywhere else Free Catalog. Bee Lee Company, 
Box 20558-AD. Dallas, Texas 75220 
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Directory of Singles Square Dance Clubs: Compiled 
especially for Single Dancers by Single Square 
Dancers USA, Inc. The Directory lists Singles Clubs 
throughout the USA, their places of dance, the day 
of the week and a telephone contact number. Price: 
$1.00 Quantity discount to clubs and associations. 
Send order to: Yellowrock Book, c/o Alice Lincoln, 
4 Francis Lane, Voorheesvllle NY 12188. 
THE COMPLETE BOOK OF SQUARE DANCING 
(and Round Dancing) 
"The most interesting and up-to-date book on 
square dancing," Marshall Flippo; "A must for 
teachers/callers/dancers," Stan Burdick 
$1 2.50 Autographed — Betty Casey 
5 Cedar Way, Kerrville TX 78028  
SQUARE DANCING by Mary Bee Jensen. For 
teaching or self-instruction. Dance Techniques, 160 
pages, illus. Price: 53.95 plus 304 pstg. & hdlg. 
Quantity discounts available. FOSG Publications, 
Box 256SD, Oradell NJ 07649. 
ROUND DANCE CUES FOR CALLERS— Easy to 
read cues written in plain English and listed in 
table form. Starter Set of the 50 most popular R/D's 
for $3.95. Monthly Service of 6 or more for yearly 
subscription of $10. These are rounds of the month. 
Both $13.95. Technical Documentation Services, 56 





SCVSD CALLERS NOTES 
Bill Davis 
180 N. Castanya Way 
Menlo Park, CA 94025 
MINNESOTA CALLERS NOTES 
Warren Berquam 
Rt. 1— Box 187 
Maple Plain, MN 55359 
NATIONAL CALLERS REPORT 
Willard Orlich 
P.O. Box 8577, Bayshore Gardens 
Bradenton, FL 33505 
S/D ASSOC. of SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 
Ted Wegener 
16404 Ardath Avenue 
Gardena, CA 90247 
SQUARE DANCE DIGEST SERVICE 
John & Evelyn Strong 
750 Inglewood Street 
Salinas. CA 93901 
TORONTO & DIST. S/D ASSOCIATION 
Dept. SDM 1 
30 Kingswell Crescent 
Scarborough. Ont. Can. M1 L 3E1 
NEWS 'N NOTES 
Al Deuce Earl 
PO Box 2223 
Vernon CT 06066 
SUPPLEMENTAL NOTES 
Trent Keith. 3510 Denver St.  
Memphis TN 38127 
6 issues yearly. $5.50 — Sample Copy 
Books 
SET-UP AND GET-OUT: 
A manual to help callers 
create original choreogra-
phy with infinite varia-
tions. $6 ppd. Order from 
Will Orlich, PO Box 8577, 





WILL ORL ,CM 
STEP-CLOSE-STEPROUND DANCE BASICS: (78 
exercises) $3.50 ppd. 10 week dancer-proven 
course, dance positions, RID terminology, mixers, 
basic styling hints and helps on teaching. Order 
from Frank Lehnert, 2844 S. 109th St., Toledo, 
Ohio 43611. 
AFTER PARTY FUN: $3.W plus 354 mailing. 
Contains two books combined into one, with new 
material that will put life into your club or festival. 
Edited by the man who originated after party fun at 
dances and festivals. Order from Ray Smith, Star 
Harbor, Malakoff, Texas 54148. 
SQUARE DANCING ENCYCLOPEDIA: by Bill 
Burleson; $6.00; Rapid. comprehensive reference 
for 2542 SID movements. Results of 10-year 
survey. Supplements available 3 times a year. 
DIAGRAMMED GUIDE to Better Square Dancing 
by Bill Burleson, $3 50. 100 pages, 172 movements; 
a must for every dancer. Order for Bill Burleson, 
2565 Fox Ave.. Minerva OH 44657. 
QUICK-TEACH FUN DANCES FOR RECREA-
TIONAL GROUPS by Jack and Helen Todd. Retail 
$5.00. This book is for callers and teachers, to help 
them attract new people to square dancing via 
one-night stands. Book is keyed to available 
records. Order from your local dealer, or from 
Twelgrenn, Box 216. Bath OH 44210. 
300 + COMBINATIONS OF STAR THRU EQUIVA-
LENTS AND THEIR USES — Eight chapters with 
many examples. Resolve ocean waves, zero out 
routes, box and trade by set-ups. price $7.50. 
Jim Gammalo, 228 W 8th, Garnett, KS 88032. 
SEW WITH DISTINCTION: "Promenade" Guide 
to Better Sewing; published by Toledo Area S/D 
Callers Association. Cost:$2.00 + 254 handling. 
Order from Clarence & Ruth Reneger. 136 N. 
McCord Rd.. Toledo. OH 43615. 
DANCE-A-ROUND AND HAVE FUN— $3 60 by 
mail Abbreviations. Positions. Symbols & Terms 
written in easy-to-understand words Order from 
Betty & Clancy Mueller. 112 Hollvbrook Dr New 
Whiteland IN 46184. 
MAINSTREAM PLUS S/D CALLS: The Callerlab-
approved mainstream plus & experimental lists 
thoroughly defined & illustrated. Also 38 other very 
popular calls. $4.95pp. Tech. Documentation Serv. 
56 S. Patterson 4106, Santa Barbara CA 93111 
THE 1977 TOP TEN featuring illustrated choreo-
analysis of the top ten new moves of the year.  
Definitions of 100 most-used Mainstream basics, 
100 most interesting new moves of 1976. Basic and 
Extended moves of Challenge Dancing Sight 
Calling technique for unsymmetric choreography.  
Order from BILL DAVIS, 180 N. Castnaya, Menlo 
Park CA 94025. $5. Also bi-monthly supplements. 






PO Box 2154 
Sierra Vista, AZ 85635 
Dancer accessories, caller equipment 
CALIFORNIA 
Nancy Seelev's Records for Dancing 
10351 Kenwood Drive 
Grass Valley CA 95945 
Robertson Dance Supplies 
3600 33rd Ave. 
Sacramento, CA 95824 
GEORGIA 
C & M WESTERN WEAR 
3820 Stewart Road 
Doraville, GA 30340 
ILLINOIS 
DANCE SOUNDS 
PO Box 41042 
Chicago IL 80641 
(312) 283-0550 
Jane's Record Service 1312-823-5631) 
PO Box 538 
Park Ridge, IL 60068 
Formerly Edward's Record Service 
INDIANA 
B-BAR-B RECORD SERVICE 1317-241-0008 
6313-15 Rockville Rd. 0-465 Exit 13B1 
Indianapolis, IN 46224 
Order and Try Before You Buy! 
Records Shipped same day. 
RANCH RECORDS 
PO Box 1054 
Huntington IN 46750 
Appointment or Mail Order 
Phone 219-356-3561 
MAINE 
DAVE'S RECORD SERVICE 
98 State St. 
Augusta ME 04330 
MASSACHUSETTS 
SUE'S 
US Rt. 1 
Topsfield. MA 01983 
MINNESOTA 
FAIR N' SQUARE RECORD SHOP 
150 Myrman ,612.457-4217, 
W St. Paul, MN 55118 
Fast, Friendly & Reliable Service 
J-J RECORDS 
1724 Hawthorne Ave.. E 
St. Paul. MN 55106 
612-774-5732 
PALOMINO SID SERVICE 
2920 Washburn Circle ,612-869-9501' 
Minneapolis. MN 55423  
MICHIGAN 
THE ALLEMANDE SHOP 
1561 Haslett Road 
Haslett, MI 48840 
The Place Designed With People In Mind 
MARYLAND 
GAN'L RECORD SVC. 
7005 Groverton Dr. 
Clinton, MD 20735 1301-868-9039) 
MISSOURI 
SKIP'S RECORD SERVICE 
1908 Edgemont 
Arnold. MO 63010 
NORTH CAROLINA 
Raybuck Record Service & Callers Supply 
Route 1, Box 212 
Advance, NC 27006 
NEW JERSEY 
DANCE RECORD CENTER 
10 Fenwick St. 
Newark, NJ 07114 
OHIO 
DART WESTERN SHOP 
1414 E. Market Street 
Akron, Ohio 44305 
Everything for the Square Dancer 
F & S WESTERN SHOP 
1553 Western Ave. 
Toledo. Ohio 43609 
TEXAS 
Eddie's & Bobbie's Records 
Box 17688 — 1835 S. Buckner 
Dallas. TX 75217 
214-398-7508 
WASHINGTON 
RILEY'S RANCH CORRAL STORES 
11)06 Southcenter Shop Ctr. (98188) 
or 750 Northgate Mall. Seattle (98125, 





PO Box 16 
Bath, Ohio 
CALIFORNIA 
CORSAIR CONTINENTAL CORP. 
1433 E. Mission Blvd. 
Pomona. CA 91766 
Tapes 
HANHURST'S Tape & Record Service 
P.O. Box 3290 
Poughkeepsie. N.Y. 12603 
MONTHLY RECORD PREVIEWS 
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Those of us who've known veteran 
Texas caller Joe Lewis for well over a 
quarter of a century honestly didn't 
realize what a LEGEND he has become 
in Australia. As square dancing con-
tinues to grow in the South Pacific, he'll 
be a folk hero enshrined in a hundred 
thousand hearts of those who love the 
activity, in spite of their never having 
met the man. 
For Joe Lewis brought square danc-
ing to the South Pacific islands. The 
most popular magazine, Women's 
Weekly, featured Joe when he was 
there in 1949, and almost instantly a 
square dance "boom'* was begun. Joe 
went from city to city demonstrating 
and teaching callers. Square dancing 
became a great national fad. Everybody 
did it. Radio shows aired the "top ten" 
singing calls weekly. One popular 
Australian caller soon had a whopping 
total of 400 proteges learning to call 
under his tutelage. 
As a result of Joe's visit, 50,000 
Australians now attend square dances 
weekly, according to one daily news-
paper, and there are well over 150 clubs 
located near all the principal cities, plus 
dozens in New Zealand. 
The popularity of square dancing 
waned for awhile. Then, at the dawn of 
the rock and roll era (1954-'57), many 
adults turned again to square dancing, 
perhaps in self-defense, since the teens 
had their "thing". 
Another wave of popularity came at 
the end of the '60's and the beginning of 
the '70's, when competition was the 
"big word" in square dancing, particu-
larly around the Sydney and Brisbane 
areas. Ron Jones, affectionately known 




very active in training teams of young 
people for competition, but this compet-
itive element (despite what many 
Americans think) is quite localized and 
very separate from the main activity—
like clogging is to square dancing in 
America. Furthermore, it has had a 
definitely positive effect, we observed, 
in adding a certain style and smooth-
ness to Aussie dancing that could well 
be the envy of American square 
dancers. 
Again, contrary to belief by some 
Americans, the INDIVIDUAL dancer in 
Sydney is not the competitive star, but 
the whole TEAM of kids is competing—
perfecting their dance style together—
and rapport among the teams is 
excellent as they dance to the SAME 
RECORDED MUSIC, and often switch 
partners among competing squares for 
added fun. Young people's interest is 
more sustained because of the contests. 
Joe brought "Texas Style" to the 
South Pacific, and Australians still call 
their dancing "Texas Style", even 
though Texans themselves no longer 
recognize their style as any different 
from "western style". 
On that side of the world the Joe 
Lewis image and "Texas Style" will live 
on indefinitely, like the image of 
"Pappy" Shaw in Colorado and Henry 
Ford in Michigan. Today Joe is not 
often calling club-style dancing, or 
doing festivals as he used to do all over 
America, but he's enjoying one-night-
stands, night club entertainment, and 
making his versatile accordion "orches-
trate" as well as it always did. We'll bet 
he feels a whole "billy-full" of pride 
when he flips the pages back almost 
thirty years and realizes he helped set a 
whole new world to dancing. 
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CIR.HooltlAftfir flittlisMTHIft ECM 
Our square dance clubs have the 
same problems as other organizations. 
We have trouble finding members who 
are willing to take on the responsibil-
ities of being club officers. Often we 
"honor" recent graduates by electing 
them to important jobs such as 
president or publicity chairman. Just as 
often these new officers have probably 
never had any previous experience in 
any type of club operation. 
If you're a new president or publicity 
chairman, two free booklets available 
from Occidental Life of California can 
help you perform your duties like an old 
pro. 
As a new president you should expect 
to get all the help and advice needed to 
operate club functions— perhaps more 
advice than is really wanted! But the  
one area where you're completely on 
your own is when you sit down and call 
your club's meeting to order. One of the 
free publications, "How to Guide a 
Group with Confidence", can help you 
prepare for and chair those meetings 
effectively. 
This booklet shows how to prepare an 
agenda and stresses the importance of 
sticking with it. It suggests ways to keep 
discussions to the subject at hand, 
giving helpful hints on how to tactfully 
handle the orators, wanderers, inter-
rupters and repeaters who can slow 
down any meeting. Other subjects 
covered include guest speakers, use of 
films and hiring a hall. 
If you're a novice at publicity 
probably the first question that will 
come to mind when you're asked to 
handle the publicity for your club or 
association is, "How do I go about 
getting news of our organization to the 
news media?" 
The second booklet that's available 
from Occidental, "So, You've Been 
Elected Publicity Chairman!", was 
written to help you become the best 
publicity chairman your group ever had. 
Some of the topics covered include: 
What is a newspaper?; Why your story 
may not be used; Tell it honestly; Keep 
it short; Advertising or news?; and 
What about pictures? Other sections 
explain newspaper deadlines, show the 
correct way to submit articles for 
publication and tell who to submit your 
articles to. Hints for TV and radio 
coverage are also given. 
Both publications would make excel-
lent additions to your club or associa- 
tion's library. If you're planning a 
Mini-LEGACY program on club leader- 
ship or publicity, the appropriate 
booklet could be included with the 
information packet given to partici-
pants. Best of all, they're absolutely 
free of charge, prepared and furnished 
by Occidental Life as a public service. 
To get a copy of either booklet, drop a 
note to Occidental Life of California, 
Internal Communications Department, 
Room T-1300, Box 2101, Los Angeles, 
CA 90015. There is, however, a limit of 
25 booklets per order. Please cooperate 
and request only the number of booklets 
you can use. 
'in) 
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See center pages 
August issue, or buy 
"Mainstream" book 
for $4 from this 
magazine to get 
full descriptions of calls 





Recycle 	 Track two 
Coordinate 	Touch I/x, 1/2 , 3/4 
Ferris wheel Roll 
Pass the ocean 	Extend 
Chase right 	Crossfire 
Follow your neighbor 
MAINSTREAM PLUS ONE 
1. Roll (as an extension) 
2. Cloverflow 
3. Dixie grand 
4. Pair off 
5. Peel the top 
6. Single circle to a wave 
7. Spin chain the gears 
8. Substitute 
9. Tea cup chain land variations) 
10. Triple scoot 
11. Triple trade 
12. Turn and left thru 
MAINSTREAM PLUS TWO 
1 	All eight spin the top 
2. All eight swing thru 
3. Curley cross 
4. Explode the wave 
5. Follow your neighbor 
6 	Relay the deucey 
7 Remake the thar 
8 	Swap around 
9 Trade the wave 
10 	Checkmate 
11. Diamond circulate 
12 	Flip the diamond 
PULSE POLL EXPERIMENTALS 
VIT, By Golly 
tr2. 	Shuttle (in, out, etc.) 
Exchange the Diamond 
„..5. Keep Busy 
4. Ping Pong Circulate 
/I. Chain Reaction 
Mark Time 
9 Ah So 
/0. Touch of Class 
uuc ir=e n--Ta 1E3 ® 
DON'T FORGET!! 
$3.00 will bring you 
our tape and Info 
on how to continue 
the tape service 




luotuoft ZaNt sao6a 
Model T-100-2482 consists of the 
powerful T-100 amplifier/turntable 
plus two of the highly efficient CS-482 
column reproducers. A system to 
provide terrific impact on any crowd. 
3600 -33rd AVE 









SQUARE DANCE T-SHIRTS 
BE A BOOSTER OF SQUARE DANCING - WEAR A P NUT TSHIRT 
LIGHT BLUE OR YELLOW COLORS -
HEAVYWEIGHT QUALITY MATERIAL 
Sizes: Men S.M.L,X L. Women S.M.L. Children S.M,L 
Discounts to clubs & teen groups. Write for 
information Send check or money order and 
Plus 75c Postage 	indicate color, size and quantity desired.  
Calif add 6% Sales Tax 
All Orders 
Must Be Prepaid BOB RUFF 
8459 Edmaru Ave., Whittier, Ca. 90605 (2131 693.5976  
4/41W40.31 ,21.,  
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ROUND DANCERS' ROUNDS 
1. Alexander's Rag 






8. April In Portugal 
9. Dance 
10. I Just Need Your Love 
CLASSICS 
1 	Birth Of the Blues 
2 Folsom Prison Blues 
3 	Dancing Shadows 
4 Spaghetti Rag 
5 	Feeiin 
6 Moon Over Naples 
7 	Dream Awhile 
8 Neopolitan Waltz 
9 	Arms Of Love 
10 Tango Mannita 
SQUARE DANCERS' ROUNDS 
TOP TEN ADVANCED ROUNDS 
(Courtesy Carousel Clubs) 
1. One More Time 1. Maria Elena (Ward) 
2. Four Walls 2.  Till (Moss) 
3.  Tips Of My Fingers 3. Elaine (Highburger) 
4. Old Fashioned Love 4. Dancing in the Dark (Roberts) 
5. Apron Strings 5. A New Day (Palmquist) 
6. Tuxedo Junction 6. Kiss Me Goodbye (Tullus) 
7. Walk Right Back 7. Let's Dance (Stone) 
8. Deep Purple 8. Sunny Cha (Easterday) 
9. Waltz With Me 9. Never Ending Quickstep (Murbach) 
10. Tic Toc 10. The Homecoming (Ward) 
10110E34• 000.,A144-40-4211c4- 	.41111r94 Alie,4*--M&>•154 
CALLER - EDUCATIONAL CONSULTANT - TEACHER 
Specializing in Materials for The Mainstream Basic Program 
Instructional Records - Singing Calls - Films Books 
"The Fundamentals of Square Dancing, Levels 1,2 and 3" 
(Produced by The Sets In Order American Square Dance Society) 
* These instructional albums teach the 50 Basic Programs of square dancing. Over 5,000 
colleges, libraries, and schools now use these records $5.95 each plus 50c for mailing. 
Canada add $1.00. 
* Singing calls help dancers in learning the extended basics. Bob Ruff has categorized 
existing records for use in this program. * Contra records and books can be ordered 
from Bob Ruff * Films Two 16mm color/sound films on how to teach level 1 can be 
rented * Special help extended to those learning in towns without a caller. 
* In-service training is available to all school districts. 
* College workshops for teachers and caller seminars can be scheduled. 
* For information, catalogs, consultant services, record orders, write: * 
ra 
ai.CEP 
THE AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL 
SQUARE DANCE CONVENTION 
In 1974 the Australian National 
Square Dance Convention was held in 
Adelaide, in a long succession of 
conventions since the first one in 
Canberra in 1960. Other convention 
locations: Sydney, Melbourne, Perth, 
Hobart, etc. (Changing each year). 
About fifty callers call to well over a 
thousand dancers at these three to four 
day events. 
Reflecting the color and excitement of 
one of these conventions is this 
long-play album, produced by Camden 
(RCA) including live presentations by 
the following callers: Brian Hotchkies, 
Sid Leighton, Jack Murphy, Allan 
Frost, Neville McLachlan, Ron Jones, 
Australia), Graham Rigby, Wally Cook, 
Eric Wendell, Ron Whyte, Bill McHardy 
and Don Proellocks. 
Information on obtaining the album 




YOU PICKED A FINE TIME TO LEAVE 
ME LUCILLE 
NEW RELEASES 
RB226 RODEO BUM 
by Allen Tipton 
RB227 LOUISE 
by Ralph SlIvius 
R8228 NO TEARS MILADY 
by Mel Roberts 
RBS1236 ALABAMA JUBILEE 
by Elmer Sheffield, Jr. 
RB307 HORSE CREEK/CLOGGIN SAX 
(Hoedown) 
MARGARETTEVILLE 
ONE HAS MY HEART 
CURRENT BEST SELLERS 
RB222 SAY YOU'LL STAY UNTIL TOMORROW 
by Johnny Jones 
R6220 THINKING OF A RENDEZVOUS 
by Elmer Sheffield, Jr. 
RBS1234 SOUTHERN NIGHTS 
by Elmer Sheffield, Jr. 
RBS1235 BABY YOU LOOK GOOD TO ME 
TONIGHT by Johnny Wykoff 
RB224 LAREDO 
by Relph Silvius 
RB219 SAY IT AGAIN 
by Bob Vinyard 
RB225 ALL THE SWEET 
by Don Williamson 
1977 FESTIVALS 
GATLINBURG, TENN. AUDITORIUM 
December 2, 3, 4 
Jack Lasry, Elmer Sheffield, Jr., Don 
Willliamson and Dick & Pat Whaley 
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CALLING TIPS, Continued 
The theory that more speakers help 
the sound in most halls is now an 
outmoded one, but it is still an all-too 
prevalent theory "down under." To 
"surround'' the dancers with sound as 
one would with home stereo equipment 
is common practice there. For instance, 
at one dance there were four, at another 
there were six, at still another there 
were SIXTEEN full-size and over-sized 
speakers for merely an average size (20 
set) hall. A single source of sound is the 
best rule today for average sized halls, 
especially for hard-wall halls, and 
hopefully a column speaker will be 
used. (See ASD, January '77, P. 20.) 
Callers there are especially receptive 
to information from Americans, especi-
ally American callers. I did three caller 
clinics near three major cities, plus a 
couple of "mini-clinics," and received 
good acceptance at each. The "under-
study" idea for new callers is common, 
formal caller schools are rare. Distance  
between cities is a factor. Several 
callers there, who are members of 
CALLERLAB, expressed the thought 
that a "satellite" CALLERLAB ought 
to be established in Australia so that 
more callers could participate in the 
international organization. Presently a 
caller must attend a convention in the 
states in order to become a member, 
firstly; and secondly, attend at least 
every third year to maintain mornbcr• 
ship. 
Callers aren't as open as they could 
be with exchange of material ideas, we 
found. That aspect reminded me of the 
attitude found in America many years 
ago, with the closely-guarded "little 
black book" of calls. But things are 
changing. Caller schools are appearing 
on the horizon. Barry Wonson is 
circulating his new Callers Notes. More 
dancers and callers are now receiving 
more and more publications from 
America. As things are swinging, we 
predict a real square dance "boom" in 
the land of the boomerang! 
PATTERN #282 ( 
..,.. LADIES 
• !,..,,„ ..e..ir-- 






`A 	UNLINED 	SQUARE 	DANCE 	COAT WITH 
14 ' 	ELASTICIZED 	WAISTLINE, HAS 	VERY 
FULL 4-GORE SKIRT WITH POCKETS IN 
SIDE SEAMS, RAGLAN SLEEVES, COLLAR, 
SELF-FABRIL TIE 	BELT, & FRONT BUT- 
TONED 	CLOSING. TOP 	STITCH 	TRIM. 
•• 	-. 
SEE 	YOUR 	LOCAL 	SQUARE 	DANCE 
SHOP OR FABRIC 	STORE. 
DEALER 	INQUIRIES WELCOME. 
AUTHENTIC PATTERNS, INC. P. 0. Box 4560 	Ft. Worth, Texas 76106 
egupreme BCD 
SOUND COLUMN 
...Small, 41 In. tall, 7 3 . In. wide, 6',' In. deep. 26 lb. 
...Powerful: It will handle 60 watts RMS continuous 
...An 8 ohm Input 
...Formica covered, with a metal speaker cover 
...Shipped with a container for carrying. 
PRICE: Suggested Ilst — $198.00 -i- Shipping 
Professional Caller/Cuer Price: 51.58.80 + Ship. 
Manufactured by Bern Aubuchon (314-521-08631 
Bob Vinyard (314-739-8744), Full-time Professional 
callers 
SUPREME, 7450 WOODSTOCK RD. ST. LOUIS MO 63135 
Options: 
Stand Adapter 	14.00 
12' Cord 	 $6.00 
Stand 130.00 
Include 11. pst. 8. 












Produced by RANCH HOUSE RECORDS 
Darryl L. McMillan 
PO Drawer 880, Lynn Haven FL 32444 
Darryl McM,p3,-, 




S 	 D whir(' Dano.. 	ip.-st Service 	 750 Inglewood St. Salinas, CA 93901 
SQUARE DANCE DIGEST SERVICE, a monthly note service for callers, is a valuable supplement to every 
caller's programming needs. 
Published monthly. material is sectionalized for quick reference. Sections range from Mainstream to 
Advanced Workshop material. Useful, workable figures and dances for both new and experienced callers. 
Cost is $14.00 per year (12 issues). Overseas postage extra 
Also available is the 26 page booklet MODULE CHOREOGRAPHY. Full details on how to set up and use 
a module calling system. (B14) and other common workshop notations thoroughly explained. Only $2.50 
per copy Sample copy of the DIGEST UPON REQUEST. Send a 244 stamp. 
COVER TALK 
The ASD South Pacific Swing lasted 
only one fortnight. (That's two weeks. 
and too short.) Maybe next time we'll  
find square dancing has grown to such 
proportions, kangaroos will be crossing 
trails with kiwis, as shown on our crazy 
cover. 
NEW RELEASES 
RH-502 TEXAS WOMAN by Tony Oxendlne 
RH-402 RAGGED BUT RIGHT by Johnny Walter 
RH-207 SOLITAIRE by Darryl McMillan 
RH-208 NIGHTTIME AND MY BABY by Darryl McMillan 
RECENT RELEASES 
RH-302 IT'S ENOUGH by Bill Terrell 
RH-401 SITTING ON TOP OF THE WORLD by Johnny Walter 
RH-501 HITCH HIKE by Tony Oxendine 
RH-206 ON THE REBOUND by Darryl McMillan 
BEST SELLERS 
RH-204 SOMETIMES GOODTIMES by Darryl McMillan 
RH-202 SAN ANTONIO STROLL by Darryl McMillan 








44 RHYME TIME 
TURNABOUT 
We hadn't danced in twenty years 
Until we danced tonight. 
Much younger friends persuaded us 
The exercise was right. 
They boasted of the fun we'd have, 
Vowed fellowship was great; 
And so, reluctantly, we said 
We'd keep the dancing date. 
We swung our partners, dos-si-dos'ed; 
We wildly circled four; 
We allemanded right and left, 
Both eager, then, for more. 
When intermission came we said, 
"We're glad we came along.-
Our younger friends had tired feet— 
But we were going strong! 
—Jean Conder Soule 
GOLLY-GEE 
The music stopped; 
Everyone yellow rocked. 
Then the all eight did state, 
"Thank you! That tip was just great." 
They began to run like little mice. 
"Ask Joe, I think he's very nice." 
"See that one against the wall? 
Well, she didn't know that call at all." 
"Ask the couple standing there, 
Oh, they've already formed their 
square.'' 
"His hands are clammy! She's too slow, 
Let's not dance, let's just go!" 
"Wait, there's a hand up in the back." 
He's terrible and he's an egomaniac." 
Each couple secretly thought it just too 
bad 
But they were the best that square had. 
"I'm sorry there's no room for you; 
Next tip, O.K.? Will that do?" 
"There goes someone I can't bear 
He breaks down every square. 
I know what! I'll wait and see! 
I'll join the one that's best for me." 
"Turn around, look who's coming this 
way— 
Pretend you don't see them. Oh, what 
shall I say? 
"Fill that gap and stand over there; 
Now they'll think we have four pair." 
All squares were formed, the caller 
sang out, 
"Join hands and dance about. 
Allemande your corner and walk around 
Until another square you've found." 
All this plotting, fussing and golly-gee 
Is not square dancing as it's meant to be 
So come and join and dance for fun, 






Ruth and Bill Starnes stand before the Executive Department offices in Atlanta 
holding the Governor's Proclamation. Ruth is wearing an original "peanut" dress 
she designed. The skirt has twelve "petals" with appliqued peanuts on each petal. 
The sleeves are three-quarter length with the same peanut design on each sleeve. 
Her husband Bill complements Ruth's dress by wearing a brown western suit with 
lighter piping outlining the tailoring. The Starnes were organizers of the Georgia 
Caravan. (See Page 14, this issue.) 
Here's an early look at several gift items which may solve a Christmas shopping 
problem or two: 
For the caller or would-be caller who practices in the shower, a 
precision-engineered hard-milled soap 6-inch mike on a 29-inch cord. Clean sound 
for bathroom baritones. Owner's manual included. $4.95 from Joan Cook, 3202 SE 
14th Av., Fort Lauderdale FL 33316. 
"Square Doodlers" is a whimsical little package of 32 pages of note paper with 
eight envelopes and six cartoon designes, all for only $3.00 per package from 
Mulberry Studios at 9622 Mulberry Rd., Chesterland OH 44026. 
A game especially for square dancers, in which players shake dice in turn and move 
tokens around a board (often receiving a bonus or a penalty) is also marketed by 
Mulberry Studios (see above) for $11.95 including postage. It's lots of fun — we've 
played it. 
Give a hostess set, made up of napkins, coasters and/or placemats, all with the 
same square dance logo on them, from Square Specialties, Box 1065, Manchester 
CT 06040. (See ads this issue.) 
New item! A 1978 calendar towel, picturing a set of dancers and a caller ringed 
by printed calls. Order from Carol Lebeaux Studio, Box 131, Shrewsbury MA 
01545. (See p. 38.) 
Don't forget to check your area square dance clothing store for accessories and 





The article by Helen New in the May 
issue of A merican Squaredance brought 
back many memories. I began to 
square dance in January 1946 in just the 
type of atmosphere described by Helen 
and her vivid descriptions of square 
dances of those days certainly help 
paint an accurate picture of dancing as 
it existed at that time. I enjoyed the 
square dancing activity then and, 
though many traditionalists will surely 
disagree with me, I am convinced that 
we have taken a fine form of 
recreation and brought it to a far greater 
number of Americans through improve-
ments which are more appealing to our 
contemporary society. It is most com-
mendable that Helen has taken the time 
and devoted the effort to provide an 
insight to today's dancers of the fine 
times we had in those days. 
Paul Hartman 
Wheaton, Maryland 
We were completely overwhelmed by 
your wonderful article about our 26th 
National Square Dance Convention. We 
have received many letters, calls and 
compliments. Yours is the piece-de--
resistance. We are so happy! Many 
thanks forme advance copy — we do 
appreciate it 	 
Raymond M. Kauffman 
Glassboro, New Jersey 
We enjoyed so much your article on 
the 26th National Square Dance Con-
vention which appeared in the August 
issue. We agree with everything you 
say. 
There is, however, some confusion in 
the name of the Federation which 
sponsored the 26th National. That 
confusion was probably caused by the 
name of Pen Del District's publication, 
Pen-Del Fed Fax. It was the Delaware 
Valley Federation of Square and Round 
KALOX- edee-Longhorn 
NEW ON KALOX: 
K-1209 HELLO FUN, Flip/Inst. by Joe Lewis 
K-1208 LAST TIME I SAW HER, by Bill Peters 
RECENT RELEASES ON KALOX: 
K-1207 ADIOS AMIGO by C.O. Guest 
K-1206 BIG CITY by C.O. Guest 
K-1205 OH-SO WALK IN THE BARN, Harper Smith 
K-1204 ROCKING GOOD WAY by Bailey Campbell 
NEW ON LONGHORN: 
LH-1020 HOW COME YOU DO ME LIKE YOU DO, 
Rick Smith 
RECENT RELEASES ON LONGHORN: 
LH-1019 IF YOU COME BACK TO ME, Lee Swain 
LH-1018 I WANT TO TAKE HER TO SID, Guy Poland 
LH-1017 HELLO BROWN EYES, Rocky Strickland 
GUY 
SWAIN 	 POLAND 
NEW ROUNDS ON BELCO: 
B-273-A ENGINE #9, Two-step by John & Shari Helms 
1st Band, Music only; 2nd Band, Cues by John Helms 
B-273-B SWEET THANG, by Rocky & Vickie Strickland 
1st Band, Music only; 2nd Band, Cues by Rocky 
RECENT ROUNDS ON BELCO: 
B-272 I Wanna Be Around/Little Snow Flake 
B-271 My Little Corner Of the World/Tuxedo Junction 











RR501 WIND ME UP, Dave &Nita Smith 
HOEDOWNS 
RR301 RHYTHM SPECIAL by Wade driver 
RR302 BRANDY by Pat Barbour 
SINGING CALLS 
RR112 LUKENBACK, TEXAS, by Bob Baler 
RR113 IF WE'RE NOT BACK IN LOVE BY MONDAY. Wade Driver 
RR114 TWO PAIRS OF LEVIS by Pat Barbour 
RR115 SOME BROKEN HEARTS NEVER MEND, Wade Driver 
RR116 LAWDY MISS CLAWDY by Wade river 
CD209 KELLY KEEP THE LIGHTS ABURNING by Les Main 
Pat Barbour 
SO YOU WANT TO LEARN TO 
CLOG Instructional Record 
by Wade 
Dancers that sponsored the Convention. 
DVSRD is divided into four districts: 
Bucks-Trenton, Mid-East Penn, Pen-
Del and Penn-Jersey. All districts 
contributed so much in every way. 
We believe you will appreciate this 
explanation. Thank you for the great 
article. Needless to say, all of us who 
gladly worked so hard are very proud of 
our convention "On the Boardwalk" in 
Atlantic City. 
Joan Finn Crouch, Editor, Fed-Fax 
Downington, Pennsylvania 
ED. NOTE: We stand corrected and 
apologize for the slip, caused, as you 
say, by our familiarity with Fed-Fax. 
The Delaware Valley Federation should 
again be congratulated on their fine job 
of promoting and sponsoring the 26th! 
STRAIGHT TALK, Continued 
four months. A recent article in a 
national folk dance magazine has 
suggested that folk dancers should be 
able to master the Basic movements in 
eight weeks. The folk dances that are 
popular on many campuses are vastly 
much more difficult than the most 
advanced round dances. How many 
square dancers can do the Hambo, or 
the intricate footwork in Balkan and 
Israeli dances? 
There is, I realize, little incentive for 
callers to work with youth and college 
students because the income really 
comes from couples well-established in 
their careers who are financially secure. 
But let's not waste our most valuable 
resource— our college students, the 
future leaders of government, industry, 
medicine, law, and education. 
Dave Kikuchi 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 
HELEN FASHIONS 
Helen designs and makes Square Dance 
Outfits for everyone, made from 
Priscilla Curtains. 
ORDER PATTERNS FOR 75t 
OR OUTFITS, UP TO $35.00 
MEN'S MATCHING SHIRTS. $15.00 
The outfit pictured is red with white 
eyelet and black bows. The blouse is 
white with eyelet ruffle. The skirt has a 
bib. 	 Price: $35.00 
Helen Fulgham, Rt. 3 Box 178, 




SECOND HAND ROSE 
BY Al Goulet 
HASTA LUEGO TANGO 
by Louis & Mona Cremi 
GR 12159 
SQUARE DANCE MEDLEY 
Singing Call Instrumental 
SING ALONG MEDLEY 
Singing Call Instrumental 
cue Sheet by Earl Johnston, 
who did original vocals 
FTC 
F TC32022 
SENORITA BE CAREFUL WITH MY HEART 
Flip Square by Harold Bausch 
PO BOX 216, BATH OH 44210 
EVENTS, Continued 
Keith 0. Haslip, 42114 Juniper St., 
Raleigh, NC 27612. 
Florida— Fall Fun Fest, Oct. 28-29, 
Lakeland Civic Center; Gil Crosby, 
Marty Martin, Frank Dubois, Freeman 
Pettus. Write Cal Heinlen, 5372 58th 
Ave., N., St. Petersburg, FL 33709. 
Tennessee— Autumn Promenade, Oct. 
28-29, Gatlinburg Civic Auditorium; 
Bob Braden, Don Rush, Harold 
Thomas, George Watson. Dick & Pat 
Whaley. Write Curt & Dale Payne, Rt. 
2, Box 404, Kingston, TN 37763. 
Minnesota— 6th Ann. Pumpkin Festi-
val, Oct. 28-29, VFW Club, Owatonna; 
Cal Golden. Write Chamber of Com-
merce, Owatonna, MN 55060. 
Pennsylvania— 2nd Ann. Mt. Manor 
Weekend, Oct. 28-30, Marshalls Creek; 
Wes Morris, Jo Holmstock, Ralph 
Trout, Mike Foley. Write Joyce Morris, 
212 Eastham Rd., Pt. Pleasant, NJ 
08742. 
Massachusetts— 3rd Ann. Oktoberfest, 
Oct. 28-30, Amherst; Jerry Haag. Write 
Doug & Joyce Fuller, 147 Russell St., 
Woburn, MA 01801. 
Colorado— Double Your Pleasure, 
Colo. RID Assoc., Oct. 28-30, Denver; 
Lovelaces & Palmquists. Write Charlie 
& Louise Prebble, 5001 Bryant St., 
Denver, CO 80221. 
Virginia— Grand Squares Dance, Oct. 
29, Wm. Fleming H.S., Roanoke; Ray 
Pardue. 
North Carolina— Ann. Halloween 
Dance, Oct. 29, Polo Park, Winston-
Salem. Write Jim Hipps, P.O. Box 
10727, Salem Sta., Winston-Salem, NC 
27102. 
Alabama— 17th Ann. Rocket City 
Roundup, Nov. 4-5, Von Braun Civic 
Center, Huntsville; Marshall Flippo, 
Dick Bayer, Mac Letson, Iry & Betty 
Easterday, Wilson & Ann McCreary, 
Shelia Popwell. Write Merry Mixers 
SID Club, P.O. Box 3058, Huntsville, 
AL 35810. 
Square 'em up with HI-HAT Hoedowns & Singing Calls 	 
RECENT RELEASES ON HI-HAT 
HH485— Smoke Along the Tracks, Mike Sikorsky 
HH483— Cherokee Malden by Ernie Kinney 
Distributed by Corsair- 
Continental & Twelgren 
COMING SOON ON BLUE RIBBON 
— 3 new stars 
BR219— THE PROPOSAL 
by Gloria Roth 
BR220— MACK THE KNIFE 
by Jerry Bradley 
BR221— WHEN PAY DAY 
ROLLS AROUND 




RECENT RELEASES ON BLUE RIBBON 
BR218— All Day Sucker by Jerry Hightower 
BR217— Truck DrIvIn. Man by Ernie Nation 
BR216 You Are So Beautiful by Dan Nordbye 
NEW RELEASES ON HI-HAT 
HH484— Oh! Lonesome Me by Dick Waibel 
HH639 Come Back Hot Brakes, Great New Hoedown 
HH646— Tijuana Taxi, Flip Hoedown by Dick 
Waibel featuring two-couple dancing 















TNT 104 DON'T BE A BABY 
Cued Round by Jeanne Heater 
TNT 105 RAZZLE DAZZLE 
Cued Round by Dort Fuhrman 
TNT 106 FIDDLER'S FANCY/ 
PISTOL PACKIN' Hoedown 
TNT 107 FREIGHT TRAIN 
Called by Singin' Sam Mitchell 
TNT 108 BABY BABY 
Called by Joe Prystupe 
TNT 109 IT'S SO EASY TO LOVE YOU 
Called by Joe Prystupe 
TNT 110 YOU'RE THE REASON 
Cued Round by Jeanne Heater 
TNT 111 LEMON TREE 
Called by Larry Prior 
TNT 112 MACK IS BACK 










thousands of volunteers. In addition to 
the foliage tours, world-famous enter-
tainers, carnival rides, flower shows, 
parades etal, there is a special "plies". 
The Happy Twirler Square Dance Club 
sponsors square dancing through the 
week, and of all the tourists that come to 
the Fest, the ones most likely to be 
voted "most wanted" are the square 
dancers. Nationally-known callers are 
scheduled and a new air-conditioned 
hall has been selected to house the 
dancing. 
People have decided to become 
square dance callers for many reasons, 
but seldom for one as strange as 
overcoming an acute speech impedi-
ment. 
Meet Bob Barber, of Rumford, R.I., 
who is a machinist by trade, and "who 
is now one of the finest and most 
popular callers in the New England 
area", writes Winifred Stuart. 
His life a battleground against a 
disease— tortollis— which required 
operations and years of persistent  
exercises to overcome crippling deform-
ities, Bob Barber still had a speech 
problem to conquer. By working with an 
elocution teacher and practicing along 
with records on his own, he was able to 
call without an impediment, and 
advanced from calling for friends and 
relatives to teaching classes and calling 
over the entire New England area. the 
handicaps he overcame would have 
discouraged most people. Bob and the 
square dance movement have benefit-
ted from Bob's decision to be a caller. 
IN MEMORIAM 
Fred Manning, round dance teacher 
in Great Britain, passed away Aug. 16. 
Fred will be sadly missed by his friends 
overseas, as well as in London, where 
he and Gwen made their home. 
Square dancers of the Charlotte and 
New England areas lost a very good 
friend and square dance caller when 
Charles F. Ouellet died suddenly from a 
heart attack on August 16. He and his 
wife Fran were active in North Carolina 
square dance activities after moving 
there from Connecticut in 1969. 
Dostoo,:!eci by Corsair Continental 
Twelgrenn 
5074 LIVIN' ON LOVE STREET by Bob Parrish 
5073 AIN'T IT GOOD by Warren Rowles 
5072 WAIT TILL THE SUN SHINES by Al Stevens 
5071 GYPSY by Shelby Dawson 
5070 THE DOOR IS ALWAYS OPEN by Nelson Watkins 
5069 HEARTACHES by Al Stevens 
5064 MELODY OF LOVE by Dick Parrish 
Produced by Shtlby DdASOrl, 














/I'D RATHER BE 
g QUAR 
LET THE WORLD KNOW 
you're a square dancer! 
Cotton T-shirt in yellow or 
lite blue. Also white w / navy. 
Adult sizes S-M-L-XL $5.50 
Child 6-8.10-12, 14-16 $5.00 
Add 50t ea. p&h III. add 5% 
Check / money order, please 
SOUAR TH!Nrz Aept ;di 
P.O. Box 325 
Wilmette IL 60091 
Send for our Thing Book 
WHITE HOUSE, Continued 
and Willene Wilson. 
The entire group enthusiastically 
supports square dancing and they are 
confident it is the nation's leading 
recreational activity suitable for every-
one. The Georgia square dancers are 
honored to be the first square dancers to 
dance in the White House by invitation 
of President Jimmy Carter. They have 
also been honored by Governor George 
Busbee bestowing "Goodwill Ambassa-
dor" proclamations to them. 
President and Mrs. Carter had 
planned to spend only 15 minutes with 
them— they stayed two hours in a 
completely "down home" atmos-
phere— generous, kind, considerate 
and very gracious in talking with us, 
posing for photos and for interviews, 
and finally dancing with one square. 
Of course, it was the first square 
dance in history at the White House. 
Bill Starnes designed the special badge 
to commemorate the occasion— a 
replica of the White House super-
imposed on a blue background with the 
inscription, "The First Square Dance 
ever held in the White House— by 
invitation of President Jimmy Carter." 
A badge was presented to Mr. and 
Mrs. Carter and Amy. Rosalynn said 
they would be placed in the Carter 
library. 
The charter bus, carrying a sign on 
the back indicating the occasion, 
brought lots of attention throughout the 
trip, with one group of square dancers 
in Greenville, S.C. following us a 
distance to where we stopped to greet 




M D Howard 	PO Box 3745 
Greenville SC 29608 
SingInq Calls . 
TB170 SAVE YOUR KISSES FOR ME by Bobby Keefe 
TB171 GOLD DIGGIN' CLEMENTINE by Bob Bennett 
TB172 BRAND NEW PAIR OF WALKING SHOES, Bob Bennett 
TB173 WHOLE LOT OF DIFFERENCE IN LOVE, Bobby Keefe 
TB174 LET YOUR LOVE FLOW BY Bud Whitten 







727a,(003/ MaILEI RECORDS 
IHE RECORD DESIGNED . . . WITH THE CAttER IN MIND 
WW 902 AMONG MY SOUVENIRS by GayIon Shull 
WW 901 SUN COMING UP by GayIon Shull 
WW109 The Original KING OF THE ROAD 
by Don Franklin 
ATTENTION: all dealers 
Order all new records from 
ROCKY MOUNTAIN DISTRIBUTING CO. 
10101 E. Colorado Ave. # 4, Denver CO 80231 
AROUND THE WORLD, Continued 
be completed at their Halloween square 
dance party. 
When we attended the second 
Monday in August, there were four 
squares of members and seven guests 
on the floor. We enjoyed the dance and 
we were happy to add the names of three 
callers to our Century Book: Joseph A 
Bliss, Arizona; Edward S. Scarborough, 
Texas; and Henry W. Cowlishaw, 
Phillipines. 
One of the guests was a lad stationed 
in Turkey who flew in on an assignment. 
He asked us to drop in at his club in 
Istanbul when we stop there in 
December. 
The Athenai club has an active 
advertising chairman in Robert Davids 
of Florida. On the third night we 
attended, he originated a "chicken" 
dance, with a real chicken, and is 
having a Chicken Badge made for it. If 
you win your Chicken Badge, remember 
it started at an Air Force Base in 
Greece. 
We are now waiting for another 
freighter to take us to Italy, France, 
Spain, around Africa and then to Turkey 
and back to Greece. We hope to attend 
many more pleasant square dances 
along the way. 
Frank & Dot Erker 
Kernersville, North Carolina 
CHALLENGE CHATTER, Continued 
other hand, the dedicated dancer soon 
tires of the sameness involved with 
most open club dancing and seeks a 
more challenging plateau. Under no 
circumstances should dancers be con-
demned for that search. These dancers 
still enjoy open dancing and more often 
than not they help the inexperienced 
dancer. They, more than a lot of others, 
know that he who limps is still walking." 
Square Dance CHRISTMAS CARDS 
Colorful 10 Card Assortment with 
Square/ Round Dance Motif & Verse 
No. 600 Assortment 	 1.50 
No. 500 Assortment 1.25 
(Limited Quantity in Stock) 
Square Dance GREETING CARDS 
No 800 Assortment 	 10- 1.50 
HOSTESS ACCESSORIES AND GIFTS 
50 Beverage Napkins $ .80 
50 Luncheon Napkins .80 
24 Coasters .55 
24 Place Mats .80 
PARTY PAK, 42 pc. asst 1.50 
SNAK PAK, 24 pc. .70 
HOSTESS GIFT BOX 1.35 
STATIONERY 50 pcs. 1.35 
NAME TAGS 50 pcs. 2.00 
KEY TAG with Steel Ring .55 
CERAMIC TILE PLAQUE 2.25 
ADDRESS LABELS— 500 with black Dancing Couple for $2.25 
Please enclose .50 Handling Charge with your order.  
Send for FREE Color Brochure & Samples 
SQUARE SPECIALTIES PO BOX 1065 MANCHESTER, CONN. 06040 
92 
P 	le Page 
South Island is the central and largest island of New Zealand. It is mountain-
ous, with the Southern Alps extending almost its entire length. There are also 














































"Cities and towns 
Reprinted from DELL CROSSWORD PUZZLES 
with the permission of Dell Publishing Co., Inc. 














Jekyll Island, Ga. 
Dec. 9 & 10, 1977 
Ken Bower 
	
John Swindle 	Gary Shoemalle 
Cald Ga 	 lens 
ROUNDS 








463 Dan Place 
Smyrna, Ga 30080 
Phone 14041 436 3664 
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MAIL TO DANCE SAGS 
DPT O° B '242 
CrrEeeLOTPTE NOX C 2apst 
26th NATIONAL, Continued 
10 A sum of $250. to Steve and Dorothy 
Musial to establish a picture library of 
their selection from the professional 
pictures taken at the 26th National 
Convention 	 $250.00 
Total 	 $65,750.00 
The list was accepted as presented, 
after discussion, and disbursements will 
be made as soon as possible. 
The 26th Convention committee will 
make public an official financial state-
ment which will include an exact 
accounting of the disbursement of 
surplus funds. The final report may 
reflect an adjustment of the total, up or 
down, which will affect the allocations. 
Steve Musial thanked all for the 
cooperation, dedication, hard work and 
many sacrifices which made this report 
possible. 
• • • 
Especially for You! 
Travel with these practical, inexpensive, travel bags designed with you in 
mind. All made of the finest durable canvas in bright fashion colors 	light 
weight and easy to pack.  
Style of530k1.42" hangIng beg for men 5 suns 
6301-.40 heng,ng bag for ladies dresses Your 
POO,. 518 00 
Style .5130-Tole beg. Green to take along any. 
Meng and everything 15 deep 14.1/2 wide 
11000 
Both the tibOya ct,ny aroecuveiy minted with 




Dancer 	Round Dancer dance,  
Style .420.11endy duffle. Great for cr.nohnes 
handy tor everyday clothes and accessorres 
21 long by 13 ode Schram denser uthouette 
tmlefully printed on Ma end 524 CO 
Style 114520.largetheereldng beg Zr deep and 
10 wide designed espec ally la her amnia,ee 
and shoes Cannon square dance characters 
Prominently displayed on the soda 51000 
Order 	
fl  i la  
and 00000 51 00 from the 
arca of aeon hag plus mli pay poatago and 
handling 
Enclose checks. money orders or charge to 
Master Charge or Baniakmencardn/ISA No 
cashes C0 Ds please 
Available in fled. Yellow, Blue end Green. SPOCHY when Orded.g. 
DANCE BAGS, P.O. BOX 1242, CHARLOTTE. N.0 28231 
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Produced by: ROBERT FIORE & RICHARD NEVELL 
Release date: 1976 
Sale: $375.00 Rental: 137.50 
16mm / color / 27 min. 
Code #21049 
FOR MORE INFORMATION call 212/6845910 





"Country Corners" traces the history of the contra dance, which 
has become a traditional activity in America since the arrival of 
the first settlers. 
The film emphasizes the function of the contra dance as a unique 
social ritual, focusing on the contra as it exists today. It is a defi-
nite force in the community, providing "roots" for those who parti-
cipate in the contra dance; a group activity that has deep personal 
meaning for individuals and families. 
"Country Corners" shows two sides of contra dancing: the tradi-
tional, as danced by the Ed Larkin dancers of East Bethel, Ver-





BE A ROOSTER BOOSTER. 
HAMILTON, ONT.; Thursday, October 6 
Contact: Marge & Gerry Johnston 
HASKINS, OHIO (Toledo area); Sunday, October 9 
Contact: Mary & Jim Batema, Jack & LII May 
PEORIA, ILLINOIS; Monday, October 10 
Contact: Paul & Ruth Helmig 
WYOMING, MI; Tuesday, October 11 
Contact: Dale & Carole Looman 
GRAND BLANC, MI(Flint); Wed., October 12 
Contact: Jeff & Karen Keelor 
SPRUCE PINE, N.C.; Thursday, October 13 
Contact: Pihmans/Phillips 
CHARLOTTE, N.C.; Friday, October 14 
Contact: Bob & Jo Ferrell 
CAMILLUS NY (Syracuse); Sunday, October 18 
Contact: Tom & Faye Tomlinson 
MARQUETTE, MI; Monday, October 30 
Contact: Dale Bocklund 
SIOUX CITY, IOWA: Monday, October 30 
Contact: Chuck & Sandy Veldhuizen (Calling) 
GREENVILLE OH: Thursday, November 3 
Contact: Emerson Willis 
HUDSON, NY; Friday, November 4 
Contact: William & Eleanor McIntyre 
BIRMINGHAM, ALA.; Tuesday, November 8 
Contact: Buddy James, Bobble Bresnan 
CARROLLTON, GA; Wednesday, November 9 
Contact: Wayne Abbey 
FRANKFURT, GERMANY; Saturday, Nov. 28 
Contact: G. Holger WIllm 
JOHNSTOWN, PA; Sunday, November 27 
Contact: Charles, Stephey or Jim McNulty 
STUART, FL; Friday, December 2 
Contact: Jack & Betty Hoskens 
COOTER, MO; Thursday, December 8 
Contact. Bobby Northcutt or Gene Trimmer 
SAVANNAH, GA; Friday, December 9 
Contact: Buzz & Helen Ruls 
MONTGOMERY, ALA.; Saturday, January 7 
Contact: Wayne Nicholson and Dewey Glass 
GREENVILLE, NC; Sunday, January 8 
Contact: Ralph Steele 
GREENBORO, NC: Wednesday, January 11 
Contact: Ray Pardue 
AUGUSTA, GEORGIA; Thursday, January 12 
Contact: Don Greer 
VIRGINIA BEACH, VA; Friday, January 13 
Contact: Warren & June Bergland 
PISCATAWAY, NJ; Friday, January 20 
Contact: Bob & Mary Rankin 
HOUSTON TX: Thursday, January 28 
Contact: Wade & Gloria Driver 
LOS ALAMOS, NM; Friday, January 27 
Contact: Bob Gill 
SAN ANTONIO, TX; Saturday. January 28 
Contact: Mary & Syl Llebowltz 
CINCINNATI, OHIO; Tuesday, January 31 
Contact: Flo Rohe 
BECKLEY, WV; Wednesday. February 1 
Contact: Fred & Jane Stacy 
COLUMBUS OH: Thursday, February 2 
Contact: August Simmons 
E. BRIDGEWATER, MA; Sunday, February 5 
Contact: Pam Reed, Secy, OCCA 
NEW BRIGHTON, PA; Saturday, February 11 
Contact: Jim & Lois Hume 
ATHENS, OHIO; Wednesday, March 1 
Contact: Bob & Marilyn Ford 
PARKERSBURG, WV; Friday, March 3 
Contact: Keith & Karen Rippeto 
CHARLESTON, WV; Thursday, March 18 
Contact: Erwin Lawson 
CHATHAM, IL; Saturday, March 18 
Contact: Larry Perks 
CENTRAL CITY, KY; Saturday, March 25 
Contact: Charles Ashby 
EUREKA, CA; Wednesday, March 29 
Contact: Al & Connie Whitfield 
RENTON (Seattle) WA; Friday, March 31 
Contact: LeVerne Riley 
PHOENIX, AZ; Sunday, April 2 
Contact: "Smokey" Snook or Dick Kenyon 
NORFOLK, NEBRASKA; Wednesday, April 5 
Contact: Ralph MIddlestadt 
ST. LOUIS (St Ann) MO; Thursday, April 
Contact: Bill & Dotty Stephenson 
UTICA NY; Sunday, April 9 
Contact: Ray & Lucille Graf 
WHITE PLAINS, NY; Saturday, April 15 
Contact: Rich's Andrews 
ALTOONA. PA; Thursday, April 20 
Contact: Emil & Ruth Ann Code 
POTSDAM, NEW YORK; Sunday, April 23 
Contact: Walt & Ruth Pharoah 
MORGANTOWN, WV: Friday, April 28 
Contact: Frank & Jean Slagle 
CANANDAIGUA, NY; Sunday, April 30 (alt.) 
Contact: Bob & Nancy Ellis 
SPRINGDALE, AR; Tuesday, May 18 
Contact: Dub & Maggie Hayes 
KERRVILLE, TX; Wednesday, May 17 
Contact: Louis Domingues 
WACO, TX; Saturday, May 20 
Contact: Paul & Amanda Giver 
RIALTO, CA; Monday, May 22 
Contact: Johnnie & Lou Scott 
PETERBORO, ONT.; Wednesday, May 24 
Contact: Bob & Jayne Jaffray 
SHEFFIELD (Warren) PA; Saturday, May 27 (Tent) 
Contact: Larry Fitzgerald 
KIRTLAND, OHIO: Tuesday, June 6 
Contact: Russ & Ginny Parlors 
MT. HOME, AR; Thursday, June 8 
Contact: Mural & Almedia Partee 
GRENADA MS: Saturday, June 10 
Contact: Joe Harding 
KINGSPORT, TN; Tuesday, June 13 
Contact: Johnny & Lib Jones 
MEMPHIS, TN; Wednesday, June 14 
Contact: Ed & Sally Ramsey 
HILLSBORO, OHIO; Friday, June 16 
Contact: Diane & Daryl Waits 
MINERVA, NY; Wednesday, August 9 (Tent.) 
Contact: Bill & Mary Jenkins 
DILLARD, GA; Saturday, August 19 
Contact: Jerry & Becky Cope 
CHARLESTON SC; Thursday, August 24 
Contact: Bred & Pam Tomlinson 
BELLEVILLE IL (St. Louis); Friday, September 29 




by Mary Jenkins 
THE TOP TEN 1977 
by Bill Davis 
This is the fifth year of publication of 
"The Top Ten". Although the format is 
the same as last year's, a new dictionary 
has been added. It includes about 75 
commands that make up the calls used 
in the Challenge Program beyond the 
Challenge Basics. 
As in the past, the book includes the 
Mainstream Dictionary, The New 
Moves Dictionary and the Dictionary of 
Advanced/Challenge Basics. In all 
there are over 400 commands selected 
as most representative of the over-all 
square dance picture in the U.S. for 
1977. 
The traditional Top Ten selection this 
year includes two commands that are 
already on the Callerlab Quarterly 
Experimentals list. The rest have all 
had significant action and have good 
choreographic appeal. 
The Top Ten for 1977 are: (1) Touch 
1/4 (2) Track II (3) Ah So (4) Crossfire (5) 
Unwrap the Diamond (6) Galaxy 
Circulate (7) Cover Up (8) Clover 1,2,3 
(9) Retread (10) Wipe Out. 
Other features of the book include a 
survey of the Frequency-of-Use of 
Mainstream square dance commands, 
illustrated definition of the Formation of 
Square Dancing as approved by Caller-
lab and a table of permutations allowing 
the programmed mixing of couples to 
avoid set up squares. (If set up squares 
are a problem in your club, buy a copy 
of this 56 page well-written, useful 
book, present it to your caller and 
suggest he or she read and study page 
55!) 
Bill and Bobbie have done a fine job 
and would be happy to hear your 
comments and suggestions. 
Order from Bill Davis, 180 N. Castanya 
Way, Menlo Park, CA 94025. 
$5.00 per copy 
Quantity Prices on request. 
YOUR OWN CLUB STICKERS 
FOR EITHER SIDE OF GLASS 
THESE ARE DECAL TYPE STICKERS 
Wet the decal and transfer to desired surface 
THE MAREX COMPANY 
6061/2 W. Columbia Ave. 
Champaign, Illinois 61820 
MINIMUM ORDER 10 
LESS THAN 100-35t EACH 
100 OR MORE— 30C EACH 
"Send for free catalogue 
on badges, stickers, 
accessories, etc." 
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EASY SING-A-LONG CALLS .... $2.00 
PROGRESSIVE WORKSHOP ... $2.00 
CALLER CLINIC 	  $5.00 
CHOREOGRAPHY GIMMICKS . 	. $6.00 
SET UP AND GET OUT 	  $6.00 
MAINSTREAM SQUARE DANCING $4.00 
MAINSTREAM PLUS ONE & TWO . $4.00 
MODERN CONTRA DANCING. $3.00 
TEACHING TOTS TO DANCE $2.00 
WINDMILL SYSTEM . $2.00 
FIRST STEPS TO CONTRA $2.00 
ACCOMPLISHING BETTER CALLING $4.00 
WHEELING AND DEALING $2.00 
HOEDOWN HERITAGE S3.00 
CLIP ART 	 S3.00 
CLOGGING $4.00 
THE FUNNY WORLD OF 
SQUARE DANCING 	$4.00 
DIPLOMAS 	 Promotional Folders 
Square/Round— 10d; Clogging— 15¢ 	 100— $6.00 
Inquire about Quantity Prices 
ORDER FROM AMERICAN SQUAREDANCE MAGAZINE 
P.O. BOX 788 SANDUSKY, OHIO 44870 
11,a/id bi.2;41.,4;411,;E;4 Ne;dbit.;41•;,•;411.-z;11•4;4•4.,11.1,,, %.41;4 1,;:1.6.411.;::;•/•:,1;4 11,..a;4 b;a;41.a;/ 	 b4;16;.±;1114.. ..;4 
471 'Ma 'Mg 	iprZt 	'MI Mler47.1 P.5:11P.747.4•Mq Mcp7.7.4 M. MI trZirMq 0:7.1 'MI Ms 'Mg *M. 
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P410/100 SQUARE DANCE SERVICE 
Judy Sappington 
2920 Washburn Circle 
Minneapolis. MN 55423 
612-869-9501 
NEWCOMB SOUND EQUIPMENT 
CALIFONE SOUND EQUIPMENT 
ELECTRO-VOICE & SHURE MICROPHONES 
SQUARE DANCE ACCESSORIES 
NEW SID CLOTHING FOR MEN & WOMEN 
COAST SQUARE DANCE SHOES & BOOTS 
Mail and phone orders handled promptly Please 







& SID RELATED ITEMS.  
(Also used SID Clothing on consignment) 
FONDSCall LONE 
Years may wrinkle the skin, 
but lack of enthusiasm wrinkles the soul. 
Submitted by Fenton Sellers, Memphis 
An ASD Australian Tour Member 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
* GOLD * STAR * 
• New Singing Call Release 
• GS 708 BIG CITY 
* Flipside Called by CAL GOLDEN 
* 
* SQUARE DANCE WEEKENDS 
THE SIXTH YEAR 
* SQUARE DANCE VACATIONS 
* Seven Winter Wonderland Weekends 
* 	 French Lick-Sheraton Hotel, French Lick, Indiana 
* January 13, 14, 15, 1978 	 February 10, 11, 12, 1978  
* ALOHA WEEKEND SWEETHEART SPECIAL 
* January 20, 21, 22, 1978 	 February 17, 18, 19, 1978 
* WINTER GETAWAY ADVANCED LEVEL WEEKEND * 
* February 3, 4, 5, 1978 	 February 24, 25, 26, 1978 
* HONEYMOONERS WEEKEND 	FRENCH LICK GET-TOGETHER 
March 3, 4, 5, 1978 
ADVANCED LEVEL WEEKEND 
*Outstanding staff each weekend: THIS IS A PACKAGE WEEKEND:6 Meals (Fri- * 
*day evening through Noon Sunday), 2 Nights Lodging, Dancing from 2 P.M. Friday* 
*through Noon on Sunday. 
Registration & Further Information, write: 
* SHARON GOLDEN, PO Box 2280, Hot Springs AR 71901 (501) 624-7274 	* 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
RECORDS 
CAL GOLDEN'S CALLERS COLLEGES 
* 
FOR NEW CALLERS 	* 
October 16-21, 1977 * 
FOR EXPERIENCED CALLERS 	* 
Who want to become Full-time callers * 
























think I see a square forming up over there in "Ahoy, Fred! We re in luck! 
Gosford, north of Sydney." 
106E VAR, 
MAI L scope r ecoc!,s 
NEW RELEASE 
C CLAP CLAP HERE COMES CHARLIE 
Written by Jeanne Briscoe 
Called by Mac McCullar 
_ 
RECENT RELEASES 
SC816 Best Things In Life Are Free 
SC815 Hukilau 
SC614 My Gypsy 
SC613 Bringing Home The Bacon 
SC612 April In Portugal 
SC811 Moonlight and Shadows 
SC610 Yes, Yes In Your Eyes 
SC609 Basin Street Blues 
WRITE FOR CA TA LOG 
1 	Box 1448 San Luis Obispo CA 93406 






We've had NAME-THE-CALLER contests in the past, with good results, but 
here's a real toughie. This time we want you not only to name the caller and where 
he's from but also tell us his occupation other than calling. Deadline for entries is 
November 1st. We'll award valuable prizes to the winners, and announce them in 




Much of the research for this feature was done by Mike Litzenberger, Slidell, La. 
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